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INTRODUCTION 

THE announcement of any notable discofJery in the 
world of applied science is always the· signal for 

admiration and astonishment, but once these have 
passed, we realise that the responsibilities and duties 
already shouldered by mankind hafJe been suddenly 
increased. HafJing recognised the existence of a force, 
the nature of which would seem to be beyond human 
understanding, we must endeavour to utilise it for a 
reasonable and practical purpose. The newly discofJ-

_,ered scientific means of disseminating knowledge 
and information and, more particularly, wireless 
broadcasting, thus gifJe rise to urgent problems of 
organisation. Broadcasting is defJeloping daily; tele
phony is becoming inter-continental and, fJery soon, 
telefJision will doubtless contribute a new element to 
these powerful systems of dissemination. 

Like the cinematograph, broadcasting was origin
ally intended to profJide et~tertainment and recrea
tion; but the importance of the role of these fresh 
tt international forces " that are impressing the 
public more and more forcibly and which cannqt be 
restrained, is asserting itself with an efJer increasing 
insistence from day to day, It must therefore be 
controlled and guided into the proper channels. 

Broadcastin and the cinemato ra h are capable 
of ecoming invalua e auxz zary instrumen s tn t ! 
fi.eld of education. This was recognised by the League 
o/1latzons w1ien it founded its International Educa
tional Cinematograph Institute in Rome, an insti
tution which has, in its particular sphere, obtained 
highly promising results. With regard to the questions 
with which we are here concerned, sefJeral countries 
hafJe, as the result of an enquiry conducted during 
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the year by the Rome Institute, ·agreed that the 
showing of educational films in programmes of a 
recreational character should be compulsory. 

Further, in pursuance of a decision of the League 
of Nations Assembly and on the proposal of the In-. 
ternational Committee on Intellectual Co-operation, 
the International Institute of Intellectual Co-opera
tion has collected, with the collaboration of the 
International Broadcasting Union, fJoluminous docu
me"tary material on the experiments in school broad
casting now being carried out in most countries of 
the world. 

The object of these infJestigafions was to refJeal the 
adfJantages and possibilities which broadcasting 
offered, either for instructing youth in the aims of 
the League of Nations or for the general education 
of school children and adults. 

With this documentation in its possession, the 
Institute of Intellectual Co-operation will, this year, 
be able to consult the educational departments of the 
different gorJernments with a fJiew to standardising 
methods, in so far as circumstances permit, and to 
giving, beyond the frontiers, the maximum impetus 
to this form of instruction which, although only 
subsidiary, is full of possibilities that are perhaps 
still unsuspected. 

Following out this idea, technical problems ~ 
solfJed by the schools taking broadcast lessons~- f~r \ 
example: the choice of receifJers, the distribution of r 
wafJe-lengths, the arrangement of school time-tables, j 
the acoustic properties of classrooms, etc., will this \ 
year be examined in collaboration with the Inter- I 
national Broadcasting Union. .___..,; 

This represents, howefJer, only one of the aspects 
of the part that broadcasting can play in social life. 
lf, on the one handJLB!'f!.1Lused in t~e seroice of 



_,_ 
education, Jt canJ.!!_n th~ other, be made to serve the 
passion of olitical strife to s.P.J:gUalse niWS(i;id 
t!'_ ecome an instrt.!_~nt of dis£ord anLtlmzJh..-
but it may also be developed as one of the most valtt
able auxiliaries at our disposal for the furthering 
of " moral disarmament ". It will be readily under
stood, therefore, that the choice of the means best 
calculated to extract all the advantages from broad
casting at~d, at the same time, to check its baneful 
influences, becomes an extremely delicate problem. 
Rules and customs adapted to these new problems 
need to be established and agreed upon ; the Moral 
Disarmament Committee of the Disarmament Con
ference examined this aspect oj the question in col
laboration with the Institute of Intellectual Co
operation. 

In a comparative study prepared with the help of 
qualified experts, the Institute has examined the 
possibilities that broadcasti11g ojfers for the rappro
chement of nations. It is in this field that the question 
of the influence exercised by wireless on the mind of 
the people comes into play with the greatest force, for 
it is an influence which is far more direct, far more 
violent, and one that retains a remarkably more 
human aspect - and consequently of a natttre to 
engender bitterness and hatred - than that exerciud 
by gramophone records or even the cinematograph. 

It is obvious that a brief statement mechanically 
recorded will ha'De incalculably less persuasi'De force 
than an address deli'Dered before the microphone. On 
the other hand, a speaker broadcastinf from a studio 
becomes endowed with the propaganda force of a 
group of. orators or of a society. Ij he speaks on 
behalf of an association, a political party (or example, 
the weight of his arguments and suggestions is 
multiplied many times o'Der by the broadcasting app~-
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ratus. Actual facts have already proved the existence, 
not to mention the dangers, of this unseen power. 
It is true that, in many countries, the government 
exerts a controlling influence on wireless transmitters 
and a relative guarantee of equilibrium is assured; 
but, in times of crisis, it should be possible to rely on 
definite laws and regulations, on codified rules and 
on tradition. ·Therefore, agreements of principle 
providing for the preventive as well as the positive 
measures to be taken are now receiving the attention 
of the governments. . 

In connexion with the measures advocated for the 
promotion of flliendly relations between peoples, the 
methods of education destined for adult listeners may, 
in years to come, constitute an extremely valuable 
broadcasting activity. Very little has so far been 
attempted in this sense. It is of paramount importance 
that the different countries should devote serious 
attention to the organisation of post-school instruc
tional courses so that broadcasting may, in that field 
also, act af a valuable adjuvant and become what has 
been called the" unseen university o(the people_.". 

This book, devoted to the utilisation of broadcasting 
in primary, secondary and higher education, contains 
the studies communicated to the International Insti
tute of Intellectual Co-operation by educators and by 
the organisers of instructional courses in twenty-five 
countries; they represent an accumulation of experience 
which will enable all who are interested in school 
broadcasting to make their own comparative analyses 
and to find use}ul suggestions. 

The ge~Jeral report drawn up by the Institute as 
the result of this enquiry furnished the material for 
the first part of this volume, in which, while setting 
forth opinioiJs which at times are conflicting, an 
endeavour has been made to stress the fundamental 
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rules and guiding principles, which, at _this stag• of 
th• investigations and in the present conditions govern
ing the organisation of educational broadcasting, 
may be regarded as representing the vi•ws held by the 

. majority of educators. 
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PART I 

THE LEADING PRINCIPLES 
OF SCHOOL BROADCASTING 

I 

The Place of Broadca•ting 
in Primary and Secondary Education 

The opinion at present held by the majority of educators 
is that, in virtue of its very nature, broadca~ting cannot ht' 
anything more than a subsidiary instrument of education 
and that its use is confined to certain limits. This uniform 
and more or Jegs mechanised form of instruction dispenses 
with the need for personal contact hetwe~n teacher anti 
pupil and consequently tends to make the latiP.r a too passive 
li~tener, whereas the essential aim of education should be 
to develop the individual faculties of pupils in a gradual 
process of intellectual training ; this implies the personal 
action of the teacher, who is acquainted with the aptitude 
of each member of his class, and a call upon the pupils 
effectively to participate in his teaching. 

These considerations, the importance of which cannot be 
ignored, have not escaped the notice of specialists in 
school broadcasting. Some of these experts express th~ 
view that these considerations apply more especially to pri
mary schools : the essential task of the educator should 
consist in stirring the activity of the child's mind by encour
aging him to observe and concenti:ate his thoughts on 
concrete objects. In this field more than in any other, the 
age of the pupils demands direct action on the part of 
the teacher and fairly frequent repetitions. Broadcasting, 
which appeals only to the sense of hearing, the devejop
ment of which is relatively slow among children, and 
which makes it possible for them to adopt a purely receptive 
attitude, should therefore be utilised very sparingly in 
elementary education, and then rather for the purpose of 
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recreation. Educational Broadcasting therefore should rather 
be confined to secondary schools. 

Other experts, on the cont~, are of the opinion that 
there are greater possibilities for the use of educational 
broadcasting in the primary schools, the less advanced 
programmes of which can be more easily combined with 
the wireless courses. In secondary schools, where the tuition 
given i~ of a more specialised character, teachers will 
sometimes experience serious difficulty in fitting the present 
broadcast programmes in their normal time-table and cur
riculum : this difficulty is mentioned, in particular. in 
the report drawn up h:v the International Committee for the 
Educational and Social use of Films and Broadcasting. 

l:<'tmdamentally, this divergence of opinions is more appa
rent than real, since those who hold the first opinion are 
thinking chjefly of the elementary pi:imary schools, whil& 
tho~e in favour of a more general use of broadcasting in 
conjunction with primary school education agree that it 
can scarcely be expected to produce good results with 
children under II. This is notably the case in England. 
where broadcast lessons are regularly taken by 3,343 pri
mary schools and 323 secondary schools. In Germany, 
according to the report prepared by the International 
Broadcasting Union, school broadcasts are followed more 
generally by pupils between the ages of Ill and 16. 

However this may be, the experts are practically unani
mous in the view that the r61e of broadcasting should b& 
purely supplementary. 

Broadcasting, therefore, should not be used for the normal 
teaching provided for in the school curriculum. the ele
ments of which ca,n be found in the usual text-books. As 
already stated, bi:oadcasting cannot supplant the teacher 
and the direct influence which he exerts upon his pupils. 
Its function is to second the teacher in his task and, in a 
way, to complete his teaching. It is justified only in so far 
as it constitutes a supplementary source of information, 
enables the pupils to listen to original instructional talks 
given by specialists, awakens their intellectual curiosity and 
conoveys new ideas to them by bringing them into contact 
with eminent pei:Sonalities. The aim of these broadcasts 
should be, above all, deliberately to depart from the usual 
routine of the school lesson and to introduce novel features. 
This method of teaching ,should therefore be resorted to 
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only for certain subjects and only in so far as the school 
teacher is unable to handle these with the means at his 
disposal; in isolated country achools particularly. By bring. 
ing teachers and pupils out of their isolation in this way, 
school broadcasts make it possible to introduce greater 
variety in the curriculum of these schools and act as a eli· 
mulus both to the teacher's methods of instruction and to 
the work of the pupils. 

An examination of the subjects which best lend them· 
selves to this form of education will enable ua to define its 
potentialities and advantages. 

SUBJECTS BEST SUITED TO THESE BROADCA~TS 

Although the somewhat too limited and, at times, super
ficial experiments so far carried out do not yet mak.e it 
possible to establish any definitely valid classification of 
.these subjects or to determine their relative value, it is 
nevertheless ugreed that br.oadcusting can be put to the best 
use in the following branches of school curricula : 
music, literature (national and foreign) ; the teaching of 
modem languages (national and foreign) ; history and geo
graphy ; the history of art; natural· sciences and hygiene; 
elementary anatomy and physiology.; ethics and citizen
ship ; technical and vocational guidance. To these may be 
added - outside the field of teaching properly so called -
eye-witness accoun'- and running commentariea on impor· 
tant current events. 

As pointed out by the experts, the educational value of 
these broadcasts depends partly on their method of presen- . 
tation. It would therefore be advisable first to give a general· 
aurvey · of the methods ~ommended. We will then 
examine, for each of these aubjects, the possibilities offered 
by broadcasting and the methods of presentation specially 
suited to each. 

'METHODS OF I'RESEXIATION 

Broadcasting is purely auditory ·and, if due care is not 
exercised, it may easily become a cause of fatigue and 
inattention when used 811 an instrument of teaching. n 

· lacks the vjsual impre115ions required to hold the attention 
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of pupils. If attention is to be held, it is imperative that 
other means be employed to impress the mind of class
room pupils. An endeavour should theref01:e be .made to 
present a subject vividly and in the form of« word-pictures"· 
Instead of delivering a lecture on men and things in gener
al, the aim should he, whenever possible, to bring them 
into relation with ~:eality ; facts and ideas should he used 
and referred to in striking language so that the pupils are, 
as it were, placed in direct contact with the speaker. Care 
must he taken, however, - and the experts also called 
special attention to this point - not to make these broad
casts too sensational. Over-excitement of the pupils' imal!i
nation results in a state of mental tension that rlisturbs the 
normal functioning of their fa cui ties. Instead of awakening 
ideas, they are given hut fleeting and superficial impres
sions. 

It was on the basis of this principle that the experts 
judged the value of the different methods of presentation. 
These methods may take either of the following forms : 

The ordinary Lesson. -This method, which is intended 
t> reproduce the contact established between teacher and 
pupils in normal classroom work, is necessarily of an arti
ficial character and is, moreover, suitable only for a very 
limited number of subjects. The broadcaster asks questions 
and indicates certain exercises to he done by the pupils. The 
pupils answer aloud. either individually or collectively 
under the supervision of the teacher. The lecturer may also 
ask the class to repeat words, phrases, etc. The mt>thod 
i~ suited particularly to broadcasts on speech and for the 
tcac bing of foreign languages. Few broadcast teachers, 
however, possess the degree of t~:aining required to make 
this method a success. It is 1not sufficient for them to be 
experts in child psychology, they must also have enough 
imagination to picture themselves addressing a full class
room. 

To overcome this drawback experimental broadcasts have 
bee~ or.ganised in which the lecturer addresses a group of 
pup_1ls Ill the ~tu~io ; he is thus confronted with a living 
audience and IS mduced to make his talk a real lesson. 
This method, known as the " model lessons " method, can 
never amount to anything more than an imitation of the 
classroom and, in general, the experts did not regard it as 
one to be recommended. 
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Lectures. -This method is more specially suited to educa
tional broadcasts intended for adult listeners. Among school 
children, it very easily engenders boredom, fatigue and 
passivity. Lectures should therefore be few in number and 
listened to only by the senior pupils of the school. They 
should be timed to last about 15 minutes, 25 minutes being
considered as a maximum. Certain subjects will be found 
for which this method of presentation is necessary and 
offers no difficulties : for example, eye-witness accounts, 
travel talks, etc. To make the lecture more vivid, it may 
also be presented in dramatised form, in the leaching of 
history, for instance. On the other hand, lectures have an 
educational value peculiar to them : they teach the pupils 
to grasp the main points of a subject, to draw up a 
synthesis, thus furnishing them ·with one of the most 
useful exercises in mind training. For the lecture to be 
really effective, the subject must mesh in with the school 
syllabus ; the teacher must prepare his pupils and the 
broadca~ts must be followed by an open discussion in 
which the pupils are invited by their teacher to retrace 
the lecturer's remarks in outline, to extract the salient 
features and to judge of their si,!.?nificance. During the 
lecture, therefore, the class may take a few notes; this 
method should not he overdone, however, as the pupils 
are apt to Jose the thread of the broadcaster's remarks. 
They should confine themselves to noting a few essential 
points that will enable them to recall the outstanding 
ideas. 

With regard to the lecturer, be should speak. slowly and 
distinctly, using simple phrases that can be understood by 
the large majority of his listeners. It too frequently happens 
that the lecturer, if he is also a teachei", has in mind only 
the pupils of his own school who are familiar with his 
voice and favourite expressions. He is apt to think that, 
when broadcasting be will be understood by all his li•teners 
if he speaks in exactly the same manner as that which he 
adopts before his own pupils. The lecturer must, above all, 
place himself on the same intellectual level as his audience. 
It is generally agreed that a lecture which is well under
stood bv the average pupil, even if it falls below the 
standard of comprehension that might justly be expected 
of him, gives better results than a lecture on too academic 
a subject. 
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Talle~, or. simple expositions.- These are. stra!ght f~rward 
talks in which an expert deals with a subJect m which he 
excels. This method of presentation, which is less rigid 
and formal than a lecture, is suited to a large number of 
subjects. It is particularly suited for history lessons, but it 
may also be usefully adopted f01.: lessons in geography, 
literatUI·e and, in a .cer.tain measure, for the seiences. When 
the subject lends itself to such additions, the talks may be 
supplemented by songs or music, recitations of passages of 
verse or prose, etc. 

Dialogue. - If it is true that, when transmitted through the 
microphone, ideas and facts should be presented as vividly 
as possible, the dialogue, which consists in a conversation 
between two or more persons, constitutes an excellent 
method of presentation, provided, however, that the dia
logue is not merely a series of questions and answers. 

The dialogue may take the form of a didactic debate. For 
example, a scholar 01: scientist may be invited to speak on. 
c1. subject in which he is eminently qualified. The interlo
cutor will then repr.esent the listeners and he must see that 
the debate does not exceed the standard of comprehension 
of the pupils; if necessary, he must bring the expert down 
to that standard by asking for explanations, asking ques
tions, etc. The interlocutor, therefore, if he is to play his 
part with success, must be fairly well informed on the 
subject under 11iscussion in order that the conver$8tion 
may not unnecessarily depart from the pre-conceived track •. 
He should also be thoroughly acquainted with the mentality 
of the pupils and conversant with the methods of teaching 
most suited to their psychology. This form of dialogue ia 
eminently suited to the teaching of modern languages. 

Dialogues may also take the form of an exchange of 
views, in which each of the interlocutors contributes his 
~hare in ~hrowing li$ht ~n new aspects of the question and 
m analysmg the subJect m greater detail · this method has 
been u~ed with marked success in bJ:Qadca~t history lessons. 

In dtalogues which are in the nature of debates the 
different points of view should be set forth ; truth should 
be made to appear from this very conflict of views. This 
8~$umentative form of discussion, however, with its expo
Slhon of pros and cons gives rise to a certain tension of 
mi?d ; it should be adopted pref.erably for subjects of gener
al mterest that have no direct connection with classroom 
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subjects, when it is wished either to furnish the pupils 
with an objective survey of the major problems of everyday 
life, or to supply material for subsequent discussions, as ia 
done in the Anglo-Saxon countries. 

Teachers who have organised discussions between groups 
ru their pupils know bow difficult it is for the latter to find 
suitable subjects for debate. Further~ore, they have little 
opportunity of hearing good model speeches. To meet this 
need, the British Broadcasting Corporation recently organ
ised a series of « unfinished debates ». A speaker opens 
from the studio and states his views on a given question, 
after which another replies. The broadcast is then sus
pended and the pupils are left to continue the discussion or 
to make any other use they wish of what they have heard. 
These debates may be used with advantage in training 
pupils to study the style or argumentation of the speakers, 
to analyse the weight of their arguments, etc. As a rule, 
teachers prefer to use these broadcasts as introductions to 
discussions that are taken up by their pupils. To be of a real 
value these debates have to be carried on under the guid
ance of group leaders especially trained for this purpose. 
Those introductory discu~sions are more particularly suited 
to secondary school pupils. 

Dramatisation.- This method is, in fact, merely a more 
complete application of the general principle which, in the 
unanimous opinion of the experts, should govern the dif
ferent methods of presentation, namely : the subject should 
be presented impressively and vividly, in a manner that 
appeals to the imagination of the listener and arouses his 
creative activity. The method consists essentially in evoking, 
in picturesque language, certain episodes. either by mak
ing them the background for a central theme, which 
gives, in a way, the radio-drama, or by evoking in freeer 
fashion a succession of scenes relating to one and the same 
subject. In these broadcasts, it is ol. paramount importance 
that the pupils should be brought into direct touch with 
the subject matter, thus creating the right atmosphere ; 
with a little imagination, they will picture them~clves 
witnessing, or taking part in, the scenes depicted. These 
dramatic reconstructions of history may also be introduced 
in a talk, for the space of ten minutes say, by way of illus
tration. 

Closely related as they are to the radio-drama, to a poinL 
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in fact that they may at times appear identical, these dra
matisations distinguish themselves by their object, which 
is above all didactic. This form of presentation - and we 
shall have occasion to re£cr to it later - is particularly 
useful as a means of illustrating history lessons. It may 
also .serve to illustrate certain geography lessons ; for 
example, the broadcast may reconstruct an expedition· to 
the North Pole, imaginary explorers being invited to take 
part. It has also been found that the sciences lend .them
selves to this method of scenic description more than is 
generally thought. Pupils can, for example, listen in to 
the discovery of X-rays by Roentgen, to the major mani
festations of Nature, etc . 
. Story.-This method, which is particularly adapted to 
the psychology of children, is always highly successful, 
whether the subject derives from fiction or from fact, or 
whether the broadcast consists of anecdotes on the lives of 
famous men. When stories based on legends and folklore 
are being told, care should be taken to preserve the original 
poetic and naive expressions. In a short introductory 
address, the announcer should endeavour to acquaint 
listeners with the subject of the talk and thus transport 
them in thought to the scene of action. · 

Educational running Commentaries. - This method, 
which differs from the usual commentary or eye-witness 
account in that it not only provides pupils with entertain
ment but also tends to give them a vivid lesson with the aid 
of means which are not available to the school teacher, 
constitutes a first-rate intellectual stimulant, especially in 
the case of isolated rural schools. It makes it possible to 
bring the pupils into immediate contact with current events, 
to follow the various developments in the economic, social 
and political life of the present day world. The r61e of the 
commentator consists in keeping constantly on the alert, 
ready to transmit his impressions in picturesque and 
colourful language, in short to portray in words the scene 
wh!ch. be . is witJ_Iessing. Some of the experts have no 
hesttallon m placmg these broadcasts first in the list of 
met~ods ol presentation. This is particularly true when we 
consider not so much the method itself as the principle 
underlying it. 



SUBJECI' MA1TER AND J'OTENTI.WTIES OF THIS MEDIUM 

OF EDUCATION 

IIaving thus defined the methods which can be adopted, 
we can now turn to the question of their application, exam
ining them concurrently with a more detailed study of 
each of the subjects that can be chosen for these school 
broadcasts. Strictly speaking, school broadcasting ia not a 
means of instruction proper : its supplemental r6le doea 
not consist in completing, by a new mode of teaching, the 
elements of knowledge acquh:ed in tho classroom, but 
rather in illustrating that instruction and in enriching it 
by opening up new horizons in such a way that the intel
lectual curiosity of the pupils is aroused. This also explains 
the p~eference shown by the experts for those methods of 
presentation which forcibly impress the imagination. Such 
are the principles which emerge from the eon~iderationa 
put forward by the experts regarding the different aubjects, 

· :which now remain to be examined separately. 
llfasic.-The primary aim of these lessons should be to 

train the musical sense of the pupils by teaching them 
how to. appreciate the works of great composer& ; to develop 
their taste for and practice of melody and rhythm by 
presenting them as the natural expression of human 
feelings, thus completing the tuition given by the •chool 
music teacher. Ce~n experts consider that these broad
cast lessons may also be used to teach pupils to read a 
simple melody, to compose elementary tunes and to acquire 
practice in group singing. These singing exercises are very 
popular in Great Britain. _ 

In these courses of musical tJ:aining, an endeavour should 
be made to include in each of the concerts or recitals, 
examples of the simplest classical worb. For these to be 
fully grasped by the pupils, it will be necessary to repeat 
them several times. The school teacher should therefore 
provide himself with records of the chief passages of these 
works and play them before and after the broadcast. Each 
of the performers in the studio orchestra 1hould be made 
to play his instrument in turn in order that the listeners 
may realise the part it plays in the score. Each concert, to 
give good results, should be accompanied by a eommen-
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tary given in the form of an informal talk. To rendeJ: a 
given work more comprehensible, t~e l?upils sh~mld be 
told something about the composer s hfe, the 1deal at 
which he aimed, and, in so far as possible, the manner in 
which he interpreted human feelin~. . 

These musical broadcasts accompamed by comments will 
natUI:ally vary in character according to the class of pupils 
for which they are designed. It is also indispensable that 
the listeners should have the written music before them for 
reference. Pamphlets should therefo~:e be published in 
advance and distributed to the class, giving the words of 
songs and even certain passages of the music to be played, 
notes on the object and scope of each lesson, a list of the 
records to be provided and illustrations of the various ins
truments in the orchest~:a, with an indication of their 
respectives r6les, etc. 

Some of the broadcasts might also be devoted to the 
singing of songs and the playing of short pieces of music 
composed by the pupils themselves during the year. Broad
casts of this kind might be given as the final lesson of the 
series for that year. 

National and foreign Literature. - The supplemental 
r6le of broadcasting will here consist in allowing scholars 
to give an outline sketch of the evolution of a literary style, 
to analyse its principal examples, to call attention to the 
beauty of certain masterpieces and to trace their influence 
on national and foreign literatu~:e. Far from supplanting 
ordinary classroom work, these syntheses should serve to 
illustrate and complete it. 

Thanks to wireless broadcasting, it is also possible to 
hear certain passages from the works of great masters 
rendered by first-rate artistes. In choosing these passages, 
preference should be given to scenes in which only a small 
number of chararters figure. It has been found that after 
these partial .revelations of works by judiciously selected 
excerpts, pup1ls read the entire work. So, instead of acting 
as a deterrent to reading, these broadcasts are an incentive. 
Here also, with systematically planned programmes, an
nounced well in advance, the broadcasting of properly 
selected works recited by competent artistes will advanta"'e
ously illustrate the literature lessons given in the cht~s
room. 

Another method, which has proved very popular, is to 
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arrange for a literary critic to deliver a aeries of talks on 
certain books and to stress the reasons why they ahould be 
admired. The critic should avoid conveying the impression 
that there is any idea of compulsion as regards the reading 
of these books. Lists of the works analysed in the course of 
these talks, with the namea of the publishers and the price 
of popular editiOns should be handed to the pupils. These 
lists might also be communicated beforehand to the local 
libraries so that they may obtain copies of the books re
commended or place them at the disposal of the achools. 

It will be realised that these talks are specially suitable 
for secondary school children. When addressed to the een
ior classes, they might be delivered in the form of a lec
ture. They should he given in logical order and announced 
well in advance, so that the teachen may make a selection 
according to the literary ability· of their pupils. The 
pamphlets announcing the subject matter ahould contain 
a brief analysis of each of the talks, with the text of the 
pas$ages to be broadcast. 

Some of the experts are o! the opinion that these broad
casts might be used to teach pupils to expreBB their ideas in 
writing. The setting of essays on abstract eubjects should 
be avoided (theses on progress, ete. or imaginary dialogue• 
between characters of classic drama). They should rather 
he taught to describe what they have actually aeen, scenes 
of every day life, and to write on concrete subjects with 
which they are familiar. These leBBona in composition and 
style as an expression of personality require constant colla
boration between teacher and pupils. The latter are asked 
by the broadcast lecturer to write an essay on a given 
subject. The essays are then read and criticised by the 
teacher in the classrom. The lecturer, for his pa~;t, follows 
the work done each week by a certain class, whose papers 
he corrects himself. In this way, he is able to call attention 
to the more common examples of faulty composition, to 
correct them and to indicate the qualities of essays of ape
cia! merit. This method enables the broadcaster to win the 
confidence of his listeners and even to exercise a certain 
measure of authority over them. After selecting a few papers 
forwarded to him from other schools, he criticises these 
also, giving the name of the achool or even the names of 
the pupils which have submitted the best, thus keeping up 
a spirit of healthy competition among his listeners. From 
time to time, prizes may he awarded for the best effortl. 
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Modern Languages. -These broadcasts should consist of 
exercises in conversation whereby the pupils may augment 
their vocabulary and, by listening to lively conversations 
held in the studio, to learn the construction of phrases, 
pronunciation and rhythm- knowledge which they some
times acquire with much difficulty when obliged to rely 
on dictionaries and text-books. The experts take generally 
the view that grammar and syntax should be approached 
in these broadcast lessons with considerable caution. These 
subjects should rat her be left to the normal classroom rou
Hne as they require concentration and uninterrupted atten
tion and a form of teaching in which the children's ima
gination plays no part. 

For primary schools, the practical courses should prefer
ably consist of lessons in the mother tongue of the pupils. 
They should be used for the broadcasting of models of 
e-xpressive speech and good pronunciation, to teach the 
pupils to express themselves correctly and to rid themselves 
of faulty pronunciation which they may have inherited 
from local dialect or custom. In the course oi these lessons, 
the broadcaster may also explain a few princi pies regarding 
the formation of sounds and speech, with practical demons
trations. The teacher who realises the defects of local pro
nunciation should make a point of applying this practical 
form of instruction to the special needs of his pupils. He 
should provide himself with the pamphlets giving the differ
ent subjects of these lessons and the exercises to be done 
by the pupils during the week. 

It is in the secondary schools that broadcasting as a 
means of teaching foreign languag-es is found to be parti
~ularly useful. _'~'he l~ssons, which are given by foreign 
mstructors famllmr w1th the mentality of the pupils of the 
country, sh()uld be given entirely in the foreig>n language 
so that the children may grow accustomed to the sounds 
and pronunciation peculiar to that lan"uan-e Translations 
., b ""' • 1t •as een found, retard this ear trainino-. 

B , ' " . ~gmners c?urses should consist of lessons in pronun-
cmhon,. a rea.dmg followed by explanations, conversation 
alternahn!! w1th a reading or recitation. The subject of the 
talk sl~ould be t~at of the reading in order that the pupils 
may d1spense w1th a text and concentrate on listenin!!. The 
vocabulary and expressions used in the conversations 
;between foreign instructors should be of the simplest 
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character ; the conversations should introduce short anec
dotes, proverbs and common ph~:ases adapted to the de
scription of scenes of daily life. 

The text of the reading~. song-s and poems, and the 
suhjert of the lessons should he distributed heforchnncl tn 
enable the teachers to prepare their pupils. The latter should 
he induced to take an active part in the lessons. The 
instructor speaking to them from the studio should, from 
time to time, ask them to repeat ce~tain words and simple 
sentences and to join in the singing. The classroom teacher 
should write the more difficult words on the blackboard 
as and when they occur in the broadcast. 

The broadcasting of talks in a foreign Ian~age is 
valuable only to pupils who are already faidy conversant 
with that language ; it is of little use for others, for imme
diately they hear a word they do not understand the effort 
made to ~-rasrJ its meaning causes them to miss what fol
lows, with the result that the broadcaster seems to be 
speaking too ~:apidly for them. 

In order that these lessons may not prove too great a 
strain, it is a good plan to introduce, by way of relaxation, 
an interlude of group singing, the songs being chosen from 
among the folk songs of the country whose language is 
being studied. 

Readings and conversations between foreign instructors 
are better suited to advanced pupils. The suhjPrt of th•·o.e 
talks may be the cmtoms and the social life of the country 
whose language is being taught, also the main features of 
its ch·ilisation, its literature, art, etc. The pupils will thus 
not only have an opportunity of hearing the living and 
spontaneous speech of a given nation, they will also grow 
accustomed to hearing it spoken by qualified repre,enta
tives of the country. 

To ensure the success of these talks, an educator belonging 
to the same country as the pupils may also be invited to 
take part. The role of this expert should be to keep the 
level of the talk within the range of the listeners. The 
conversation mav even be in the form of a dialogue be
tween the foreign instructor and the expert. When he 
deems it necessary, the latter should ask the lecturer certain 
questions suggested to him by the difficulties proha!Jiy 
experienced by the pupils. Listeners then have the im pres
sion that they are taking part in the conversation. Fut:ther, 
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this educational expert should be the pedagogical adviser ; 
he should assist the foreign instructor to choose his subjects, 
collaborate with him in the preparation of the pamphlet, 
etc. We have here a practical example of bi-national co
operation between educators that is of the highest impor
tance. 

The booklet containing a summary of the conversations 
and a glossary of the more difficult words and expressions 
should be distributed to the pupils in advance. These notes 
should be used exclusively for the preparation of the class 
and should not be referred to during the broadcast. When 
listening to readings, the recitation of poetry, etc. the 
pupils may have the text before them. 

Another equally effective method is to organise, as a 
conclusion to the broadcast, a recital of one of the works of 
a master composer of the country whose language is being 
studied, or, as an alternative, a conversation on that sub
ject. The vividness of the impressions produced by the 
musical renrlering will impart such spontaneity to the 
conversation that ideas will, as it were, burst forth automa
tically and the conversation will appear to be quite 
impromptu. This for.m of presentation will strike the 
listeners as being more human a:nd more natural than a 
dialogue, which, if not carclully planned, will very easily 
give the pupils the impression that they are listening to an 
artificial and inert conversation. . 

The Use of Broadcasting and Gramophone Records. ~ 
These considerations furnish us with an opportunity of 
defining the role of gramophone records and broadcasting 
in this fo~;m of education. Certain teachers of modern 
languages are of the opinion that records are more suitable 
for these practical lessons. 

The record has certain indisputable advantages : it can 
be used at any time ; a programme can be planned to suit 
the needs of I he moment ; certain te:xts can be repeated as 
often as desired and heard without the slightest variation. 
On the other hand, the use of records compels the pupils to 
listen continually to the same works, reproduced mechanic
ally and, in a way, lifelessly. When a repertory has to be 
renewed, :r:eoords cost far more in the long run than 
wireless. 

B~oad~sting, on ~he contrary, makes it far more possible 
to gave llsteners the 1m pression that they are hearing a living 
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and natural conversation, expressing, as it were, the very 
trend of thought. They feel that the broadcasters are 
speaking to them individually. 1\Ioreover, broadcasting 
alone can provide pupils with talks on the customs and 
peculiarities of the different peoples and teach them both 
their language and their civilisation. 

In reality, broadcasting and records supplement one 
another in the teaching of languages. Records are used more 
for phonetic exercises on texts prepared ad hoc and for 
model recitations ; wireless gives pupils an opportunity of 
hearing spontaneous and living speech and the manner in 
which a nation expresses its thoughts. This conclusion is 
confirmed by the investigations carried out by the Inter
national llroadcasting Union. It is now even possible to 
combine the advantages of the gramophone and of the 
radio-electric receiver in one imtrument : the radiogramo
phone. 

,\alional and World lliswry. - Here, as in the other 
branches of wireless instruction, the aim is not to teach in 
the strict sense of the expression or to supplant the le~sons 
giwn by the cla,;sroom teacher, but to illustrate these les
sons by creating the ntm<Y.<phere in which hi,tori•·al cveuts 
occurred ; to enable hig•hly qualified historians to present 
synthetic sketches and to give the pupils a general survey of 
the evolution and linking up of ideas and facts from which 
modern civilisation emerged. The experts were careful to 
point out that these historical sketches and reconstructions 
presuppose that the pupils have already a very fair 
knowledge of hi~tory ; the classroom leswns help them to 
place these historical dramatisations in their proper 
sequence, while the broadcasts serve to illustrate the hi,tory 
lessons as given by the teacher. 

In these talks, which may last about ?O minutes, the lec
turer, in retracing the outstanding events in hi~lory, should 
present his ideas suggestively in a manner to stimulate ima
gination. If he were content to make a simple didactic expo
sition of h~ subject, the results would be far less satisfactory 
than those obtained bv the schoolteacher. 

Several experts are· of the opinion that it is chiefly for 
these evocations and reconstructions of historical events 
that the dramatised form of presentation should be em
plo~·ed . .\ certain ingenuity should therefore be exercised 
~n grouping the elements of the subject around a charac-



teristic incident, to inti:oduce certain characters incarnating, 
as it were, the movement of ideas and events of a period, 
thereby emphasising the principles in the portrayal or 
concrete actior;~s and facts. In doing this, historical details 
should not be laboured, neither ~hould any attempt be made 
to present a rigorously faithful reconstruction of a scene 
in history but rather to adapt it to the degree of knowledge 
nnd intellectual development of the pupils. For example, 
these dramatisations may have as their subject : the life of 
a schoolboy in the middle ages ; an Olympian festival ; an 
election scene in ancient Rome, etc., care being taken to 
place the action in a suggestive and concrete setting ; a 
barber's shop in Rome where pupils would hear a conver
sntion between one of Cicero's partisans and one of Catili
na's confederates; a school attached to a bishop's palace, 
in a cathedral close, etc. For the lessons in local history, 
the per-sonalities to whom statues have been erected in the 
town may be brought back to life. If well devised and pre
sented, these historical scenes can render the life of past 
centuries so familinr to the pupils that, in their imagina
tion, they will draw comparisons with their own life of 
to-day, a mental exercise that is invaluable for fixing these 
data in their memory. • 

Several experts observed that these reconstructions of 
history may at times appem· somewhat artificial ; in any 
case, they require a good measure of imagination. Although 
currently adopted in the Germanic and Anglo-Saxon coun
tries, they do not seem to have met with any great favour 
in Latin countries. The latter generally prefer to present 
historical events in anecdote form illustrating the lives of 
famous men, or the economic, social and political situation 
of a period. 

Whatever be the case, these synthetic expositions, recons
tructions or didactic dramatisations are particularly well 
mited to pupils of secondary schools or to those in the cor
responding classes of the higher primary schools. 

Geography. - Jn this field also, broadcasting cannot 
clai"_l to play anything more than a supplementary role. 
It wtll he suffirient to recall the experiment made in this 
connection in Great Britain. Al the outset, an attempt was 
made to give, in addition to travel talks, a series of lectures 
eomprising geography lessons proper. It was, however, 
soon realised that lessons of this kind were undesirable as 
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nobody was better qualified to give them than the school 
teacher himself. It was therefore decided to confine the 
broadcasts to travel talks. 

Under this head, school broadcasting can render invalu
able, not to say unique services. It enables children to 
hear the voice of travellers who have actually experienced 
what they are relating and, consequently, to be brought 
into touch with facts and new lights very dirferent from the 
information to be obtained from the ordinary text-book.. 
For example, an explorer can be invited to speak. on his own 
discoveries, or a pioneer adventurer on his life in the 
jungle. Broadcasters dealing with such subjects as the 
customs and habits of the different peoples of the world 
should be persons who have had personal experience of 
life among those peoples. Talks planned on these lines will 
make geography an exceedi,ngly attractive subjoct. 

Some of these talks may even he given in conjunction 
with the current geography lessons figuring in the ~chool 
syllabus. They should, however, he regarded more often as 
" extras n. A travel talk can never introduce more than a 
few aspects of a geography lesson- those which stimulate 
imagination, whereby it is possible to retain a la•ting 
imprint of the knowledge acquired. 

These talks mav be divided into two classes : the trcmcl 
talk, ·very simple in statement and easily understood by 
children of from 12 to I3 years of age. The lecturer should 
refP.r to maps and pictures exhibited in the classroom, in 
order to localise his sub.iect and to train his lisleners to 
visualise concrete facts. Different opinions are held as to 
the advisability of requiring the pupils to take notes. The 
organisers of these talks do not recommend this practice ; 
they take the view that if the lecturer is really interesting 
and able to hold his listeners, note-taking will not even 
enter the pupils' mind. To compel them to do so would 
result in their losing the thread of the story. 

Talks may also be giYen on the physical, economic. poli
tical and social conditions of the different peoples. The<e 
broadcasts, given by persons po&.<essing expert know ledge 
of the countries they are describing and in which they have 
spent an appreciable part of their lives are very similar in 
character to lectures given before geographical societies and 
are more suited to the needs of pupils in secondary school~. 

Science. - It is generally agreed that broadcasting 
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cannot he u!\Cd for the teaching of those sciences the study 
of which call for a considerable activity of the senses other 
than that of hearing : demonst~ations on the blackboard, 
laboratory experiments and research, etc. Broadcasting can, 
on the other hand, serve a useful purpose for transmitting 
talks by ~<dentists of note on scientific questions of general 
scope and inte~est ; outline biographies of the life and 
work of famous scientists, with readings of characteristic 
passages from their books ; the story of great discoveries in 
the world of scieucc, iuventions, etc. These talks should as 
far as possible be given in dramatised form so that they 
may have more imaginative appeal. 

For pupils allending primary schools and the higher 
primar-y schools, arrangements should be made to broadcast 
talks explaining certain scientific principles that can be 
applied in practice. These talks might be given in connec
tion with the following subjects : 

1\'alure Sludy. - The aim of these talks should be to 
encourage children to take a personal interest in the natural 
phenomena whieh they may observe in the parks, woods, 
or fields. 

Biology and Hygiene. - These talks, planned for the 
seuior pupils of pr·imary schools and for pupils of higher 
primary sdwols, alw have as their object the initiation of 
children to the elementary principles of biology and phy
siology. The language med should be as simple as possible 
compatible with scientific accuracv and a list of the tech
nieal words, with a glossary, shmild be provided for each 
talk. The teacher is advi!\Cd to read through this. list with 
his pupils before the lesson. The corresponding pamphlets 
should also coutain diagrams and simple anatomical charts, 
with suggestions for easy experiments and demonstrations 
that can he carried out by the pupils themsch·es with the 
means at their disposal. In this connection, they should 
also be furnished with instructions for making the requisite 
apparatus.. 

Agricullur(' and llorlicullure. - The purpose of thPse 
broadcasts, iutenrll.'d more particularlv for pupils in the 
rural nreas. is to initiate them to arid to stimulate their 
in_tPrest in, coun~ry life. The lect~res deal, for example, 
wrth flower·~J~owmg, fruit-trees, bird and plant life, etc., 
the practical application or certain scientific data in the 
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running of a farm. These talks should be principally of a 
local character and carefully planned to take into account, 
the climate, land and agriculture peculiar to each diatricl. 

For the senior classes of the secondary •chool•, talb 
having as their object the popularisation and general trend 
of modern science in its different hranche& may also be 
arranged. The pupils are given a sweeping survey of 
the movements taking place in the scientific world, thus 
warning them of the dangers of over-specialieed and one
sided training. The are also given an opportuny of 
forming their own ideas regarding the different scientific 
careei:S open to them and to choose one in which they feel 
the best qualified. Talks of this kind should he organiaed 
for the benefit of the higher primary and technical achools. 
In this field also, broadcasting will he found to he extre
mely useful, whether it he considered from the point of 
view of vocational guidance or as an aid to professional 
training. 

Outside Broadcasts and running Commentarie1. - Tbeae 
broadcasts should not aim at teaching in the strict aenae of 
the word or at expanding the pupils' mind with a view to 
the acquisition of fresh knowledge ; their chief object 
should be rather to stimulate a desi~:e for eelf-inatruction 
and to induce children to visualise the happeninga of every 
day life, to ask questions and to raise rather than to 10lve 
problems- in short, to arouse their intelleelual curioeity. 
The broadcaster may, for example, speak from a factory, a 
bank or an artist's studio and describe the work there being 
done. The educational value of these broadcaats is, however, 
open .to question. The lecturer in fact finds himself in the 
midst of objects and processes which are dilficult to explain 
with sufficient vividness, as the majority of the liHtenen 
have never seen them and, in many caaes, have not the 
vaguest idea of their meaning. 

Broadcast commentaries which bring listenen into 
contact with events in which they cannot penonally take 
part, have been found specially useful for the rural 
achools. Teachers and pupils find in these talks a link with 
the outside world and are thus saved from the contraction 
of their intellectual horizon which threaten• them in their 
isolation. 

These hroadcaats should deal with important current 
events both national and international : official ceremonies, 
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the opening of exhibitions, the inauguration of public 
services, the launching of a ship, etc. Some of the experts 
lay more stress on the educational value of these comment
aries. This kind of broadcast might also be used to initiate 
pupils to the economic, social and artistic life of their 
country. 

INCORPORATION OF BROADCAST 1-ROGRAMMES IN THE GENERAL 
FRAMEVVORK OF CLASSROOM COURSES 

The foregoing considerations, ;which have enabled us to 
define the rOle of school broadcasting and to judge of the 
nature of the services that can rightly be expected .of it, 
necessarily leads us to the question of its adaptation to 
school curricula and normal classroom work., to which 
it is merely a supplementary instrument of teaching. 

With broadcasting, it is not a matter of imposing a pro
gramme of lessons on a whole class of pupils as in the 
case of school teaching, but of furnishing them with an 
opportunity of following certain judiciously chosen wireless 
courses. 'fhe subje<'.t matter of these broadcast lessons is, 
of course, carefully determined beforehand in co-operation 
with the school authorities, but the teacher is left to 
choose, from· among these programmes, the subjects which 
in his opinion are best suited to his pupils. 

This selection is imperative for several reasons. The talks 
should correspond to the tuition already received by the 
pupils and should represent the starting point of future 
work. Moreover, pupils take a serious interest in these talks 
only when they are given at fairly rare intervals ; if too 
frequently broadcast they inevitably result in lack of 
concentration and are conducive to superficial habits of 
working. 

In order that the school teacher may make a proper 
choice of his subjects, he should be provided well in 
advance with the programme of the wireless lesson!!, 
accompanied by a brief summary of the nature of each, the 
object which it is desired to attain and the grade of pupil~ 
for whom they have been more specially designed ; the 
teachers then base their choice on the possibilities offered 
in their own time-tables. Since experience has shown that 
the results obtained by these broadcasts do not depend 



entirely on the actual value of the programmes but also 
on the aptitude of tHe pupils, the teacher should, in so 
far as possible, invite his pupils to collaborate with him 
in making his choice. 

'Serial and aeparate Broadcaat Lessona. 

This question of the adaptation and choice of subjects is 
partly contingent upon the order in which they are pre
sented. Some of the experla consider that talks on one 
subject should be linked up one with the other so as to 
form a methodical and continuous coune, planned in 
harmony with the programme of atudies. Othen - and 
these represent the majority - think that this rigid 
sequence should be avoided as it obliges the pupil• to listen 
to every talk in a aeries if they are to derive any real benefit 
from them. This methodical order of presentation il more 
auitable for adult education. This opinion ia confirmed, in 
particular, by the results of the enquiry conducLed by the 
International Broadcasting Union. 

While making no attempt to settle this question of prin
ciple, it is poinLed out thal although there may be certain 
subjects - history, for instance - for which it would 
appear necessary to have the lessona logically linked up 
together, each of the talk& may nevertheless be prepared 
in such a way that it forms a whole in itself and allows 
the school teacher to make his selection accordingly. 

Hour• and Duration of Broadcaatl. 

It is generally agreed that., if they are to be really 
effective, these talks must be short and relatively few in 
number. The duratiop of the broadcast will necessarily 
vary according to the subject matter, but it should never 
exceed thirty minutes. Experience bas shown that, beyond 
that period, the pupils get fatigued and inattentive. 

As re,aards the most convenient houn, the experts observe 
that for the primary schools, where a large number of the 
pupils are grouped together in one class, it should be com
paratively easy for the teacher to select his broadcast iLems 
without having to make any substantial change in his 
time-table. Circumstances are different, however, for the 
second~ schools where a larger number of classes are 

~ 
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taken by specialised instructors. However this may be, in 
general, the schools prel.er the broailcasts to take place at 
the end of the morning session or at the end of the day. 

The report communicated to us by the Intemntional 
Broadcasting Union shows that this is in fact the practice 
in the majority of countries. 

Choice and Training of Broadcast Lecturers. 

The lecturers engaged for these school broadcasts should 
be educators conversant with the technique of wireless and 
accustomed to this kind of lecture. They should also hav!! 
listened to broadcast lessons given by other lecturers. The 
first talk in a series might, for Pxample, be recorded and 
then broadcast by way of experiment ; the lecturer would 
then have an opportunity of hearing his own lesson, 
of judging of the effect produced on the pupils and of 
adjusting future lessons acco,rdingly. 

The question which here arises is : should these lectures 
he given by professional educators or by experts who are 
masters of their subject P Opinions ru;:e divided on this 
point. Nobody denies that the lecturer should be familiar 
with teaching methods and with child psychology. On the 
other hand, as already stated, there are certain subjects 
which can be dealt with only by an expert : travel talks, 
for example, in which the h~oadcaster must relate his 
actual experiences and communicate to his listeners some
thing more than mere book knowledge. For other talks, 
some authorities think it wiser to engage the services of 
lecturers who have been members of the teaching profes
sion. This opinion, which was expressed by certain mem
bers of the International Federation of Teachers' Associa
tions, concerns, more particularly, ~ks intended for p~:i
mary school pupils. 

Without wishing to exclude teachers, the majority of 
the experts point out that, when broadcasting, they are 
rather too inclined to deliver their talk in the form of a 
classroom lesson. Consequently, preference should, in prin
ciple, be given to broadcasters who are specialists in their 
particular subject. The lecture~: who knows how to thrill 
his listeners and impart his enthusiasm to them will be far 
more popular than a scholar who speaks with meticulous 
accuracy and method. 



Collaboration between Lecturer and Sclwol Teacher. 

In order that these talks may give good results, the lec
turer and teacher must fully understand that the broadcast 
Jesson is essentially a joint task requiring theh: clo!IC!lt and 
constant co-operation. It is also through the intermediary 
of the school teacher that the broadcaster keeps in touch 
with his listeners since he can scarcely he expected to meet 
them per~onally. 

This collaboration should come into play more particu
larly in connection with the preparation of the pupils. 
Needless to say, this docs not mean that the subject of the 
talk should be explained in detail ; such explanation would 

. make the broadcast superfluous, and, moreover, the 
teachei: has no time to do so. Above all, care must be taken 
to prevent the subject of the talk from entering the pupil's 
mind as a foreign body finds its way into a living organi~m. 
The aim of preparation, therefore, should he to put the 
pupils in the right frame of mind to receive the broadcast. 
The teachei: should provide himself with the necessary 
maps, illustrations, diagrams and films with which to sup· 
plement de visu the purely auditory and, to that extent, 
inadequate mode of presentation. To facilitate the teacher's 
task in this respect, the pamphlets should contain all the 
necessary information : nature of the talk, its object, the 
class of pupil for whom it is intended, suggestions for its 
preparation, etc. 

During the lesson, the teacher should second tbe efforts 
of the lecturer by encouraging his pupils to answer the 
questions asked by the broadcaster, to take part in the 
songs, to repeat certain woi:ds and phrases. He should lead 
them and set the example, writing difficult words and even 
certain sentences on the blackboard. H the talk require' it, 
he should follow it on a map, exhibit pictures, slides, etc . 
. Films illustrating some of the talks should he sent to those 
schools which have a cinematograph apparatus. The lec
tureJ: should himself give the sil!na) for the removal of the 
slides and the show in!! of the films. It will be seen, there
fore, that far from allowing the teacher to remain inartive 
during the lesson, these broadcasts on the contrary call for 
an extremely nried and smtained acth·ity on his part. 

Whether the pupils should be asked by the lecturer and 
teacher to take notes is a debatable point. In some quar-
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ters, mote-taking is warmly recommended on the _ground 
that the pupils are thereby induced to take an act1ve part 
in the Jesson. For this purpose, the pupils should be g1ven 
two sheets of paper, one for jotting down diHlcult words, 
the other for the main ideas advanced during the talk. The 
teacher himself should train his pupils in the art of taking 
notes by writing certain words and ideas on the black
board and, after the broadcast, by stating his reasons which 
led him to do so. We have, however, already mentioned 
that the majority of the experts are of the opinion that 
note-taking is apt to make the pupils lose the thread of 
the talk and to focus their attention on points of only 
secondary importance. Jn practice, therefore, pupils should 
be ~:equired to take notes only on exceptional occasions. 

Use to be made of Broadcast Lessons. 

After the broadcast the teacher will naturally be obliged 
to give his pupils a few supplementary explanations, l() 
revise what they have heard, emphasise the characteristic 
points, answer the questions asked by the lecturer, etc. 
WhateveJ: use he may wish to make of the talks the teacher 
should in all cases re-state the outstanding ideas advanced 
during the broadcast. This revision is of vital importance . 
. The pamphlets issued for the teacher's guidance ~hould 

give the replies to the questions asked by the lecturer, 
suggestions as to the use to be made of the broadcast, the 
practical experiments and exercises to be done by the 
pupils, etc. These pamphlets and illustrated supplements 
should be of such a form that the teachers may easily 
detach the parts relaUng to one and the same subject and 
thus build up their documentation. Lastly - and this is 
not the least important of the results that one may reason
ably expect from this collaboration - the school teachers 
should not hesitate to communicate their observations to 
the broadcaster. Who is indeed better qualified than the 
teacher to estimate the value of the broadcasts ~ These 
criticisms may be submitted in personal correspondence, 
on special study days organised with the help of the local 
school authorities or at conferences or"anised under the 
auspices of the permanent research com':nittees. 
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Verification of Results. -Methodical lnvesliaations. 

The experts unanimously recognised that, provided it 
was not allowed to become more than a ~upplementary 
instrument of teaching, wireless broadcasting had defini
tely established itself in the educational system of primary 
and secondary schools. Indeed, it enables the pupils to hear 
talks of a novel and original character, given by special
ists ; it awakens and stimulates their intellectual curiosity ; 
gives them new outlooks and, iJn a way, puts life into the 
schoolmaster's teaching and into the work done by the 
pupils. The considerations set forth in the preceding pages 
make it unnecessary to dwell any longer on this conclu
sion. 

In order to ascertain and verify the results obtained from 
these school broadcasts, official and private enquiries can 
be undertaken among the educational authorities and 
among the teachers of the schools who have followed 
them. The sending out of questionnaires is ~pecially useful 
when their purpose is merely to collect facts. The same 
cannot be said when it js a matter of interpreting these 
facts and deducing the appropriate conclusions. The system 
of test papers may also be adopted : the broadcaster dictat s 
a numLer of questions to the listeners, who are required 
to write down their answers immediately. The papers are 
then forwarded to the studio. There is here no intention of 
organising a competition, in fact such a conception should 
be carefully excluded ; the purpose of these tests is to enable 
the investigator to obtain replies which he can compare 
with those received on identical points from cla~ses of 
pupils who have not taken the broadcast. The elements of 
control so collected will be no less fragmentary, the replies 
sometimes too hastily given and, in consequence, too super
ficial. 

In these conditions, it would be impossible to lay too 
great a stress on the need for establishing study and inves· 
tigation centres on the lines of those to be found, for 
example, in Great Britain and Germany ; these centres 
would be entrusted with the drawing up of programmes, 
:would assure their preparation, publish pamphlets and act 
as a link between the hroadcastin;{ organisations and the 
school departments. It is only by the organisation of such 
centres, which would bring together, in a series of worlling 
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meetings,. experts for each section of the progr~mmes. 
representatives of the teachers of the schools usmg the 
broadcasts and delegate• of the broadcasting corporations, 
that it will be possible to centralise and exchange results 
of experimental work and to undertake systematic investi
gations, not only in the field of pedagogy but also in 
rc.,pect of the technique of school broadcasting. The experts 
therefore did not hesitate to make the establishment of such 
centres a condition sine qua non of the success of these 
broadcasts. 

The Need for installing good Receivers. 

The experts did also emphasise the importance of ensur
ing good reception in the schools. If school broadcasts have 
not always produced the beneficial results that one was 
entitled to expect, the explanation has frequently been found 
in bad conditions of reception. 

These conditions which are of a technical order, are 
examined from a special standpoint in the report of the 
International Broadcasting 1Jnion, to which we would refer 
our readers. This report stresses the necessity for attaching 
technical experts specially entrusted with the study of these 
problems to the national school broadcasting committees. 
These experts would advise the local school authorities in 
the choice, installation, operation and upkeep of receivers. 
In this connection, steps should be taken with a view to 
the organisation of exhibitions and demonstrations of 
receivers specially designed to meet classroom requirements. 

II 
Th.• Place oF Broadca•ting in Higher Education 

• 
Before we can reply in an adequate manner to the ques

tions that arise regarding the use of broadcasting in higher 
education, a distinction must be made between the regular 
courses given by faculty profes.sors and the special courses 
supplementary to the former, on one hand, and popular 
courses or university extension courses, on the other. 

The experts who examined this question ai:e mostly of 
the opinion that broadcasting offers bu~ small possibilities 
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for the regular and special courses nf faculties of aci.,nce. 
This branch of teaching requires blackboard demonstra
tions, laborato~y experiments, etc. 

For the faculties of letters (literature, history, history of 
art, etc.) and, in a certain measure, for the facullie• of law, 
it is generally admitted that broadcasting may be used for 
the transmission of certain lectures of a nature to interest 
listeners with a high standard of culture. The same applies 
to special cour!les on study guidance : bibliographical infor
mation, etc., for the guidance of students in thei~ penonal 
studies, provided that these broadcasts be given not too 
frequently and limited to 3o minutes' duration. 

On the other hand, it is universally agreed that valuable 
service can be rendered by broadcasting in connection with 
lectures or talks of a popular character on problema of 
general interest and university extension. courses. The uni· 
ve~sities are even urged to collaborate more in this work 
of scientific popularisation, the development and expansion 
of which would enable them to fulfil their educational and 
social mission more efficiently with the aid of broadcasting. 

III 

The Uae oF BroaJcaatin11 
lor teachin11 the Aima ol the League oF NatioM 

anJ lor promotin11 the International Spirit 

PRDI,RY A.'!D SECO:'ID.\RY SCHOOLS 

In this field, the principal aim should be to create, 
among ~hildren, a desire for understanding and interna
tional collaboration, rather than to impart to them abstracl 
ideas directly relating to the ideals and activities of the 
League of Nations and the major international institutions. 
The experts who discussed this question in their reporl.l are 
quite formal on this point. 

Talks on Folklore, Jllusic, etc. 

The talks intended for pupils in the primary schools, 
therefore, should be on the following subjects : the history • 
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folklore and customs of the different peoples ; tales and 
legends ; excerpts from the folk music of various countries ; 
biographies of famous men and the great benefactors of 
mankind, etc. Fm: secondary schools, these broadcast& 
should be extended to include comparative studies of the · 
popular arts, literature, music, painting and the civilisa- · 
tion of these countries. It is even suggested that well
known folklore specialists should be invited to speak on 
the common foundation underlying folk legends wd tales . 
. These literary and musical broadcasts should be accom-

. panied by commentaries on the nature of the work, its 
meaning and scope, and on the genius of the people with 
:whom it is associated. -

It is impossible to deny that, in this field, school broad
casting can render a very great service ; it enables pupils 
to hear extracts from the characteristic literary and artistic 
masterpieces produced by the civilisation of the different 
peoples, to acquaint themselves with the " heritage J> that 
these works represent for mankind and, by bringing home 
to them the community of aspirations and sentiments that 
animated their authors, to set up a movement of interna· 
tiona! sympathy anll brotherhood. 

In order that the organiseJ:S of these school broadcasts 
may have assistance in preparing programmes representa
tive of the different peoples, several of the experts rE'com
mend that, in each counll:y, a competent body should be 
instructed to draw up a list of these folk songs and legends. 
with extracts f~om the most notable literary 9.nd musical 
works. These lists should indicate the records available, 
their price, name of the publishers and the number of the 
catalogue. These abstracts should also give a short analy8is 
of the works listed, the rt\le and personality of the authors 
and composers, the influence which they exercised in their 
own country and on the artistic movement of their time. 
The lists could be exchanged between the institutions res
ponsible for the organisation of school broadcasts in the 
different countries. 

Mention should here be made of "the action taken in this 
field by the International Broadcasting Union. On the pro
posal of its Relays Committee, it has organised monthly 
.. National Nights », when all the transmitters members 
of the Union simultaneously broadcast musical composi
.tions and passages from the literary works characteristic 



of the civilisation of the different European countries. Pro
grammes are also exchanged between Europe and the Uni
ted States through the good offices of the Columbia Broad
casting System and the National Broadcasting Company. 
In so far as circumstances allow, similar broadcasts might 
be arranged for the schools. 

Another suggestion made by the experts was that in these 
school broadcasts of talks on the customs of the different 
peoples, a certain place should be reserved for the rc~pec
tive living conditions of school children in the different 
countries. By referring in this way to what most intimately 
concerns them, they will be given a more personal and 
hence more Yivid idea of the solidarity that unites them. 
The ideal arrangement would be for the children of the 
djiTcreut nations themselves to give renderings of certain 
musical compositions and to organise short radio-plays for 
the ears of tliCir foreign comrades. In this connection, we 
may mention, by way of example, the initiative taken by 
the children of Welsh schools : every year on ~lay 18th, 
the anniversary of the opening of the first ronferenre at 
The Hague in 1899, known as u Goodwill Day "• a mes
sage written by the pupils of these schools is broadcast by 
all the leading stations to their comrades in all parts of 
the world. The replies, which are increasing in number 
from year to year, are communicated to the thousands of 
Welsh school-children who subscribe to this expression of 
cordiality and friendship. 

Teaching of the Aims of the League of Nations in Connezion 
with Talks on Classroom Subjects. 

The experts point out that, instead of dealing ez professo 
with the aims and activities of the League of Nations, the 
major international institutions and current international 
problems, this instruction should be incorporated in the 
teachi,ng of the different subjects figuring in the pro
grammes of school broadcasts whenever the subject lends 
itself to such treatment. For example, in talks devoted to 
the teachilng of foreign languages, an attempt should be 
made not only to teach these languages but also to initiate 
the pupils to the ch·ilisation of the people speaking tl.em. 
In connection with these language courses, arrangements 
might be made for the exchange of correspondence, the 
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organisation of foreign travel and the individual ?r collec
tive interchange of school youth. In the talks on hterature, 
and, more particularly, on history and geography, the 
pupils should be made to realise that there are certain poli
tical and economic problems that arise in every country 
and that it would be to the general advantage if they were 
studied in common with a view to universal solution. 

In the fir~t part of this analysis which refers to the sub
ject matter of school broadcasts, we had occasion to indi
cate the manner in which this teaching could, in each of 
its branches, be directed towards the attainment of inter
national understa.nding and agreement. 

Commentaries on Events in World Politics. 

On the occasion of national or international events, 
talks may also be broadcast by persons of rllpute on the 
momentous problems of world politics and the epoch
making events occurring in the international organisation 
of the League of Nations : anniversary of the Briand-Kel
logg Pa.ct, the Disarmament Conference, etc. To be success
ful and efl'eclive, these talks must be adapted to the 
stOJndard or intellectual development reached by the pupils. 
This means that the broadcaster must appeal not only to 
their intelligence but also to their heart. These talks ~hould 
not be too frequent and should deal with subjects likely to 
interest youth. The importance of this latter point cannot 
be exaggerated. The experts declare that, in many instances, 
pup'ils have been obliged to listen to lectures of too abstract 
a character and that the talks aroused no interest what
soever. 

Direct Teacldng of the Aims of the League of Nations. 

As slated above, the fundamental principle to be observed 
in the efllcient instruction of youth in the aims of the 
League of Nations and in the steps taken to promote a 
spirit of understanding, is that, among children, a 
conscience of universal solidarity can be developed only in 
gradual stages, proul'f.'ssing from a concrete perception to 
tile comprehension of abstract principles. It was chiefly 
with a view to instructing youth 'in the aims of the League 
of Nations and the major international in~titutions that 
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this principle was postulated by the experts. In~tead of 
giving a systematic exposition of the organisation of these 
institutions, their functions and activities, broadcast lec
turers should endeavour to make them arpear as living 
realities - centres where men devote themselves to the 
solving o.£ problems that are of direct interest to the 
very life and future of peoples. Very often, the sole re~ult 
achieved by abstract expositions will be to make the Ll'ni!ue 
of Nations appear as a vague and remote entity, which li<ten
ers will for ever as!IOCiate with the feelin~ of boredom 
caused by lectures of this kind. The pupils should therefore 
be given a vivid and concrete picture of all that really con
stitutes the League of 1\"ations, films being used to illustrate 
the talk. They should be allowed to listen-in to a worki•ng 
session ; the persons attending should he inlroclucetl and the 
question under discussion briefly outlined ; it might nho be 
possible to broadcast certain passages of spl'echl's which 
haYe been recorded; in slwrt, instearl of giving a talk on 
the League of 1\"alions and its worh, the pupils sl•ould be 
made to see the League of 1\-alions at work. 

After the talk, the school teacher should distribute copies 
of the progaganda pamphlets specially published for the 
use of schools, in order that they may sturly the suhjcd 
further. 

As pointed out by the experts, lectures of a more aradem
ic character on the major institutions and curn•nt intH
national problems are more suitable for the senior pupils 
of secondary schools and univer~ity students. In their 
reports, therefore, they envi~aged this a•pect only as a ~ub
sidiary point. Lectures of this kind might be organi!'ed 
within the universities by the national groups of l:niversity 
Federations for the League of l>;ations and be presented in 
the form of separate talks or as a series of talks linked up 
in logical sequence. 

The report submitted by the Inte~national Broadcasting 
'Cnion contains a list of the talks and programmes which 
haYe been broadcast bv the transmitters of the different 
countries with a Yiew ·to promoting this ~pirit of under
standing and international co-operation among school-chil
dren. ,-iewed as a whole, these broadcasts conform to the 
suggestions and recommendations made by our experts. 
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• • • 

As stated ·by the experts, the questions raised by the use 
.of broadcasting in schools: choice of subject mutter, me
thods of presc.ntation, choice and training of lecturers, adap
tation of talks to school curricula, collaboration betwr.en 
lecturer a~d teacher, etc., belonu to that class of problems 
which can be solved only by uninterrupted and methodical 
worlc. 

They call for collaboration between the representatives of 
the local school authorities in the permanent centres of 
study and research set up to meet the special requirements 
and conditions of each country. 

Without returning to the details set forth in this study, 
it may be concluded that educational broadcasting raises a 
great number of questions bearing upon self-help, organ
isation and international collaboration. The documentation 
collected and the comparisons made up tho the present 
point to conclusions which, if communicated to the inter
ested organisations and departments, should not fail to lead 
.to practical and lasting results. . · 
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ARGENTINE • 

I. - TEACHING IN GENERAL 

Up to the present, school broadcasting has not been 
systematically organised. This question has however, 
received the careful consideration of the National Education 
Council and the scheme recently d~awn up by that body is 
shortly to be put into operation. 

The subjects provided £or are,, for the primary schools ; 
the natural sciences and musie ; for the higher primary 
schools: the natural sciences, Spanish (Castilian), history, 
geography, and music. Foreign languages are taught exclu
sively in the secondary schools and special establishments. 
Broadcasting takes place f~;om 6 to 7 p.m,. · 

The programmes are planned by an inspector, specially 
appointed for this work, under the supervision of the 
Inspector General. 

Once a week, or once a month, headmasters a~;e asked 
to forward a report to the broadcasting organisation, con
taining their observations on each of the lessons broadcast. 

II. - TEACHING OF THE AIMS OF THE LEAGUE OF NATIONS 
AND PROMOTION OF THE INTERNATIONAL SPIRIT IN SCHOOLS 

The Council is of the opinion that the direct teaching of 
the aims and activities of the League of Nations and the 
bJ:Qadcasting of news on the outstanding events in world 
politics are scarcely to be recommended for primary 
schools. Talks on the national customs of the different 
peoples, song recitals, etc. are, in its view, more effective. 

The National Education Council exercises a constant con
trol ove~; broadcast programmes to ensure that they include 
nothing of a nature to prejudice good international rela
tions. 

• On the basis of a report communicated by the National Edu
cation Council. This Council, which is, to a certain extent, autono
mous, concerns itself with primary education. In January tg3o, it 
was decided to erect a transmitter for the USE! of the Council, with 
a view to disseminating primary teaching in remote parts of the 
Stale 11nd to issuing instructions to teachers in the maller of 
education. 
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AUSTRALIA • 

Broadcasting for schools has so far been organised on 
~yslemalic lines only in Victoria ; it is the intention of the 
organising authorities, however, to extend tohis pracliee 
to the other provinces and to take advantage of the results 
already obtained in the course of these experiments. 

In order to permit of the undertaking of comparative 
studies and to ensure that the programmes, their trans
mission and their reception might receive all the attention 
they deserved, a Committee was appointed in 1931 in 
Victoria, composed of representatives of the school 
authorities, of the teaching stall and of technical experts. 
This Committee carries out its investigations in collabora
tion with the Australian Broadcasting Company. Thanks to 
the work accomplished by this Commillee, a school 
broadcasting service was inaugurated in March 1931. Since 
that dale, these broadcasts have continued without inter
ruption throughout the school terms ; broadcasts, lasliug 
half an hour, are given daily, with the exception of 
Saturdays £rom 3 to 3.3o p.m. The Committee hopes to 
publish the results of these experiments at the end of the 
year. 

The broadcasts cover the following subjects : English 
literature ; talks on book.s to read ; practical advice on leller
.writing, points to be observed in delivering a dissertation, 
etc. - Talks on modern literature. - French : exerci!!f's 
in pronunciation, the essential rules of grammar, vocabu
lary, dialogues on subjects connected with everyday life, 
dictation, recitations of poetry, explanation of texts. -
Physical sciences and mathematics, elementary arithmetic, 
readings of the lives of famous scientists and explanation! 
of the nature and scope of their scientific discoveries. -
History : lessons in the form of historical dt:amatisations ; 
Christopher Columbus, the discovery of America, etc. -
Geography : description of the fauna and flora of Australia; 
her natural resources, mines ; talks on industry and trade, 
etc. - l\Iusic recitals : these broadcasts are accompanied by 

• Based on a report communicated by Mr. STUART F. DoTU, 
Chairman of the Audralian Broadcasting Company. 
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commentarie9 designed to train and develop a taste for 
music among the pupil11, · 

To. assist r.chool teachers in preparing their pupils and 
in ordeJ: that the latter may follow these lessons with the 
greatest possible benefit, the Australian Broadcasting 
Company distributes free of charge to the r.chools a Bulletin 
specifically devoted to educational broadcasting. This 
Bulletin contains the texts of the recitations, a summary of 
the talks, with illustrations., and a guide to the exercises to 
be done by the pupils for the pJ:eparation or application of 
the lessons taken. 
· Although school broadcasts in the true sense of the 
expression have not yet been organised in the other 
provinces of Australia, the Australian Broadcasting 
Company transmits numerous talks on international affaix:s, 
health and hygiene, agriculture, foreign languages, musical 
programmes with descriptive commentaries, and a number 
of lectures organised by the unive~:sity extension com
mittees. 

The A. B. C. has e.l.so organised a "Children's Hour" 
which provides talk of a recreational and instructive 
char:acter. 

In addition to these broadcasts intended specially for 
school-children, the Australian Broadcasting Company, 
working in conjunction with the above-mentioned Com
mittee, organises evening talks (7.45 p.m.), the programme 
of which is extremely varied : history, chemistry, botany, 
physics, English, applied psychology, architecture, inter
national affairs, etc. These talb are generallj given by 
members of the League of Nations Unions. A series of 
lectures on the League of Nations was given for the first 
time this year by an Austr:alian member of the League 
Secretariat. 
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AUSTRIA • 

Since January 1932, the Science Sectioo of the 
R. A. V. A. G., in collaboration with the Federal Ministrv 
of Public Education, has been engaged in the organisation 
of experimental school broadcasts. 

These broadcasts, given twice weekly from ro.2o to 
I0.5o a.m., are of a purely supplementary character. This 
means that care is taken to exclude from the programmes 
all subjects that cBID be taught by the school teachers with 
the means at their disposal. There ia therefore no attempt 
at direct instruction and the broadcasta are confined to talks 
giving the impression of personal experiences ; euch ie the 
fundamental principle observed in the choice of aubjecta 
and the methods of presentation. From this point of view, 
the Au~trian school broadcasts, although modelled on the 
system adopted in Germany, are still more supplemental') 
in character than in this latter country. 

They consist, in fact, exclusively of the transmission of 
musical compositions, travel talks by famoue explorera, 
talks by eminent scientists on their discoveriee and inven
tions, running commentaries on technical eubjecll, voca
tional guidance, etc., talks on natural phenomena, recita
tions, instructive games, etc. Readings in English and 
French are also given to enable pupils to acquire a correct 
pronunciation of. these languages. These lessone are eup· 
plemented by dialogues, the singing of folk M!nga, etc., to 
give the children an idea of the life 1111d customs of England 
and France. These broadcast& are intended for pupils aged 
10 to 14. For the more advanced pupils of the higher 
schools, the programmes also provide for a monthly broad
cast given in a foreign language. 

These broadcast& are at present taken by more than a 
thousand schools. This figure may be regarded as highly 
promising considering the economic crisi• through which 
Austria is now passing. 

In addition to these programmes intended for school 
listeners, a "Children'• Hour" baa also been organised (three 

• From the report by Dr. Rudolf Hilla, Director of the Science 
Section of ~ CB•~erreichilcm Rad~Yukehr. 
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hours per week). The weekly programme comprise& music
al items, very often by child performers ; a literary hour 
(stories, etc.) and an amusement hour. In this series, special 
mention should be made or the Bastelstunde (handicraft 
hour). These talks, which are due to the initiative of Radio
Vienna, have proved immensely popular. Taking advantage 
of the children's love of games, they are given technical 
and practical ideas simultaneously with instructions regard
ing their games. 

An hour's broadcast known under the name of "Children 
playing at wireless" has also been planned. The children 
execute a short programme themselves, one of their number 
acting the part of announcer. 

With a view to developing a spirit of understanding a'nd 
international friendship among children, the Austrian 
broadcasting authorities consider it preferable to give talks 
on the lives of children of other nations, etc. Talks which 
are formally devoted to these subjects are less successful in 
stimulating the children's interest and are therefore of less 
value in promoting the international spirit. 
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BELGIUM • 

I 

The organisation of achool broadcasting within the 
framework. of the official programmes is progressing 
methodically under lhe supervi&ion of the 1\linislry of 
Science and Fine Arts and with the collaboration of the 
lnsti!ut national de Radiodiffusion. 

The Role of School Broadcasting. 

The importance of the place occupied by wirelees broad
casting b to be found in its value as a aupplementary and 
auxiliary instrument of education. It can place at the 
disposal of pupils what the teacher would be unable to 
give them in such favom:able conditions ; it broadens their 
intellectual horizon and expands their sphere of interest. 
Broadcasting, as a stimulant to lhe imagination, can 
therefore put new life into teaching and rid it of a certain 
measure of monotony. 

If it were claimed that the loud-speaker - a soulless 
instrument - could supplant lhe teache~:, then it would 
be better to exclude wireless entirely from achool routine, 
for school broadcasting would mark. a return to collective 
and passive teaching. These objections disappear when 
broadcasting is looked upon solely as an accessory medium 
of teaching, as a source of infonnation or even recreation. 

Subjects most auitaf>le for Broadcasting. 

Music undoubtedly heads the list of subjects which lend 
themselves best to broadcasting. Very few teachers can, in 
fact, organise concerts unde.r: favourable conditions. With 

• From reports submitted by : 1) M. Julien KUTPJms, member of 
the Managing Committee of the I. N. R. ; •) Dr. C. DE BAEnr, 
Professor at the Atht!nee Royale, Brussels ; 3) Professor P. VERREAC ; 

4) M. FvRI<EMOI'IT, Director of the National School Museum, Belgiurn 
and of the Belgian School Broadcalting Association. 
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broadcasting at our disposal, however, nothing. could be 
easier than to train the ear, to teach pupils to distinguish 
the tone of different instruments, to recognise a Zeit motiv, 
a sonata, etc. These broadcasts should be accompanied by 
descriptive commentades. For singing lessons, the class 
should have the words before it, otherwise the broadcast 
is liable to be incomprehensible to the pupils. 

Wireless is also an invaluable aid to the teaching of 
languages. We have here the choice of living talks on 
simple subjects, conversations between two or three persons 
who can convey an impression of ~:eality, talks on the most 
characteristic features of the life of foreign peoples. The 
pupils thus have an opportunity of hearing correct intona
tion, pure pronunciation, etc., especially when the broad
casters aJ:e made to speak in their mother tongue. Pupils 
are furnished with a direct means of learning the 
const~uction of phrases peculiar to a language, which they 
sometimes find so difficult to understand with the help of 
dictionaries and the rules of grammar. . 

Talks on literature, in which reference is made to an 
author or to a given period, with readings fJ:om selected 
works previously analysed in the cl_assroom, also constitute 
an aid of incalculable value both to the teacher and to the 
pupils. 

The same may be said of talks on the history of art, 
archaeological discoveries, etc. These talks should be 
illustrated by the showing of lantern slides ; these should 
be numbered and, in the course of his lecture, the broad
caster should himself give the signal for their removal and 
insertion in the lantern. 

In the case of geography lessons, explorers should be 
invited to come to the studio and to relate what they have 
actually seen and experienced in the course of their travels. 
Talks may also be devoted to the study of the geography 
of a given country, with a background of scenes typical 
o~ t~e life of the people, the singing of folk songs, etc. 
S1m1larly, the pupils may be given an insight into the 
economic conditions of the country. . 

The experiments made in the b~:oadcasting of history 
lessons have given rise to considerable discussion. The 
chief aim has been to reconstruct historical scenes, but, in 
many cases, these dramatisations seem to be rather super
ficial. A better course is to adhere to the system of teaching 
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history by means of anecdotes illustrating the economic, 
social and political life of a nation, or by the narration of a 
historical event by a person thoroughly acquainted with the 
"atmosphere" of the period. . 

The potentialities of broadcasting as an aid to th~ 
teaching of the science• would seem to be rather limited. 
It is possible, however, usefully to deal with questions con
cerning the applied sciences, to give advice on health and 
hygiene, talks on the principal scientific discoveries and 
the path that is being followed by modern acientifio 
research. But, for the teaching of the sciences properly so 
called, which need documentation and experiments, broad
casting can scarcely claim to be of any great value. 

Broadcasting may also be used in giving occasional 
lectures on political economy, psychology, citizenship or in 
connection with some important national ceremony ; or,. 
again, for the purposes of international teaching : the acti
vities of the League of Nations with reference to an event 
of world significance. 

Rrmning commentaries (or outside broadcasts), which 
bring the pupils into direct contact with realities and 
distant happenings, constitute, especially for rural schools, 
a valuable means of p~;omoting a spirit of national and 
international solidarity. 

However this may be, experience would seem to confirm 
that for children under 12, broadcasting cannot be more 
than a recreative medium suitable for music, stories, short 
plays, recitations and songs. Generally speaking, the !ehool 
broadcast given in Belgium are planned for pupils of inter
mediate grade schools, teacher training colleges and the 
corresponding professional schools. 

Most convenient Hours for School Broadcasts. - In ao 
far as the primary schools are concerned, the general con· 
sensus of opinion seems to be that the broadcasts should 
be given out of school hours. Certain secondary schools 
have intimated their intention of organising optional 
listening classes on Thursday and Saturday afternoons : pro
visionally, these broadcasts are given on 1\londay afternoons 
between 2 and 3, and last not more than 5o minutes. 

. A certain interval should be allowed between the different 
parts of the programme in order that the teachers may 
have an opportunity of explaining various points and of 
Effecting a change over of pupils. 
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Collaboration with Teachers • Active Tuition. 

To be really fruitful, broadcast talks should be real les
aons. Thev should therefore be carefully prepared from 
pamphlets: etc., and should serve t.heir purpose for subse
quent lessons, either as a result of the fact that the new 
ideas absorbed concentrate the pupils' interest on later 
classroom work or that they encourage a simple exchange 
of views or individual investigations on the part of the pu
pils with the aid of the bibliography given in the pamphlet. 
ll is advisable to divide the pamphlets and their illustrated 
supplements into different chapters bearing upon one sub
ject or to a group of subjects. The oompilation of documen
tation on each separate subject is thereby facilitated. 

During the broadcast, the teacher should not hesitate to 
refer to maps and to write explanatory sentences on the 
blackboard. He may also make use <?f lantern slides, films, 
etc. Schools equipped with a cinematograph apparatus 
may be supplied with short reels of films illustrating the 
talks, thus allowing the eye to make good the inadequacy 
of a purely auditory system of teaching. 

Since a broadcast talk should preferably he presented in 
the form of a lesson, the ideal broadcaster should not only 
have a radio personality, he should, above all, and as far 
as possible, belong to the teaching profession. The method
ical co-ordination of ideas and the outlining of a clear and 
definite working plan are of the utmost importance. Cer
tain words and experiments should be repeated as often 
aR may be necessary, and a brief ~ummary of the lesson 
should be made at the end of each talk. 

As regards the presentation of broadcast lessons, prefer
ence should be given to dialogues rather than to formal 
lectures. Expedmentallessons given by a teacher addressing 
at least two or three pupils have given good results. 
The teacher asks the pupils to answer certain questions and 
thus recapitulates the ground covered and applies the points 
to concrete examples. 

For the teaching of foreign la111guages, the linguaphone 
may be used for preparing the lessons. The pupils will then 
be ready to listen intelligently to a conversation c.-arried 
on in the studio by two or three foreign speakers. 
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II 

A. - TF.ACDING IN GENERAL 

The r~le of .wireless broadcasting is not to usurp the 
position occupied by the school teacher but to illustrate 
and, at times, to supply a novel background to lessons in 
literature and history. The principal fields in which thia 
supplementary action may be exercised are as follows : 

a) In primary schools, for the teaching of the language 
of the country, the natural sciences, the principles of 
hygiene, history, geography, music, folklore, etc. 

b) In the higher primary 1chools, for the same subjects, 
with the addition of modern languages, political economy 
and technical talks. 

c) In secondary schools, for teaching the same subjects 
as those enumerated in a), with the addition of foreign lan
guages. 

Teaching methods. - Since dialogues are too apt to give 
the impression of a lesson learnt by heart, it is preferable 
to adopt the system of actual or imaginary eye-wilne~a 
accounts, which make the broadcasts more attracthe and 
more vivid. A series of lectures on the same subject also 
gives very good results. · 

B.- INSTRUCTION IN TilE ADIS OF THE LEAGUE OP NATIONS 

AND PRo~IOTION OP TilE INTERl'iATIONAL SPIRIT IN Scnoou 

Talks on the work and organisation of the League of 
Nations have been broadcast for secondary school pupils. 
By way of example, the title of one of these talks was "Peace 
and goodwill to men r'. 

m 
The subjects which lend themselves best to this ml'thod 

of teaching are those which require no material or 
equipment and the study of which is pursued chiefly by 
listening : music, languages, and, to a certain extent, 
history. Next in order come geography and the natural 
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sciences, which subject& may be taught with the aid of 
films, lanterQ slides and simple apparatus for experiments. 

The dialogue form oj presentation is the most "human" 
and vivid method of teaching but the lessons so given 
should not be allowed to become of too stereotyped a 
character. Lessons given in series should be rather the 
exception than the rule. Carefully prepared talks are 
preferable, but they should, however, be ~;eserved for senior 
pupils. 

IV 

I. - TEACHING IN GENERAL (PRIMARY AND SECONDARY ScuooLs) 

The rdle of School Broadcasts. 

In its present stage of development, broadcasting cannot 
be regarded as being anything more than a casual and 
supplemental medium of teaching ; although its possible 
range of action is wider, broadcasting may be compared 
.with the cinematograph, lantern slides, gramophone 
records, etc. Thank& to this method of teaching, school
children may hear eminent Belgian or foreign scholars, 
WJ:iters, orators, artists, musicians, scientists, explorers and 
leaders of industry. Thanks to outside broadcasts and 
running commentaries, they may also listen-in to official 
ceremonies aQd important current events. Far from sup
planting the teacher, this method of teachi!lg, on the 
con tracy, requires his personal co-operation at all times : 
the teacher should remain the leader of teaching proper. 
With the help of the programmes published by the broad
casting organisations, he should prepare his class for the 
broadcast, and afterwards he should define and explain cer
tain details, correcting faulty interpretation on the part of 
his pupils ; in short, it is for the teacher to complete the 
lesson in such a way that the children derive the maximum 
benefit from the broadcasts. 

Subjects. 

It is to be noted that the subjects of an educational 
tendency are precisely those which otTer the greatest possi
bilities to the organisers of broadcasts and the greatest 
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attraction to young listeners, for example : literature, elocu
tion, voice training, mwic, history of art and of lht 
aciences, folklore, etc. To these may be added : hi•tory and 
geography, the natural acicncea, foreign, language•, aocial 
economy, hygiene, etc. 

In the case of the primary achoola, more than in any of 
the other grades, the broadcasts should appeal to the acti
vity and imagination of the pupils. By way of example, 
'We would mention the broadcast given on December 16th, 
l93o, on the following subject. : '"December folklore ; St. 
Nicolas, Christ.mas, etc." The broadcast opened with a few 

· legends evoking the folklore customs of Belgium and 
for:eign countries, followed bJ the singing of appropriate 

. songs ; essays written by school children on this eubject 
were the!\ read and commented upon, the broadcaster 
announcing the names of the Belgian and foreign children 
taking part in this previously organised test. 

The evocation and ezplanation of natural phenomena 
(snow, seas, mountains, ete.) also furnish a good subject 
f01: broadcast talk for pupils between the ages of ro and 14. 
Fo~: younger children, the talks should introduce local 
songs, fables with a moral, advice on the care of the banda, 
the teeth, etc. 

The possibilities are greater when the broadcuta are 
addressed to the higher primary 1chool• and 1econdary 
1chools since the attention of the pupils may be held longer 
and their range of knowledge is much broader. The 
following subjects may therefore be dealt with : literature, 
foreign languages, running commentarie1 (visits to public 
buildings and services, eye-witness accounts of ceremonies, 
etc.), history and geography (travel talks, systematic study 
of a given district or country), history of art, mwic, 
hygiene, citizenship, natural 1cience1, etc. 

Methods of Presentation. 
These broadcasts should be given in the form o[ short 

talks, alternating with readings o~: the playing of appro
priate music. A young. interlocutor may also _be invit_ed to 
the studio where he w1ll ask the lecturer certam quest1on• ; 
when adopting this method, care must be taken to avoid 
giving the pupils t.he impression that they are listening to 
a conversation which has been prepared beforehand and, 
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therefo~:e, artificial in its effect. Outside broadcasts, which 
bring the children into touch with living realities, are 
particularly recommended. The method which consists in 
mailing the lecturer address a group of pupils actually in 
the studio can never be more thaQ an imitation of the class
room lesson and, for that reason, should not be practised. 
Furthermore, these talks should not be presented in the 
form of systematic lessons. In so far as possible, these talks 
~hould be seH-sufficient and should contain an educative 
factor within the general f~:amewori of the subject. 

In order that school teachers may be associated with this 
work, the School Broadcasts Committee has organised 
several competitions among the different teaching grades 
with a view to determining the methods best adapted to the 
Belgian school curricula and to the national psychology. 

Preparation of Programme• and Lessons. -Active Tuition. 

Programmes are prepared by a committee composed of 
educators a•nd technicians under the auspices of the Minis
try of Science and Art. 

A pamphlet, "La Radiophonie scolaire", written in colla
boration with the lecturer, is addressed in due time to the 
teachers in order that they may prepare their pupils for the 
broadcasts. In addition to the programmes, these pam
phlets give a summary of the talks, the object of the lessons, 
the grade of pupils for whom they are planned, a hiblio
grapbical note when reference is made to the work of a 
great master, the exercises to he done by the pupils, the 
text of recitations, illustrations, maps, and pictures of the 
different instruments used, etc. In order to stabilise the 
attention of the children, especially in the junior classes, 
they should he shown a portrait of the lecturer and of the 
persons mentioned in the course of the talk. A lantern for 
the showing of slide~ may also be used in conjunction with 
the loud-speaker. 

Furthermore, talks should be short and of a varied des
cription. An appeal should be made to the activity of the 
pupils in a variety of ways ; competitions may be organised 

• among listene~. consisting more generally in the writing 
of a brief essay on the subject of the broadcast ; prizes may 
he awarded for the best efforts and the names of the suc
cessful competitors announced through the microphone. 
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Lastly, in order that the more advanced pupils may make 
a more detailed study of a subject, the pamphleta ahould 
give a bibliographical list of the principal boob which 
might usefully be consulted. 

Verification of Results • .;... In order to judge of the educ"a. 
tiona! value of these broadcasts, investigation• were carried 
out in Ig3o by means of a questionnaire and two te111. The 
questionnaire was intended to ascertain the impression 
made on pupils of from I4 to 17 yeara of age. The object 
of the tests was, firstly, to determine the practical advan. 
tages derived by the pupils and, secondly, to compare these 
advantages with those derived from similar leesone given 
without the aid of broadcasting. • 

The conclusions reached were as follows : 
g5 per cent of the pupils were in favour of the broad

casts. Of this number, ;5 per cent stated that the broadcast 
lessons enabled them Detter to appreciate masterpieces of 
literature ; 10 per cent ~tated that they were a pleasing and 
attractive variation from normal routine, and 5 per cent 
that they were very useful for learning languages. 

g5 per cent were in favour of appropriate musical inter
ludes. 

As rega~:ds the subjecll to be chosen, 5o per cent abstain
ed from expressing ap opinion ; 20 per cent asked for 
lectures on literature, 10 per cent preferred history, to per 
cent geography, 10 per cent sports, hygiene and politice. 

The object of one of the tests was to ascertain, by meant 
of a series of questions, how much the pupils had retained 
from these broadcasts. The first test ahowed a result of 
4.8 marks on a maximum of 10, whereas the comparison 
test gave 6.55. 

The rather poor results of these early broadcasts were Jar· 
gely due to faulty conditione of reception and inexperience 
in manipulating the receivers. To remedy these drawbacks, 
the association known as the "Radiophonie l l'£cole" organ
ised an exhibition of receivers suitable for school use and 

. practical demonstrations by reliable makers of sets. 
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II. -INSTRUCTION IN THE AIMS OF THE LEAGUE OF NATIONS 

AND PROMOTION OF THE INTERNATIONAL SPIRIT IN ScHOOLS 

During the annual propaganda week for the League of 
Nations, talks on this subject are broadcast for school 
listeners. The pupils are prepared beforehand eo that. the 
broadcasts may be as fruitful as possible. Thus, in November 
1930, following .a talk by M. Gottschalk, President of the 
Belgian Propaganda Committee f.or the League of Nations, 
many new members were enrolled in the Belgian Union 
for the League of Nations, 3o being secured in the inter
mediate school for girls at Boom alone. Mention may also 
be made of the talks organised by La Radiophonie scolaire 
at Christmas 1931 : one in French by Count Carton de 
.Wiart, Belgian Delegate to the League of Nations, and the 
other in Flemish by M. Henry Robin. The results of these 
talks on the work of the League .were also highly satis
factory. 

Instead ol using these broadcasts as a means of system
atic teaching, it is preferable to give, in connection with 
national or international events, interesting talks by persons 
of note, provided, however, that these talks are presented 
in a manner comprehensible to children. But although care 
should be taken to avoid giving the children the impres
sion that they are following a series of systematic lessons, 
this does not mean that the purpose of these broadcasts 
should not be pursued methodically. 

Talks on the civilisation and folklore of the different 
countries, short addresses by personalities speaking in the 
language of these countries, musical recitals, folk. songs, 
et~ .• comparative studies of the folk arts, literary works, 
music, painting, and bibliographies of famous men of 
these countries, are extremely valuable in promoting the 
international spirit. 

From this point of view, readings of folklore stories 
written by Belgian and f.oreign pupils would be particularly 
effective. 

As in the case of general educational subjects, these talks 
on the League of Nations require careful preparation. The 
major national associations concerned with propaganda 
on behalf of the League of Nations should collaborate with 
the programme committee. Their representatives should, 



however, be invited io come to the microphone only 
occasionally. . 

These broadcasts should not take place on fixed days and 
at fixed hours, as such an arrangement means that the claY
room work o£ the same teacher will always be disturbed. 
;rhey should be of an occasional character and organised 
wilhin the limits agreed upon by the programme com· 
mittee. 

After the broadcasts, teachers should remember to die· 
tribute to their pupils the pamphlets relating to the eubject 
of the talk, eo that they may improve their knowledge, 
thus making the talk a far more effective aid to propaganda. 
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CANADA • 

. · School broadcasting has not yet been placed on a 
svstematically organised footing in the different provinces 
of Canada. An. exception must, however, be made with 
regard to Manitoba, where regular wireless courses of 
inst~ction were inaugurated in 1928 for the benefit of the. 
lligh Schools, principally those situated in small urban 
centres. These lessons of 3o min.utes' duration are broad
cast twice weekly and comprise the following subjects : 
English literature, the history of Great Britain and Canada, 
physics and chemistry. They ai:e given with a twofold pur
pose to facilitate the work. of pupils who are pui:Suing 
their studies alone, and, in. the schools with a small teaching 
staiT, to help the teachers and to maintain contact between 
members of the teaching profession. 

In the opinion of a large number of educators, school 
broadcasting has made no great strides in Canada because 
practically the entire broadcasting system is in the hands 
of commercial undertakings. For this reason, the Royal 
Commission on. Radio Broadcast, supported by the univer
sities, moved a resolution advocating the formation of a 
National Broadcasting Company, the supervision of the 
programmes being left to the provincial authorities in so 
far as concerned the transmitters broadcasting in each' pro
vince. It is only on this basis that it will be possible to 
organise programmes, and, above all, to establish liaison 
between lecturers and the schools and to obtain fruitful 
result~ from this for~ of teaching (Extract from a report 
subm1Ued to the Inst1tute by Dr. Carleton Stanley, Presi
dent of the Dalhousie University, Halifax, Nova Scotia). 

BROADCASTING AND TRB TEACHING OF WGUAGES 

According to Professor H. 1\ler.cer, of the Dalhousie Uni
versity, although it has been found that, up to the present, 
the gramophone was emin~ntly suitable for this form of 

• From reporls communicated by Messrs. Carleton STANLEY, 

MsncBR, W. PATTERSON and E. A. CoRBETT, 
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teaching (because it. is possible to stop and restart or even 
repeat a record as and when the teacher considers this 
necessary)., broadcasting can be used for asking and answer
ing questions, thus ensuring real co-operation between 
pupils and teachers. It also allows two pei:sons t.o apeak 
before the microphone, one of whom may he an educator 
belonging t.o the country and the other an expert in a 
foreign language, preferably a foreigner. A ;:onversation 
may thus be planned in the form of a series of questions 
and answers between listeners and the language expert. 
,This method puts life into a lesson, encourages the listener 
to think for himself and atimulates his interest. In thi1 
way also, the foreign teacher will be regarded by the pupils 
as representing the civilisation of his countcy. ll will be the 
duty of the national teacher to choose the subjects and 
methods which he deems the most appropriate for his 
pupils. 

HieBER EoucATJOI'I 

The majority of the proCessors attached to faculties are 
of the opinion that broadcCI8ting il more wefu.l for the 
diffusion of university extension course~ than for the nor
mal lessons comprised in the university curricula. 

Thus, the University of Acadia broadcasts abort special 
lessons on English literature, political economy, psycho
logy, the history of Canada, and courses in music with 
recitals. The present. tendency is t.o b~:oadcaat. separate lec
tures rather than a series of lessons on the same subject. 
(Extract. from the report communicated t.o the Institute by 
Dr. W. Patterson, President of ~he UniveJ:Sity of Acadia, 
Nova Scotia) .. 

This view is also shared hv Dr. E. A. Corbett, Director 
of the University Extension Department of the University 
of Alberta. In addition t.o lessons on English literature, 
languages, history and geography, art science and political 
economy, intended for a more limited section of the public, 
talks have also been organised for the inhabitants of rural 
areas. The latte~; include practical advice and guidance. 

The University has also organised special broadcasts for 
the benefit. of former students. These talka last about. 
3o minutes and are intended to keep the alumni informed . 
on the activities and scientific life of their univer.sity. 
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Every year, the Univel'8ity of Alberta b~:oadcasts a series 
of talks on the work. of the League of Nations and on the 
principal international problems. As observed by Dr. Cor• 
belt, it is in this field that radio can rende~: the greatest 
eervices and is proving its value as a powerful instrument 
for promoting a spirit of understanding and international 
co-operation. 
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CZECHOSLOVAKIA • 

The School Broadcasts Committee set up within the 1\Iinis 
try of Public Education is responsible for the drawing up 
of the programmes. The educational broadcasts are intend
ed for the primary 1choola and are div1ded into two 
classes : elementary and intermediate. They are given every 
Friday from ro.3o to 11 a.m. for the elementary class, and 
from 11.5 to noon for the intermediate class. The pro
grammes, which are of a purely •upplemental character, 
are prepared and transmitted by the Czechoslovak Broad
casting Company : "Radio-Journal". 

In addition to these broadcasts that take place during 
schools hours, this same company organises programmes 
specially designed for children. These broadcasts include 
subjects of a recreational as well as an educational nature 
(1\londays and Fridays from 5.35 to 5.45 p.m.), talk.a on 
literature (Saturdays), explanatory talks (Thursdaye from 
5.35 to 6.5 p.m.) 

University instruction course• are not broadcast but lec
tures are dE' livered by distinguished lecturers on literary, 
artistic, scientific and economic subjects. 

"Radio-Journal" also regularly broadcasts the wirelese 
bulletin of the League of Nations, together with informa
tion concerning its activities. The Company broadcasts the 
speeches delivered at the September A!!8embly of the 
League, the messages sent out on Goodwill Daya and the 
meetings organised by the Czechoslovak Red Crose for the 
promotion of world peace. 

• From the report submitted by Professor V. P .. n.u. Chief Com
missioner at liM! Ministry of Public Education. 
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DENMARK • 

I 

TE ... CWNG IN GENERAL 

Wireless broadcasting is used as a supplementary medium 
of education in the majority of schools_. principally in the 
primary schools. 

The subjects taught by this means are, for the primary 
schools: history, geography, music and the natural 
sciences ; for the higher primary schools and colleges, 
modern languages (Swedish, German, English and French) 
are taught in addition to the above subjects. 

The primary aim of the organisers of these broadcasts is 
to make these lessons comprehensible to child listeners. 
Even if the broadcasts do not wholly correspond to the 
intellectual standard of development of the pupils, expe
rience has shown that talks of a simple nature give better 
results than, lectures which are partly beyond their under
standing. 

Methods. 

Lessons in history, geography, and the natural sciences, 
should be given in the form of talks. For the teaching of 
languages, the instructor should begin by reading a text 
slowly, stressing words which are difficult to pronounce 
and repeating them several times in order to impress them 
on the pupils memory. Words which are difficult to un
derstand should be explained in the same language. The 
teacher should then read the text over again, without inter
ruption and in the tone of an ordinary conversation. 

Adaptation of Broadcasts to School Curricula. 

In order to adjust these broadcasts to school curricula, 
n standard programme must be planned once and for all, 

• From reports communicated by : 1) Mr. Henrilr. MADSEN, Prin
cipal of the St. JGrgen Lyceum, Secretary-General of the School 
Broadcast Committee at the Ministry of Public Education ; 
') Mr. Fens RoaENJUAI!R, Difector of the Higher Popular School at 
Borups. 
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so thal teachers may know at what time and on which 
days they will receive a talk auilable for one or other of 
their classes. 

Preparation of the Programme. 

The person entrusted with the planning and preparation 
of programmes should place himself in touch with quali
fied officials and discuss with them beforehand the form of 
the talk, its ~ubstance, and even read to them the text 
before it is broadcast. The organiser should make a point 
of being present at one of the schools tak.mg the broadcast 
and, later, of discussing the effect produced on the pupils 
with the broadcaster himself. To ensure satisfactory results, 
the person who plan11 the programmes should belong to 
the teaching profession. Without any great difficulty, he 
might possibly carry out these duties aimultaneoualy. 

n 
INSTRUCTION IN TUB A.IMI OP TUB i.BAGUB OP NATIONS 

AND PROllOTION OP TUB INTERNATIONAL SPIRlT 

On the first 1\londay of September in each year, two lec
tures dealing with the work. of the League of Nation• are 
broadcast, together with a series of informal taU.a on the 
post-war aituation in Europe. 

These broadcasts are arranged in collaboration with the 
. Ministry fm: Foreign Affaire and the Embassies of the dif

ferent countries in Copenhagen. During the sitlinga of the 
League Assembly at Geneva, tails prepared by the Daniah 
delegates to the League of Nations are orJr~~nised. 

For the "Children's Houra", some of which are specially 
arranged for boys and othera for girls, an endeavour should 
be made to include programmes dealing specifically with 
the national customs of the different peoples, with chil
dren's games and school hobbies. 

It is desirable that the broadcasting organisations of the 
different countries should collaborate in this matter and 
exchange their programmes. 

At the Copenhagen l!niversity, the student organisations 
arrange a series of lectures on the League of Nations every 
year, personalities familiar with international problem• 
being invited to deliver some of these Iect~. 
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FINLAND • 

Although school broadcasting proper has oot yet been 
definitely organised in this country, the Programme 
Committee of the Finnish Broadcasting Company has, for 
many years past, regularly broadcast- let~sons in foreign 
languages. These courses include the elements (grammar 
and phonetics) of German and Estonian and may be re
garded as forming part of the system of primacy education. 

Up t.o the present, educational broadcasting has been 
organised chiefly for adulta. These broadcasts, planned in 
collaboration with the Association for Adult Education 
(Kansanvalistusseura), are given twice a week and are 
adapted to the studies pursued in students' clubs. Questions 
connected with the work of the League of Nations and the 
International Labour Office figure in these programmes. 

• From a report communicated by M. Niilo LIAnA, former Coun
aellor at the Ministry for Social Allalrs. 
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FRANCE • 

I 

As stated in the report drawn up by Colonel BRENOT, 
Chairman of the "Syndical professionnel des Industries 
Radio-£1ectriques", educational broadcasting in France is 
now being co-ordinated and organised on a proper footing. 

The conversations held by members of the French Nation. 
al Committee on Intellectual Co-operation with officials 
at the different ministries or in the public services and 
with representat.i.vea of the uno.Uicial broadcasting elations 
showed very clearly that while, in some quarters, efforts 
are being made to improve technical conditione and me
thods, others are following the activity and progress of 
educational broadcasting with considerable interesl and 
hope that the results obtained will serve as a valuable guide 
to the-m in the adjustment of their own service. 

In this survey, we. will not discuss the general considera
tions regarding educational broadcasting either as a direct 
or an indirect means of teaching and instruction. 

A committee sat at the Ministry of Public Education u 
long ago as January 1928 to examine thi& question and the 
conclusions reached by that body will be found in a report 
drawn up by M. B.,RRIBR, who is also one of the members 
of our Sub-Committee on Broadcasting. 

We will therefore confine ourselvea to ala ling the results 
really achieved and the efforts really being made, from 
which it will then be po88ible to deduce and eummariae 
our conclusions. 

These practical conclusions are, in fact, of the highest 
interest to the different Ministriea, as confirmed in the ob
servations which they presented to the French Committee 
on Intellectual Co-operation, while the practical resulte 

• From reports submitted b7 : 1) the Freuch National Committee 
on Intellectual Co-operation ; 2) M. B.uuul!ll, Secnltary of the 
Broadcasting Committee at the Minisl.rJ' of National Education ; 
3) M. H. TROCBT, Professor at the Facult7 of Law, Paria ; 6) M. GL•I', 
Secretary of the National Union of Teachers at the National ~ 
easting Congress, '9't- · 



obtained and the recommendations put forward are valuable 
to the broadcasting organisations which are already in 
touch with numerous listeners who are either isolated in 
their own homes or grouped together as members of 
wireless clubs. · 

The Ministry of Foreign Affairs is attentively following 
the experiments now being carried out in France and in 
other countries with a view to the teaching of modern lan
guages by wireless. In this connection, it is not without 
interest to recall that the opinion of teachers of modern lan
guages was stated at the Second International Congress of 
Teachers of l\lodern Languages (meeting of A-pril 3rd, I g3 I, 

at the Sorbonne under the chairmanship of M. Ch. GARNIER, 
Inspector General of Public Education) (I). 

The State Department of Physical Education, recognising
the educational value of broadcasting, examined the. possi
bilities of its rational adoption with a view to the drawing 
up of a general programme. Lectures delivered at the 
higher courses of physical culture have already been broad-
cast by the P. T. T. transmitters. . 

Furthermore, a circular issued by the Minister of Public 
Education invited schools to organise short early morning 
physical culture sessions for boarders ; a certain number 
of schools follow one of the two ·physical culture lessons· 
broadcast every morning by Radio-Paris. 

The Ministry of Agriculture has not yet carried out any 
practical experiments in connection with the broadcasting 
of ag'ricultural information and propaganda ; the question 
of the use that can be made of wireless in rural areas is, 
however, receiving the attention of this lllinistry and the 
question is being studied by its competent services. 

The Air Minist,.., devotes its broadcasts to air traffic and 
has not yet adopted wireless for purposes of instruction. 

The State Department of Fine Arts is also studying the 
educational possibilities of wireless in connection with the 
broadcasting of performances given in the national theatres ; 
several broadcasts of this kind have already been given. 

The Ministry for the Mercantile Marine does not think 
it possible to make any regular use of broadcasting for a 

(r) Cf. Compte rendu g~nc!ral, Parla rg3r, pp. 455 ff. The conclu: 
eione of this report are definitely in favour of wireless as an auxiliary 
means of leaching modern languages and of promoting a spirit 
of lntemalional understanding. 
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branch o£ instruction which, like that given in the naval 
training colleges, consists chielly of mathematics. 

!''or ·lectures dealing with general questions concerning 
the merchant service, such as the organisation of maritime 
commerce and transport, equipment of ports, etc., that ia 
to say lectures given more with a view to vulgarisation 
than for the purpose of technical tuition, the 1\linislry for 
the 1\Iercantile Marine prefers talks given directly to pupil~ 
and illustrated by suitable films. 

For the dissemination of maritime propaganda, however, 
this 1\Iinistry has resorted to broadcasting for stimulating 
interest on the part of listeners in all classes of society in 
matters concerning the sea. Lectures have been broadcast 
by officials attached to the Central Administrative Depart
ment on the importance of knowing how to swim, the 
organisation of life-saving services along the coast, the food · 
-value of fish, etc. 

The Ministry of Public Health is using broadcasting on an 
ever increasing scale for disseminating the prmciplea of 
public health and propaganda in the campaigns again~t 
cancer and tuberculosis. Through the P. T. T. transmitters 
or through those of the regional stations of this depart
ment, the Public Health Ministry organised 5o broadcasts 
in 1927, 231 in 1929, 975 in 193I, exclusive of the relays 
of these broadcasts in the provinces and to the colonies. 
· In particular, this Ministry calls attention to the Initia
tive taken by the "Compagnie fram;aise dt' Radiophonie ", 
which has set up a Committee composed of eminent medical 
men who give a series of popular talks on a -vatiety of 
medico-social questions. 

This 1\Iinistry has also found considerable support in the 
different broadcasting concerns. It mentions, for example, 
the Radio-Journal and the Union des Grandu A11ociation• 
Franraisea pour l'Essor National. 

Lastly, it is interesting to note that the ltlinistry of 
Public Health is definitely convinced of the value of these 
broadcasts. Its conclusions are based on correspondence 
exchanged with listeners or on visits paid to the different 
departments of the country. It has even adopted a broad
casting technique, that is to say, it recommends abort talks, 
built up of phrases that appeal to the imagination and 
remain fixed in the memory. · 

Before replying to the enquiries addressed to it by the 
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French Committee of Intellectual Co-operation, the l'l1inis
try of Public Education issu~d. a special cir~ular in ~ebruary 
Jg3~ with a view to obtammg further mfonnabon that 
:woulcl supplement the data already collected by the above 
mentioned Committee. . 

Members of the teaching profession, and more particu
l.arly schoolmasters, play a very important par.t outside the 
normal classroom work. in, the advancement of popular 
education ; the observations presented by the Ministry of 
Public Education are the~;efore of especial interest. 

Generally speaking, and with a few exceptions; as for 
example in the department of llle-et-Vilaine, where on the 
initiative of the Departmental Inspector, Radio-Rennes gives 
two school. and educational broadcasts every week., the 
result~ so fal' obtained have not come up to expectations. 

The reasons f01: this setback. would seem to be as fol
lows : the broadcasts are given at different hours of the 
day and are of varying duration ; to receive them, school 
teachers are compelled to change their time-tables. Fur
thermore, the broadcasts are not adapted to the school 
curricula or to the standard of the pupils' understand
ing. Children soon tire of listening to an invisible 
speaker and of following a talk. which does not impress 
them in the same way as a " live " lesson adapted to their 
surroundings, habits and even their manner of speech .. 

As regards the League of Nations, accounts of the Geneva 
proceedings and a few addresses delivered by national deleg
ates (generally too abstract in form and dealing· with vast 
and complex problems) do not interest young pupils. 

Nevertheless, there can be no doubt that wireless broad
casts, if judiciously planned, could be of service in primary 
school teaching, and still more so in secondary schools 
and post-school education. In orde~; that they may be really 
fruitful. these broadcasts should be arranged to take place 
at fixed hours, according to a programme drawn up in 
advance and published beforehand in the departmental 
pamphl~ts and ~ducational _jom:nals ; above all, they should 
be spectally destgned to smt the class of listeners for whom 
they are intended, that is school-children on the one hand 
and adolescents and adults attending post-school courses' 
on the other. Lastly, it is desirable that the broadcast 
should be of a regional and even departmental character. 

By way of suggestion, the broadcasts for children might 
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be given on Wednesdays and Saturdays from 3 to 4 p.m., 
or in the morning at an hour when the ether is less 
"crowded" and therefore more favourable for good recep
tion. The programmes might · include readings fzom 
selected works, lessons in elocution, entertaining sketchea 
llllld, above all, musical items (school songs, group ainging, 
and masterpieces accompanied by descriptive talks). 

For adolescents and adults, the broadcasts might be given 
two or three times a week. between 6 and 9 p.m. ; the pro
grammet~ (talks on literature, art and science ; recital& of 
classical music, and talks of practical aubjets, e.g. : agri
culture, various crafts, hygiene, common law, rural Jaw, new 
laws, etc.) should be prepared in agreement with the de
partmental education officials and in accordance with the 
proposals of the teachers in charge of post-school courses. 

Lastly, instruction 'in the aims of the League of Nations 
should be given in a manner that takes into account the 
age of the listeners ; the talk& should be brief and clearly 
expressed for young pupils, and more detailed and academ
ic for adults. Too great emphasis, however, cannot be 

. laid on the importance of making these talka aimple and 
free from legal or philosophical terms. · 

• •• 
The above considerations having been atated, it is now 

necessary to show how the wirelese broadcasting organisa
tions are endeavouring to meet the needs of listeners and, 
generally, how they are seeking to make broadcasting 11 
veritable medium of education. 

Broadcasters are very definitely of the opinion that to 
be efficacious, educational wireless must be neither dull 
nor boring ; the attention of listeners must be gripped. 
They have also come to the conclusion that, in so far aa 
school classes themselves are concerned, broadcasting 
should not be regarded as a substitute for the teacher but 
as a means of supplementing his work. 

Finally, e.1:perience has shown that material l1nks must 
be furnished between the broadcaster and listeners in the 
form of boob, pamphlets and leaflets that can serve as 
"visible organs of reference". 

The transmitter operated by the £cole Superieure de• 
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P. T. T. devotes a part of its programmes to educational 
broadcasts. Every Wednesday, for example, it broadcasts a 
talk on horticulture. 

Two talks, one daily and the other weekly, are given 
regularly to further the development of technical and pro
fessional education. 

Once a week, talks on biology are broadcast and, in col
laboration with the Cancer Institute, the Committee for the 
Prevention of Tuberculosis and other similar organisations, 
it broadcasts propaganda for the protection of public 
health and the campaign against social scourges. 

Qualified instructors are invited every week to deliver 
educational talks, some of which are addressed specially to 
children. 

Lessons in foreign languages, English, German and Span
ish, are broadcast regularly on Sunday mornings, and in 
the evening at about 7.ao, when it is calculated that the 
greatest possible number of listeners are free. 

As regards music lessons, the programmes of this trans
mitter are of an extremely varied character. Explanatory 
talks, accompanied by recitals, are broadcast to initiate 
listeners to the history and evolution of music. 

Talks are also organised on the arts : sculpture, painting 
and architecture. Listeners are kept informed of the 
principal art exhibitions and, under the auspices of the 
National Touring Olfice, the P. T. T. station furnishes its 
listeners with information regarding the more important 
regions of France, picturesque spots, historical buildings, 
the resources of the different provinces, etc. 

Outside broadcasts and running commentaries are organ
ised on the occasion of important regional events with a 
view to making known the customs of the different parts 
of the country. • . 

The broadcasting service, which functions under the 
direction of M. PBLLENC at the Ministry of Posts, Telegraphs 
and Telephones, the department to which the transmitter 
of the.£cole .~uperieure des P. T. T. is responsibie, broad
casts, m add1hon to theses programmes of direct education 
pr~grammes of indirect ed~ation consisting of news bul: 
lctms, talks on non-professiOnal subjects, relays of foreign 
broadt:asts and ~he transmission of radio-plays. 

To mterest listeners, an elaborate technique has been 
adopted and adjusted : an endeavour is made to hold the 
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listener's attention without tiring him, and to awaken his 
curiosity. Experience seems to pr:ove that the most suitable 
time for the broadcasting of educational talk.a is between • 
12 and 1 p.m. and between 5 and 7.So p.m. 

The P. T. T. station bJ:oadcasts commuuniqub on the 
work of the League of Nations. International relays are 
generally preceded by a short talk explaining the 110urce 
of the broadcast. Furthermore, reviews of foreign affairs 
infor:m listeners on international problema and on the 
spirit and attitude of the different governments that have 
to solve them. These political talk.a stimulate the interest 
of the public and encourage it to seek further information 
on current events. The educational bJ:oadcasts given by the 
chain of transmitters operated by the French State are 
organised in the ll4lme spirit and along the aame linea as 
those of the Ecole Superieure des P. T. T. The colonial 
lJ:&nsmitter recently erected at Pontoise broadcasts on a 
short wave-length thus enabling listeners in all the French 
possessions to hear the news bulletins and educational pro
gramme& of the mother-country • 

•• •• 
The privately-owned French wireless stations also dis

play considerable activity in the organisation of educational 
programmes. According to the statements made by their 
directorates, their work would be extended still more if 
their funds, derived almost exclusively from publicity fees, 
were not so limited and if greater official a!ll!urance were 
forthcoming as regards their future. The following are a 
few examples of their activities : . 

Music lessons: Every Friday, Radio-Paris broadcasts a 
talk on the history of music, accompanied by gramophone 
.r:ecilals, and on Thursdays, lectures on the same subject 
without records. . 

Twice a week Radio-C6le-d'Azur broadcasts specially 
selected modern compositions, accompanied. by explana
tory talks ; once a month this same station broadcasts talks 
by musical critics. 

Agriculture : Practically all the prjvate transmitters 
broadcast talks on agriculture, fertilizers, etc. 

Foreign language courses are incl.uded in the pJ:Ogrammea 
• 
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()f Radio-Paris., Bordeaux-S.W ., arid Radio-C6te-d' Azur, the 
last named giving lessons in Esperanto. 
· The above remarks apply naturally also to a number of 
other stations, such as Radio-Toulouse, Radio-Lyon, 
Radio LL. Radio-Ntmes, Poste-Parisien·, etc. ; all these 
transmitters broadcast talks of a professional character, lec
tures on literature (on the lines of those given by Radio· 
Paris on. English and German literature), miscellaneous 
talks on political economy, pedagogics, climatology, 
hygiene, physical culture, etc. They also organise outside 
broadcasts and commentaries in connection with meetings 
and congresses. of an educational nature. 

As regards the potentialities and value of educational 
broadcasting.. the private transmitters express the same 
views as the directors of the official State stations ; they 
declare that if a careful distinction is made between edu
cational programmes planned for the benefit of definite 
groups of school-children and adults, a vast field of action 
is open to the initiative of broadcasting stations. 

II 

PRIMARY AND SECONDARY EDUCATION 

Tl1e Rule of Scl10ol Broadcasting. Subject Maller o/ Lessons. 

There can obviously be no question of envisaging a regu
lar scholastic organisation in which a few teachers would, 
from their respective studios, broadcast a s.eries of uniform 
lessons for a wide circle of listeners. The essential c.ondition 
of education and the feature that makes all teachin"' pro
fitable are to be found in the combination of the pe':-sonal 
acti~n ~f the teacher and the effective participation of his 
puplls m the classroom, and the modern conception of 
what is called the "active school" would be incompatible 
with a more or less mechanical system of teaching akin to 
mass production. 

For elementary primary schools, as for infant schools it 
will immediately be realis.ed that broadcastin<> can be' of 
relatively little value ; in this grade, more than in any 
other, the age of the pupils makes the presence of the 
teacher and frequent revision of lessons indispensable. 
1\loreover, the ess.ential aim of education, especially at this 
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age, is to develop the cliildren's mental activity by means 
of observation and reflection. The receptive and, in a 
way, passive attitude that would result from the frequent 
use. of broadcasting would therefore be contrary to the 
very aim of all educational work.. 

It must be said, however, that in infant 1chools, where 
the schoolmistresses can neither sing, nor play an instru
men~, and cannot therewre suitably conduct the singing, 
drill and dancing of their pupils, short broadcast, of chil
dren's songs given with the proper rhythm and timed to 
coincide with the arrival and departure of the children can 
render a real service, such as that rendered by a gramo
phone, which is still a more convenient instrument to use 
for this purpose. 

Similarly, broadcasting can find only a fairly restricted 
use in elementary primary achooll. Here, also, the gramo
phone might suffice to give the pupils examples of good 
elocution and correct pronunciation, free from local dia· 
lectic influence. On the other hand, and provided that pro
grammes are planned by a central committee, broadcasting 
can be used as an aid to the mmic:Jl education of children. 
Furthermore, a "Children's Hour" on Wednesday• or Satur
days would contribute an element of novelty, gaiety and 
life that would be of considerable value. 

Broadcasting would be of great assistance to the teachers 
in rural schools, more so, in fact, than to the pupils, as it 
would enable them to keep in touch with the outside world. 
They would also find it more easy to adapt themselves to 
rural conditions of life. 

As regards 1econdary schools, wireless can be used as a 
means of: 

a) teaching proper, more particularly for the teaching of 
modem languages, mmic, history, art, •cience and lite
rature. 

Teaching of modem languages: Talk.s broadcast in li ' 
foreign language by foreign instructors are of considerable 
value to pupils who have already a good knowledge of that 
language ; they are of no great utility for others, for im
mediately they hear a word that is new to them, the effort 
made to grasp its meaning makes them lose the thread of 
the lesson, the speed at which the broadcaster speaks alway• 
being too great in their opinion. 

These br.oe.dcasta should be announced well in advance 
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eo that the pupils may have an opportunity of preparing 
the text at school. It will be seen therefore that, by means 
of these broadcasts, normal teaching methods are supple
mented by auditory demonstrations in. accurate .pronun
ciation and diction. 

These courses might be organised either on a national 
or on an international basis by a central committee that 
would be entrusted with the planning of the programmes 
and the choice of instructors. 

Music : In order that musical broadcasts accompanied by 
descriptive talks may sezye to develop the pupils' taste for 
music, they should be given in logical sequence ; a system
atic course of lessons should be devised to fit in with a 
definite plan of study and published beforehand so that 
the pupil~ may be prepared for the broadcasts by historical 
or technical explan11tions. 

History of Art: These talks shou1d also he announced 
in advance and accompanied by information as to the mate
rial to be obtained fm: purposes of jllustration and docu
mentation. 

Sciences : In this field, no attempt should be made to 
teach the sciences in the proper sense but vividly to portray 
the lives of eminent scientists, with readings of passages 
from their works ; talks may also be given on the history 
of the world's great inventions and on the most notable 
discoveries of om: time. The necessary material and lantern 
slides should be prepared in advance.' 

Literature : H has been found that after being partly 
introducted to a work by the reading or recitation of 
selected passages by specially qualified broadcasters, pupils 
read the work in its entirety. Thus, far from acting as a 
deterrent, these bJ:oadcasts are an encouragement to good 
rending. P~ogrammes methodically organised .and announc
ed in advance, combined with the broadcasting of texts 
judiciously selected and well recited, are a valuable contri
bution to the literature lessons given by the school-teacher. 

b) Instructive recry!ation, outside the usual school hours 
and curriculum. 

Certain broadcasts intended for the general public might 
be taken by the schools, provided that they are announced 
in good time, a•nd the text known in advance, so that 
teachers may have an opportunity of judgina whether they 
are suitable for their: pupils. " 
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Other broadcasts should be given speciallJ and regularly 
for school-childi:en. They might deal with a great variety 
of subjects, literary as well as scientific, topical talka on 
the live, of great scholru:s and artists, important interna· 
tiona! problems (I), lile abroad (particularly school life), 
sport, vocational guidance, drama, musical plays, etc. 

The primary aim should be boldly to depart from the 
usual school routine and not to present these broadcasts in 
the form of lessons in disguise (that would soon be pene· 
trated by the pupils), to keep the children constantly on 
the alert for some new feature and to io stimulate their. 
interest il\, and observation of, the phenomena in their 
immediate surroundings. 

m 
Tas uss OF BROADCASTING JN HIGBBR EDucATION 

In examining this aspect of the question, i\ is oeceuary 
to make a distinction between the regullll' cour1e1 held by 
faculty professors and the special cour•e• of instruction 
·which supplement the regular educational lectures as study 
guidance cla~ses,.on the one hand, and the talk• given with 
a view to the popularisation of learning, on the other. 

• • •• 
I) As regards the broadcasting of regullll' colU'Iel, i\ ie 

generally agreed that those held in the faculties of letten, 
at least those which are of a nature to interest the general 
public, are suitable for transmission. Some authorities even 
suggest that it might be possible to bring about an agree· 
ment between several faculties with a view to the distribu
tion of the different subjects am011g the several centres. 

Opinions regarding the teaching of law are very divided. 
A number of faculties of law categorically reject the idea 

( 1) In this connection, the Compagnie frtm~tiUe de RIUJiophonie 
broadcasts, for the special benefit of the primary schools, a eeri.,. of 
talks on the aims and work of tl;le League of Nalions and the major 
international. institutions. 
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of broadcasting regular courses of instruction. Others con· 
eider that certain of the regular courses, for example the 
doctorate course, might be broadcast with the consent of 
the professors, · . 

The facultie• or schools of medicine and pharmacy and 
the faculties of acience unanimously declare that the regular 
courses are not suitable for broadcasting. The kind of tuition 
given in these establishments necessitates blackboard de
monstrations, practical experiments and laboratory work, 
all of which presuppose that the students are actually pre
sent. 

2) With regard to special courses, having the character 
of study guidance courses, the faculties or schools of medi
cine and pharmacy and the faculties of science are opposed 
to broadcasting for the reasons given above. Broadcasts of 
these courses in the faculties of law and letters might serve 
a useful purpose, provided that they were not too frequent. 
On this point also, opinions are very divided. Talks lasting 
about r5 minutes might be supplemented by the distribu
tion of leanets, programmes and bibliographical ndvice, 
etc. 

The faculties which are oppo110d to the idea of adopting 
wirelcbs broadcasting for teaching in the proper sense base 
their objections on reasons that undoubtedly deserve full 
consid('ration. In theii: view, students would find therein an 
excuse for absenting themselves from the courses. Modern 
teaching methods imply personal contact between professors 
and students and between the students themselves. Broad
casting would lead to a sort of ''mechanisation" of teaching. 
which would diminish its efficacity. . 

3) There is, however, general agreement as to the utility 
of broadcasting instructional courses or talks of a popular 
type for the benefit of the gent.ral public. 

To recapitulate, therefore, broadcasts might consist of 
the following : 

a) A large number of the public lectures given in the 
faculties of letters. . 

b) Some of the private regular courses held in the 
faculties of law and the faculties of letters either 
for the students attending these faculties or if a 
system of exchange were introduced fo; the 
students of other faculties. ' 
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c) Some of the special coursea held in certain faculties 
of law or letters. 

d) A lar~ number of popular lecturei or talks. 
. . 

However this may be, broadcasts of this description thould 
not be initiated without due caution, especially in regard 
to the regular courses, which usually last an hour. To listen 
to a lecture of this length without having one'• attention 
held by the presence of the lecturer IIJild by the life and 
movement which he put11 into his delivery, is a test that 
may be too severe even for the moat willing and zealoua 
of students. 

As regards the drawing up and .ezeculion of programmea. 
it is for the universities and facultiea to tale the initiative 
and to formulate their proposals. Further, it ia indispensable 
that one or two co-ordinating bodiea should be appointed. 
It would even be necessary to have a co-ordinating com
mittee for each region, in addition to a national co-ordinat
ing committee, or at least an inter-regional body, as 
from the date when the broadcasting system ia sufficiently 
developed to enable each university to broadcast over the 
whole of the country. 

In view of the extremely high coat of erecting a full) 
equipped transmitter (from I,5oo,ooo to 2,000,000 franca) 
and of its upkeep and operation (1,ooo,ooo franca per year), 
the installation of a station exclusively reserved for theae 
broadcasts cannot be contemplated. 

IV 

THE PLAcE oP BaoADCA&TII'IG ll'l PRIMARY ScBooL8 

The chief difficulty to be contended with, especially in 
elementary schools, is the trainin~ of children tQ acquire 
ideas and to express them. The basis of all learning ahoulcJ 
therefore be direct and accurate observation. When the 
pupils have thus absorbed knowledge, they are required 
to express in words what has been recorded in the brain 
through eye and ear. The rOle of the educator is therefore 
to guide the pupil in this process of acquiring knowledge 
and, as and when this knowledge is revealed to him, to 
furnish him with the means of expressing it in words. 
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The human senses constitute the foundation of any intel- ' 
lcctual process and the personal effort of the child ia indis
pensable for the creation of lasting impressions. The fun
damental p•inciple of teaching is precisely to seek out the 
will of the child and to determine individual action. With 
this conception of the aim of teaching, we are of the opin
ion that the question of broadcasting ia not of primary 
importance in the general system of education. Ita adoption 
in conjunction with the regular work of a class of pupils 
is not even to be recommended for children between the 
ages ol 6 and I3. We do not, however, condemn the usc 
of wireless receivers outside normal school hours. Outside 
class lessons, broadcasting may be accepted as an auxiliary 
method of teaching in the same way as we accept films and 
f.!ramophone records. Instructional recreation of this kind 
is particularly suitable for the two following school sub
jects : elocution and music. 

Wireless may also be used for technical teaching, but it 
should be used rather as a means of furnishing supple
mentary information to the artisan class of society. 

Lastly, valuable service may be rendered by broadcasting 
~n the moral training of youth. Certain national or mter
national events, such as the Armistice 1\Iemorial Service at 
the Cenotaph in London, the signing of the Briand-Kellogg 
Pact, etc., provide material for broadcasts that stir the soul 
of listeners and give them the impression that they are 
actually taking part in these ceremonies as they join in 
this communion of thought and emotions. Thanks to 
broadcasting, a spirit of fellowship is thus created. 
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GERliANY 

PRIMARY AND SECONDARY EDUCATION 

A. - GENERAL REMARU 

I) The Rllle of School Broadcasting. 

Out of a total number of 55,ooo schools, representing 
65.ooo teachers and 2,Soo.ooo pupils, these broadcasts were 
taken by I3,ooo schools in I93o, and by more than 20,000 
in I931. 83 per cent of these 20,000 schools were rural 
schools, 10 per cent urban primary schools and 7 per cent 
secondary schools. 

School broadcasts can neilher supplant lhe teacher nor be 
used lot teaching in the proper: sense. The living penonality 
of the teacher has no substitute. Nor should any attempt 
be made to teach pure science but rather to furnish schools 
.with supplementary data and to introduce new elements 
and features that will enable the pupils to keep constantly 
in close touch with the movement of ideas, national events 
and world civilisation. These advantages are of special value 
for: schools situated at a distance from •ar.ge centree. 

2) Subjects which beat lend thermelve• to thil Form of 
Teaching. 

The 2,000 ~SChool broadcasts given in 19J1 were distri-
buted as follows : 

Music - 48o - 24 % ; 
German literature - 44o- 22 % ; 
Geography - 200 - 10% ; . 
Natural sciences, political economy- 24o.- 12%; 
Foreign languages- 34o- 17%-

The age and number of childr.en who followed these 
broadcasts were as follows : 

7 yeara, 4o - 2 %. 
• From the report and documents snbmitted by Dr. K. FRIDEL, 

Director of the Zentralstellc tar Scholjunll, Berlin. 
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8 6o 3%. 
9 So 4%. 

10 160 - 8%, 
II 140 22%, 
12 66o 33%, 
13 820 - 41%. 
14 1120 56%, 
15 7So 3g%, 
16 720 36%. 
17 520 26-%, 
19 5oo 25%-

1\ is to be noted that the discussions held on this question 
of subject matter are very often of a superficial character 
and the persons who express an opinion base their conclu
sions on the r:esults of experiments carried out in a limited 
field, sometimes in too hasty a fashion. Furthermore, the 
educational value o[ these broadcast& depends partly on the 
method of presentation, in itself open to numerous impro
vements. n is, however, possible forthwith to establish 
a scale of values for the subjects chosen for broadcasting. 
The following distribution is based on the opinions 
expressed by the provincial school authorities in Germany : 

Primary and higher primary schools : 
1\lusic. 
Literature and German culture. 
Geoguphy. 
Nature study. 
Foreign languages. 
Historical dramalisations. 
Citizenship. 
Outside broadcasts. 
Talks on current events (1). 
Home knowledge (Heimatkunde). 

(t) This subject, which is an initiation to geography, the natural 
sciences (fauna and nora), and local history, is particularly suitable 
lor elementary primary schools (Grundschule) from the ond. y8111' 
upwards (7 to to years). To be really profitable, lessons in this sub
ject should be given by highly qualilled teachers. A large number 
of teachers have ~ed that an important place be allotted to these 
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Secondary schools : 
Music. 
Foreign languages. 
Literature and German culture. 
History and civilisation. 
Geogr;aphy. 
Nature study. 
Talk on current events. 

3) Melhods of Pre1enlation. 

It is of the utmost importance that the subject should be 
pi:esented vividly and in a manner that will mak.e an 
impression on the children's imagination. The broad
caster should be careful to avoid giving the impression of 
lifelessness and artificiality by over-labouring hie talk.. On 
the contrary, he should speak. simply and picturesquely u 
if ideas were spontaneously ar:ising in his mind and being 
conveyed in a perfectly natural manner to thp. children.· 
The ideas expressed should be easily understood. 

The principles which govern broadcast teaching can be 
put into practice only after due experiment, atudy and 
methodical discussion. To thia end, an investigation com
mittee must be set up, composed of educators having 
expert knowledge of the different educational and technical 
questions that arise, wireless experta, school officials and 
teachers using the broadcasts. Practical advice and direc
tions, based on experience, can be given only by auch a 
homogeneous body of experta working systematically to
gether in this way, while private and casual discussions 
very often amount to nothing more than an exchange of 
purely theoretical views. 

An. investigation committee composed of more than 
thirty experts has been formed for this purpose in Ger
many. It had been found that the lecture, in the strict sense 
of the word, was scarcely suitable for school broadcast, and 
that s more animated and, to a certain extent, dramatised 
method of presentation must be adoped. The experts there
fore examined the various methods possible : dialogues, 

talks in broadcast programmes intended fDr elementary primatJ 
schools. 

ct. Mehr Smdungen tar d~ Grunmchule wm Lehrer Erich KI.c7n, 
in Schulfunk : VI, 17 - 1gl1, PP. 4•7 fl. • 
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talks, running commentaries, etc. They una?imously.agreed 
that the direct evocation of the event or ObJect formmg the 
aubject of the broadcast was of capital importance. Instead 
of broadcasting talks and lectures on men and facts, the 
aim should be to bring pupils into direct contact with 
them ; for example, they might listen to the preparations 
being made f.or the departure of an ot:ean hner, to the 
;work. going on in a factory, to the men employed in the 
factory, etc. 

In this way, the .different methods of presentation were 
examined and discussed. 

Lectures (1). - This method is more suited to edur.a· 
tiona) broadcasts intended for adult listeners. When taken 
by school-children, broadcasts of this kind are apt to result 
in fatigue and ennui and the pupils then become merely 
passive listeners, whereas modern teaching calls for cons
tant activity and alertness on their part. This was soon 
realised and, in consequence, the duration of the lectures 
was reduced to J5 minutes, or 25 minutes at the outside. 
Steps were also taken to introduce some of the f.eatures of 
actual classroom work. : the broadcaster asks questions, in- · 
dicates the exercises to be done under the supervision of 
the teacher. This method, however, is still artificial, for 
questions and answers should be the direct outcome of open 
discus~ion between the teacher and his class. Moreover, 
such a method is not always compatible with the dignity 
of the teacher - especially in the senior classes - who 
find~ that he is playing only a secondary part in the pro-
ceedmgs. · 

The problem is diiTerent when the lecturer addresses a 
grou~ of pupils in the studio who answer his questions. 
In th1s case, the lecture takes on the form of a conversation 
between the teacher and the group of pupils who represent 
the other listeners and answer on their beh~lf. 

In order to give more animation to a .lecture, il may also 
~ presented in dramatised form, lfor certain episodes in 
h1story f.or example) and so hold the attention of the pupils 
more effectively. 

It may be pointed out, however, that although the lec
ture method of presentation is not generally suitable for 

(1) Cf. Der Yorlrag im Schulfunlc, by Professor Erich Jln.uu\ iD 
Der Schulfunk. Bert V, March 1st, Jg3J, pp. 144 tr. ' 
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echool broadcasts, there are aome eubjects for which it can 
be adopted without any drawbacks, for example, when 
the lecturer is speaking on events at which he was penon. 
ally present, eye-witnese accounts, travel talks, etc. 

It must also be borne in mind that a lecture has its own 
particular training value ; it teachel the pupils to grasp 

. the main points of a question, to treat it synthetically, 
thus bringing into play one of the finest activities of the 
human mind. Provided that they are not given too often, 
lectures can play an important part in the intellectual 
training of listeners, even of school-children, but the sub· 
jed must form part of the general programme of worll. 
provided for in the school curriculum. The teacher ahould 
prepare his pupils before the broadcast ia given and conrorm 
to the instructions given in the relevant pamphlet. During 
the broadcast, the pupil& should take notes and aummarise 
the salient points of the lecture. The broadcasts ahould be 
followed by open discussions in the classroom, the pupils 
being asked to retrace the lecturer'• remarks and to state 
the essential idea& expressed. No more active procesa of 
mind-building could be found. And, moreover, as the 
teacher is also a listener, he will find it easier to undentsnil, 
if not to share, the points of view ol hie pupils. The 
combined worlr. of teacher and pupil will consequently 
be all the more pleasant and fruitful. 
.· As regards the broadcaster, he should spealr. slowl-y and 
distinctly, confining himself to very simple phrases, so u 
to be understood by all his listeners. It frequently happens 
that if the lecturer is also a school-teacher, he bas in mind 
only the pupils of his class, who are accustomed to bia 
voice and favourite expressions ; he therefore tall.es it for 
granted that be will be understood by all listeners if he 
speall.s before the microphone as if he were addressing his 
own pupils .. 

Dialogues (1). - Ideas should be presented vividly. 
Broadcast dialogues have been found to be particularly 
suitable and may be either in the form of a debate, a 
didactic discussion or a conversation between two or three 
persons . 
• 

(r) Cf. Der Dialog im Sehulfunlr, by Dr. Hetmann CmunrAM 
and Dr. August u.-, in Sehulfunlr, Heft VI, Much 1Slh, 1g31, 
pp. 179 ll. 
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Interviews may he introduced as a v~riation . froll_l the 
lecture and dialogue form of presentation. U the mter
viewer is a clever broadcaster, the interview can easily 
be made to take the foi.'IIll of a discussion. 

In the case of a didactic discussion, an expert, an engineer 
for example, may .be invited to describe a piece of 
machinery with which he is thoroughly familiar. The in
terlocutor must see that this description doe!i not go beyond 
the standard of understanding of the pupils on whose be
llalf he is prt!sent in the studio ; he must keep the expert 
down to this level by asking for explanations from time 
to time, by asking questions and by calling upon the broad. 
caster to define certain points of view. To play this part 
successfully, the intedocutor must have some knowledge 
of the subject,. otherwise· the conversation is apt to be 
diverted from its primary object. If, for instance, an 
Englishman and a German are exchanging didactic views 
on the best method of learning English, the German inter
locutor should not only have a knowledge of English but 
must also be familiar with the teaching methods best 
suited to the German mind. This knowledge is not 
absolutely necessary when a simple interview is being 
broadcast. 

In the case of a debate, truths should, as it were, be made 
to come to the surface by the conflict of the speakers' opin
ions. It is, in fact, a discussion in the form of a thesis set
ting forth the pros and cons and requiring a certain degree 
of mental concenh·ation. A discussion may be held on the 
following question, for example : "Can spiritualism be 
regarded as a science ?", A dialogue on a subject of this 
kind demands a certain e!Iort. . 

Conve,.sations, which are, in a way, an exchange of views, 
should not aim at bringi111g different points of view into 
opposition but at analysing a subject in detail, at develop
ing it and at introducing new facts ; this may be done 
in a conversation between explorers who ea.ch describe iJil 
turn an expedition undertaken together ... 

When should the dialogue be adopted ? It must first of 
all be observed that the personality of the broadcaster must 
be taken into account. U he is an eloquent and fluent speak! 
er, he will deliver his talk. more in the form of a lecture. 
If, on the contrary, he is a technician or, more particularly, 
a craftsman, he must be assisted by an interlocutor who 
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will play the part of animator. Generally speaHng, dialo
gues constitute the most satisfactory form of presentation 
for school broadcasts and, in this category, priority ~hould 
be given to didactic dialogues in which the interlocutor 
keeps the subject within the range of understanding of the 
pupils. Debates on political questions between representa
tives of opposite parties should not be excluded from 
school broadcasts. Provided that the speakers have the ne
cessary tact and stability of thought, debates of this lind 
are very often the only opportunity that the pupils may 
have of hearing an objective exposition of a political 
problem. 

Radio-plays (Hiirspiele) (r).- This form of presentation ia 
to be recommended for a definite and sell-contained eubject, 
for example : the discovery of X-rays by Rilnlgen. The 
"lliirbild" differs from the "Hiirspiel" in that it does not 
require a grouping of events around a central aubject but 
permits of the freeer evocation of a set;es of dramatised 
episodes. The former method of presentation is of consi
derable educational value. It has been found that technical 
questions and nature studies lend themselves far better than 
i& generally thought to this form of dramati~ation and 
cannot be too highly r.ecommended as subjects for wireless 
teaching. 

In the radio-drama ii is possible to re-create a period in 
history for child li~teners and, in that respect, it differs 
from the dramatical readings made by the school pupile. 
The~:e is considerable discu8sion as to whether these drama
tisations should be specially written for broadcasting or 
whether it would be sufficient if certain scenes written for 
the theatre were adapted. Even those who are in favour of 
plays specially written f01: the radio agree that use may be 
made of certain scenes borrowed from the legitimate stage. 

When broadcasting fairy tales, they should be chosen 
from among folk legends and the poetic and naive expres
sions to be found in them should be carefully retained. An 
announcer should introduce the stor:ie~ and create the 

( 1) ct. Das HIJrspitl and Hilrbild im Schulfunk, by Dr. Adolf 
WAS!IIUS, in Schulfunl<, Heft VII, April 1st, •g3•, pp. 217 a. Cf abo 
op. ciL Heft X, May t5th, rg3t, pp. 3>3 If. - Study by Dr. W. 
ScaiJUoB and Dr. E. Scao .... 
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atmosphere required for a pi:oper appreciation of their 
action and meaning. 

These ·sketches and dramatisation& should stimulate 
creative activity in the imagination of the children. With 
a view to ascertain'ing whether this result bas been achieved, 
the organisers of programmes should not be C011tent with 
mere correspondence on the subject, they should invite 
experts to discuss the broadcasts and to express their 
personal opinions before the micr.ophone. In this way, 
listeners will hear, aa it were, their own impressions stated 
in actual word!!. 

Didactic dramatisations (Lehrapiel) (r). - The special 
feature of these broadcasts is that their aims is to teach by 
reconstructing an episode in history, by inducing listeners 
to picture a famous site of geographical interest, a scientific 
experiment, etc. To this end, the broadcast should be not 
so much a sc~upulously faithful reconstruction as an adap
tation of the subject to the intellectual standard of the 
pupils. In dramatisation& of historical events, for example, 
pupils should, in their imagination, •be present at an 
Olympiad or: witnessing an election scene in Rome. The 
scenic element here plays an important part. The listeners 
should be transported to the scene of action, for example : 
a barber'& ~hop in Rome, wher:e a conversation is taking 
place between one of Cicero's followers and one of Catilina's 
confederates. Scenes illustrating local history may also be 
broadcast, famous men figuring among the sculpture of a 
historical monument may be made to speak, etc. 

In geography broadcasts, the backgwund might be a 
North Pole expedition, in which imaginary explorers take 
part, etc. 

It is important that these radio-sketches should be 
directly associated with scenes from real life and that the 
pupils should be brought into immediate contact with the 
objects that ar:e being described ; thus, the appropriate 
atmosphere is created and, with a little imagination the 
pupils have the impression that they are actually t;king 
part in the scenes to which they e.re listening. 

This method of presentation may also be adopted for the 

(•) Cf. Das Lehrspiel im Schulfunk, by K. A. FINDBJSEN, in Schul
funk, Heft VIJI, April J5lh, 1931, pp. 239 fl., and Heft I, January 
lSI, 19l2, pp. I fl. 
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teaching of eubjecta relating to acience, provided, however, 
that the subjecte chosen are of a nature to eli.: the imagina
tion of the pupils : the discovery of X-raye by ROntgen, for 
example, or, in the field of national economy, the daily 
work. of a !,!Teat banking firm. 

In connection with the centenary of a famous man, 
Goethe for instance, a few outstanding incidents in hia 
life may be staged ; a scene introducing the young poet 
and his mother: may eetve to demon~trate the influence 
exerted by a mother: on the development of her child's 
character. 

The Lehrspiel (didactic dramatisation&) bean such a 
resemblance to the :r:adio-play that, in some cases, it is 
difficult to discriminate between the two, but its primary 
object is to convey a le~n. Statistic• and dates should be 
avoided, the children'• imagination should be brought 
into play. In giving 11chool history les!IOns, the teacher 
explnina the influence exercill8d by the Germanic peoplea 
on the Roman Empire. He cites examples of this influence 
and refen to the wo~k.s of Tacitus, for example. With the 
aid of maps, the pupils follow the various stagea of the 
Germanic invasions of Italy, etc. To complete their know
ledge of this subject, the genius of these two peoples must 
be made to confront each other in a concrete and vivid 
play ; this can best be achieved il\ a didactic radio-drama. 

Out.side broadcast• (running commentaries and eye
witness accounts) constitute one of the principal methods 
of presentation. At the outset, certain technical difficulties 
had to be contended with but it is now possible to instal 
one _or several microphonea to suit all requirements and 
thus broadcast impression• on the life and activity of a 
whole town, the work. going on in a factory, an artist'• 
studio, etc. 

These talks may also be recorded on the spot and the 
records forwarded immediately to the studio for broadcast
ing. As time goes on, these records may become of consi
derable documentary value. 

The Role of the Commentator (1). - The commentator 

(r) Cf. Dol H/Jrspid unof HlJrbUd im Schulfunk, by Dr. Adolf 
WA&KUs, in Schulfunk, Heft VU, April rst, rjllr, p. 217 ; elsa • 
stu~ by Dr. Kurt Ea11AC11, Heft m, February ist, rjllr, pp. 73 fl. 
and ibidem pp. -;5 ff. • study by Karl Plrrza. 

' 
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i:hosen for these outside broadcasts should he constantly 
on the alert, ready to pick out any characteri~tic detail ~r 
important incident ; l!e ~u~t know how to m~rpret h1s 
personal impressions m VIVId, c6lourful and picturesque 
language. He should also have expert knowledge of his 
subject and possess the gift of improvisation. His account 
of the proceedings should never he read hut he may take a 
few notes to refresh his memory. In short, these commen
tators should be capable of conveying their impressions 
and reactions in such way and in such terms that the 
millions of listeners receive a clear and vivid picture of 
what is happening before the eyes of the broadcaster. They 
should not burden their remarks with figures or 'technical 
explanations. When the broadcast is of a technical charac
ter, the commentator should occasiooally introduce a skilled 
craftsman for example : a mechanic should be chosen to 
giv·e an eye-witness account of some special feature of the 
work going on in the factory. When a technical expert 
takes part in the broadcast, the commentator must see that 
his interlocutor does not adopt the attitude of a lecturer. 

When giving these outside broadcasts, care must · be 
taken to avoid "dead spota". It is therefore a good plan to 
have two commentators who can relieve and assist each 
other and convey their impressions in turn. This method 
allows one of the speakers to collect his thoughts while the 
other is at the microphone, "thereby ensuring that listen
ers will hear nothing but essential facts. If le£t to himself 
it is orten difficult for a broadcaster to avoid relapsing int~ 
commonplaces. The principal commentator should there
fore make a point of visiting tho scene in which the event 
that he is to des.cribe is going to take place ; listeners will 
t~en have th~ imrpression that he is perfectly "at home'' in 
h1s surroundmgs. The r6le of the second or assistant com
mentator might be filled by an expert in educational broad-
casting. . 

Commentators should endeavour to establish contact 
with their listeners. An introduction such as ~near chil
dren" does not give chila listeners the impression that they 
are about to hear anything of particular importance and 
in consequence, their imagination is not awakened · 
Nei~er can a broadcaster introduce his subject ~b ovo ; 

the ch1ldren should be prepared for it beforehand. Com
mentatorS ~hould also take every opportunity of meetmg 
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teachers and pupils some time before the date of the broad
cast in order to ascertain what subjects will be moat likely 
to interest the children and also how much they already 
know. When broadcasting, the lecturer must not overlook 
the questions asked him by the pupils. 

·When several persons are broadcasting together, the 
broadcast must not be allowed to become a mere artificial 
conversation. In fact, in order not to confuse the pupils, 
it is preferable to limit the number ol auch persons to 
three. 

Commentators should avoid using childish language, 
otherwise the pupils will not take them seriously. In order 
that the broadcaster may be able to form lllD idea of the 
impression he is making on his listeners, it is a good plan 
to arrange for a group of pupils, or even a whole class, to 
be present around the microphone. ll these children are 
to co-operate in the broadcast, the teacher ahould select 
his best pupil& for this purpose ; the commentator will 
then ask. them question& and, if necessary, the pupile may 
be prompted by the teacher when giving their answers. 
These answers must not give the impression of having 
been prepared in .advance or learned by heart. fOI' the 
occasion. 

These broadcasts are of great educative value ; they fur
nish a mea111e of portraying facts and events in a Jiving 
rnanner and of enabling listener& to visualise epoch-making 
incidents, for example : the departure of a abip. They are 
mentally transported to the scene of action and their ima
gination is brought into play accordingly. 

Preparation of outside Broadcasts (1). -Having chosen his 
subject, the broadcaster ahould place himself in touch wilh 

. the management of the institution or undertaking from 
which he i- to speak. He should visit the premises in com
pany with a broadcasting expert and note the features and 
operations that can be described, the different iounds that 
can be transmitted (the hum of machinery, etc.). He should 
make sure that, in some cases; his voice will not be drown
ed by these sounds and, if be is obliged to move from one 
spot to another, he must be sure that these changes will 
be effected rapidly without any exce1111ive interruptions in 

(1) Cf.. IHr Schulfunk, Heft m, FebruarJ nt, rglr, pp. 8r IL -
Slud:r h:r Joseph luud. 
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the broadcast. lie should also choose the craftsmen or other 
workers whom he will invite to come to the microphone, 

Immediately before tbe broadcast is d~e to begin, ~e 
ahould test the line in order that the station may call h•s 
allenlion to possible defects in its installation. 

The value of broadcasting a commentary on the work 
going on in a factory is a point on which opinions vary. 
The broadcaster finds himsel! surrounded by things which 
the pupils bave never seen and which cannot therefore 
easily be conveyed to their imagination. In these broad
casts, the commentator will be called upon to make good 
the incomplete preparation of his listeners and, above all, 
be mu8L know in advance the class of pupils he is going to 
address. 

I~ducational outside Broadcasts (Kulturreportage) (1) dif. 
fer from the preceding type in that they are calculated to 
provide instructional recreation but also to give living les
sons on various fields of social life with the aid of means 
that are not available to the school-teacher. For example, 
the pupils may be made to visualise an artist at work in 
his studio or to hear a dress rehearsal at a theatre ; through 
the agency of the microphone, they can be brought into 
contuct with the economic life of a given class of society, 
a group of workers, etc. The essential aim should be to give 
a clear and living picture of the work proceeding and to 
give a picturesque description of .the different stages of the 
action taking place. If, for example, the subject chosen is 
the life of a school or college, the listeners should be made 
to "see" the old school buildings, the chapel, etc. ; the or
gan in the latter should be played ; the headmaster should 
be invited to give a brief talk on the aims of his institution 
and "cross sections" illustrating the life of his students. 

The use of gramophone records in conjunction with 
these broadcasts makes it possible to introduce personalities 
whose voice could not be heard by any other means and to 
revive certain characteristic events that occur only very 
rarely. 

Instead of seeking, with the aid of these outside broad
casts, to teach listeners and to disseminate knowledcre in 
a given field, the aim should be to stimulate the desi;e for 

(•) Cf. A Study by Dr. Fritz W&\"ZEL, in Schuljunk Hen U June 
lSI, I g3 I, pp. 353 ft. ' . ' 
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self-instruction, to make children see rather than think, to 
make them ask questions and to raise rather than to solve 
problems ; in short, to arouse their intellectual curiosity. 

Put in short (1), it may be said that lectures, which are 
apt to be too fatiguing for child listeners, should be broad
cast only on rare occasions. There are, however, some sub
jects for which this form of presentation cannot be avoided. 
Moreover, a lecture possesses a didactic value to be found 
in no other form of broadcast It should, therefore, not be 
entirely excluded as some authorities have proposed. 

Dramatisations, which give the listener the impression 
that he is actually witnessing what the broadcaster is 
describing, are, in the opinion of school-teachers, eminently 
·conducive to good work by pupils. Enthusiasm and ima
gination are kept alive. This form of presentation is suit
able chiefly for pupils of 10 to 14 yean of age. 

The dialogue, in which sustained action is provided by the 
parts played by the different interlocutors and by the inter· 
:weaving of opinions, is held to be an excellent method of 
presentation by the majority of experts. Didactic dialogue• 
have been proved by practical experience to be particularly 
suitable for educational broadcasts in general. Other forma 
of dialogue should be adopted chiefly for broadcastt 
intended for the senior pupils of secondary schools. 

Running Commentaries. - In the opinion of many 
experts, this form of presentation is destined to play the 
leading rtlle in school broadcasts. This is particularly true 
when we consider not so much the method itself as the 
principle underlying it, namely, to convey to the pupils 
the elements of real everyday life. Up to the present, 
however, it has been very difficult to find broadcasters 
possessing all the necessary qualifications. Furthermore, 
there are certain events that cannot be broadcast, for 
example, the sitting of a court. 

The ideal would be attained if it were possible to transmit 
scenes from the economic, political and social life of the 
country ""·ithout having to resort to the commentary. In 
this respect, the "Leh~:spiel" (didactic dramatisations), in 
which l!(:enes. are evoked with the object of conveying a 

(•) Cf. Comprehensive study summarising these considerations, 
by Professor Hans MA.u, in SehuiJunk, Heft ll, January ut, 1gJr, 
pp. 357 ff. 
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lesson, might very well become the form generally adopted 
in the future. 

Teaching of Languages (1). - Strictly s~ea~ing, the 
intention here is not to teach languages by rad1o m schools 
where this teaching, in the true sense, js given in the 
·classroom, but J,o supplement these lessons by practical 
exercises. Circumstances are different when, we consider 
language courses for adults. 

Broadcasting and the Linguaplwne. -In former years, the 
lingunphone was used for these practical exercises. Broad
casting will not supplant this instrument, for the lingua
phone possesses certain advantages which a~:e peculiar to it. 
It can he used as and when desired ; programme-s can be 
planned to suit current requirements and certain texts can 
be repeated indefinitely and without the slightest variation. 
The record, howeve~, can, be used only for lessons in pro
nunciation and rhythm. These lessons must be prepared 
long beforehand and are, in consequence, in the nature 
of stereotyped talks. Broadcast conversations, on the 
contrary, a(e more likely to convey an impression of a 
natural and Jiving interpretation of the flow of ideas 
exehnnged between the instructor and his assistants. 
Bl'8ides, in this kind of exercise, the text, the vocabulary, 
phonetics and the rhythm of phrases can be better expressed 
in ~:elation to the individual needs of the peoples for whom 
the lessons are designed. In reality, wireless broadcasting 
and the gramophone supplement each other. Records 
should be used more for phonetic e.xercises on texts specially 
prepared for school use and for model recitations. Broad
casting, on the other hand, should be used preferably to 
enable pupils to hear spontaneous and living conversations, 
the modern construction and pronunciation of a language 
and scenes from everyday life with appropriate settings. For 
it must be remembered that the object of wireless talks is 
not merely to teach a language but also to familiarise 
listeners with the psychology and the customs of the people 
who speak it. Hence, a foreign broadcaster may be regarded 
as representing the social culture of his country. 

Lessons in modern languages are, from the point of 

(t} cr. Rundjunk Sprachunterricht, by Dr. Karl FRIEBEL Verlag 
Julius Beltz in Langcsalu, pp. 4> fl. ' 
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view ol schools, practical exercises rather than· a fonn of 
teaching proper, and for this reason they should not be 
given too fi:equently. One lesson per week. in English or 
French will be &ufficient. The difficulty lies in adapting 
these lessons to suit the needs of the different grades of 
pupils ; a difficulty that does not arise in regard to records, 
which can be chosen at will. This does not imply that each 
lesson should be designed for a specific purpose, for to do 
this would be to the detriment of the community of 
listeners. Moreover, school programmes and vacations do 
not always coincide. Certain classes may sometimes find it 
impossible to take a lesson. An endeavour should therefore 
be made to plan courses of lessons that can fit in with the 
:work. of certain classes of pupils and, at the same time, give 
a broader outlook in a special domain. 

Experience has shown that it is preferable to provide for 
four separate courses of lessons, so that during the month 
each course can be given once. No attempt should be made 
to make the lessons link up with one another ; it is 
preferable to concentrate on. the choice of subjects, each 
lesson constituting a self-contained whole. 

Course 1 : The vocabulary and expressions should be 
very simple and suitable for beginners : anecdotes, fables, 
letters, familiar scenes and proverbs. 

Course 2 : Expressions and phrases used io ordinary 
conversation should be employed to describe daily life, 
such as can be found in conversation handbooks, news
papers and magazines. 

Course 3 : Descriptive talks on the country whose lan
guage is being studied, the life of the people, their customs, 
mentality, social and religious life. 

Course 4 : Talks on the literature and art of the nation. 
A fifth course might be organised as a sort of connecting 

link between the above ; for. example : the broadcasting of 
music accompanied by descriptive commentaries, These 
lessons could be taken by all the pupils. 

Examples of Subjects for Broadcast. : 

Course 1 : "Un paresseux spirituel" - a few axioms as 
· expressed by 1\1_ de Ia Palice. 

Cow:se 2 : The art of letter-writing. How to shop. 
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Cou~se 3 : France - her situation and national resources ; 
duties of a citizen. 

· Course 4 : A page from the Blieoliques of Jules Renard. 
· The pro&e of Voltaire (readings of extracts). , 

Cou~se 5 : French fol.lt songs. 

In order that these lessons may be really profitable to 
listeners, the foreign broadcaster must have the support of 
a German teacher, who will act as interlocutor and repre
sent the point of view of the pupils, keeping the conversa· 
tion down to their level of comprehension, This German 
expert should also collaborate in the preparation of the 
programme and act as technical adviser to the foreign in
structor. Mo&t of the lessons will therefore be presented in 
dialogue form as in the adult courses (1) but will differ in 
one respect, namely : they should constitute practical exer
cises and not aim at teaching in the true sense of the term. 
Although less conspicuou~ the part played by the inter-

(•) Thanks lo these dialogues between a foreign broadcaster 
speaking In his own tongue and a German interlocutor, pupils not 
only receive a lesson in a foreign language but also hear a modern 
language spoken by a person who, as it were, incarnates the genius 
of that language and represent& the civilisation of the country in 
question. For his part, the German Interlocutor represent& the 
German mind and will - that the broadcaster keeps to the Intel
lectual leyel of his listeners. In the course of the conversation, he 
should ask such questions as might be asked by the pupils. He 
should act as adviser to the Instructor. The foreign broadcaster 
should, moreover, possess a good knowledge of German and be 
familiar with German civilisation. On these lines, the conversation 
conducted before the microphone sounde more spontaneous and 
less artificial and Is less monotonous than a talk by one person. 
The listeners thus Imagine that they are taking part In the conver
sation. Presented In this form, the dialogue takes on a didactic 
charactar (LehrgesprAch). It is important therefore that listeners, 
at least adult listenera, should have a text to which to refer, thus 
enabling them to prepare and revise the lesson. This text should be 
drawn up by the broadcaster In collaboration with the German 
expert. (The text should not be a mere manual containing Isolated 
passages but a libretto or guide with which pupils may follow the 
dilferent stages of the lesson ; it should contain scenes taken from 
every day life, expressed In aimple and current language. These 
analysed texta are develo~ by the lecturer and serve as a basis 
for the lessons). 
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locutor is no less important. Cc;>nversat.ions may also be 
organised between three persons. 

Another excellent method of presentation is to give, in 
connection with musical rooitals, a descriptive talk in the 
form of a conversation animated by the impressions pro
duced by the music and in which ideas seem to arise 
spontaneously as in lllll improvised conversation. This form 
of exercise may be used very effectively for schools since 
the object in this case is not to teach hul to drill the mind. 
IL is even more vivid and, above all, more natural than the 
dialogue. 

4) Adaptation of Broadcast LeSions to School Curricula (1). 

Choice of Subject•. - The aim of school broadcasting is 
not to provide lessons that can he followed by every class 
in a school hut to allow the pupils to listen to certain broad
casts as and when required. The broadcasts should there
fore not constitute lessons in themselves hut should supple
ment the classroom lesson. It u jot' the teacher to choo1e, 
from among the wireless programmes communicated to 
him in advance, the subjects best suited to his pupils. Expe
rience has shown that the results obtained by these broad
casts depend not only on the value of the programmes 
broadcast but also on the aptitude and preparation of the 
listeners ; the school-teacher should therefore co-operate 
as much as possible with his pupils in making this aelec
tion. · 

This choice is indispensable for several reasons : pupils 
take an interest in these broadcasts only if they are not 
called upon to listen to them too often and they would soon 
tire of wireless lessons if they were obliged to take severa I 
every week. Furthermore, these broadcasts should corres
pond to the teaching which the pupils have already receiY
ed and serve as a starting point for a definite course of 
study. 

In choosi.tog his programmes, the teacher should not 
allow himself to he guided by what pleasei him most but 
by what is most suitable for his pupils. The choice of sub-

Cf. W~ weit •ind wir im Sthulfunlr t by Profeoeor Hans M..,.,., 
of the Zenlralstelle fiir Schullunk, Berlin, rglr, Verlag E. S. lditUer. 
pp. n fL 
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jects may aho be determined by two factors : the teacher 
may either pick out a talk that can serve as a foundation 
for later work or he may prefer to complete, with the aid 
of these broadcasts, the lessons which he has already given 
in the classroom; or, lastly, he may wish to combine a 
broadcast talk with a lesson, for example : the recitation 
of passages from literary works, etc. 

Subjects which do not mesh in with the school curri
culum should be avoided. If the broadcasts are taken too 
frequently and it-they are not sufflciently adapted to the 
school programme, the inevitable result. will be a deterio
ration in personal effort and the encouragement of super
ficial methods of working on the part of the pupils. This 
does not mean, however, that running commentaries on 
particularly interesting current events should in all cases 
be excluded, such as, for instance, the voyage of the Graf 
Zeppelin. When such broadcasts are avoided, there must 
be some good and appropriate reason for taking such a 
decision. 

5) Preparation and Utilisation of Talks :Active Teaching. 

These three tasks : the choosing of suitable subjects, the 
preparing of pupils for these broadcasts and the utilising 
of the talks for later work are so closely connected one with 
the other that they very largely determine the- results 
obtained. · 

Firstly, in regard to the preparation of programmes by 
the broadcasting organisations, it is essential that these 
organisations should work in collaboration with educators 
and the school officials. In Germany, every broadcasting 
company has appointed a committee of educati0111al 
experts, the members of which are nominated in agree· 
ment with the school authorities. These committees carry 
out systematic experiments and investigations as to the 
conte~ts of the prog~ammes and the best methods of pre
sentallOI!l, the planmng of the programmes according to 
the needs of the different grades of schools, their position 
the age of the pupils, the choice and upkeep of receivers' 
co_nditions of reception in the classrooms, etc. The com: 
m1~tees are also responsible for the preparation and publi
cahon of pamphlets ; they organise talks for teachers 
and discussions with educator~, and make arrangements 
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for the storing of model documents and gramophone 
records relating to the different subjects. These records are 
of considerable value ; they make it possible for pupils to 
hear, at any time, the voi,ces of famous people and talks 
by e~inent experts or educators. 

Training and Qualificatiom of Broadcast Lecturera. -The 
broadcast lecturer should, in the first place, have a know
ledge of the technique of wireless ; he should be accustom
ed to speaking before the microphone and should himself 
have listened-in to broadcast lessons in order to judge of 
their effect on pupils. He should also be familiar with the 
psychology of the pupils be is addressing. In other words, 
it is essential that the broadcaster should have had prac
tical experience of classroom teaching. Very often, when a 
lecturer is speaking before the microphone for the first 
tfme, he has the impression that he is talki•ng into space. 
Nothing could be more disastrous. The lecturer should 
therefore be brought into contact with his listeners, at 
least with some of them. This contact will not only stimu
late and facilitate his efforts but will also be of immense 
advantage to the listeners themselves. The broadcaster 
should make a point of speaking slowly and distinctly, 
without hastening his delivery ; he should seek to impress 
his listeners not only by a masterly handling of his subject 
hut also by his personality ; he should feel that be is 
sharing his feelings and ideas with his listeners. Preference 
should be given to the speaker who knows bow to stir the 
imagination rather than to the learned and methodical 
professor ; to the energetic lecturer who calls forth points 
of view llllld raises problems which the pupils will study in 
the classroom, rathei: than to the pedagogue who endea
vourS to solve these problems with scrupulous accuracy. 

Preparation of Pupils and School-Teacher. - There can, 
of course, be no question of explaining a subjecl in all its 
details, such a course would render the broadcast practi
cally useless. Under no circumstances should the talk. be 
allowed to enter the children's mind as a foreign body 
enters a living organism. Their minds and hearts must 
therefore be prepared to receive this teaching. The pupils 
must also be supplied with maps, pictures, films and note
books in order that they may derive the fullest possible 
\Jenefit from the broadcast. All necessary instructions 
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should be given beforehand in the pamphlets. The pro
grammes and instruction~ regarding. the prepar~tion of the 
pupils for broadcast talks should be 1ssued well m advance. 
The pamphlet might give the programm~ for the who!e C?f 
the ensuing period of three, or even s1x, months. fh1s 
collaboration between broadcasters and teachers may be 
facilitated by the organisation of permanent educational 
lectures and by the holding of special "study days" in th\} 
different school areas. 

There is no need to devote an hour specially to this pre
paration. It will be quite sufficent if, at the beginning of 
the week, the teacher guides his pupils toward the subject 
of the forthcoming talk. in the course of the normal class 
work. 

Activity of Pupils and Teacher during a Broadcast. -The 
pupils should be seated iD, a semi-circle, near the loud
speaker. Each should be given two sheets of paper, one for 
noting words that they have not understood (the senior: 
pupilB adding a few t;emark.s for future reference) and the 
other for jotting down the principal features of the talk. 
It will be found that children will at first experience consi
derable difficulty in taking notes ; the teacher should 
therefore guide them by w~;iting certain words and sen
tences OD, the blackboard, explaining aftet the broadcast , 
why he did so. The very fact of being obliged to take notes 
compels a pupil to concentrate his mind on the subject. 
The broadcaster should also ask. questions and invite the 
children to answer immediately. This is an excellent me
thod of developing the pupils' mental activity. There is, 
however, a dan get; that it may, in some cases, lead to the 
repression of the other psychic faculties of the pupil by 
compelling him to take notes of what he has heard. The 
same drawback. may arise with regard to maps, pic
tures, exhibited in the classroom. If adopted with discre
tion, these methods will always be effective although they 
may not always be indispensable ; the essential point to 
remember is that the talk. should stimulate the children's 
imagination. The teacher, for his part, should summarise 
the most prominent features of the talk on the blackboard 
and then transc~ibe them in a book. which will serve as an 
.. aide memoire .. in the discussion that follows the broad
east. It will be seen, therefore, that these wireless lessons 
make greate~ calls on. the act.ivity of the teacher: than an 
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ordinary classroom lesson ; he must intervene at every 
moment, keep his class on the alert, especially the pupils 
who are naturally inclined to adopt a passive attitude. 

People who criticise school broadcasts on the ground 
that they encourage passivity sometimes confuse apparent 
activity with intellectual activity. The latter, when exercised 
in its highest and noblest form, takes place in silent 
meditation. 

Utilisation of Broadcast Talks in Conne:rion with Class
room Work. - These talks may be incorporated in the 
methodical teaching of a particular section of the school 
curriculum ; this is not always easy, however, as it is 
impossible to judge of the nature and scope of the talks 
until they have been followed and ·evaluated as a whole. 
They may also be made to seJ:Ve as the crowning finish 
of the teaching given on a particular subject, but this 
applies only to a limited number of subjects, for example : 
art and music. Lastly, these broadcast lessons may very 
frequently serve as a point de depart for initiating children 
to a certain numbe~; of questions which, stricUy speaking, 
have no direct connection with the subjects figuring in the 
school syllabus (r). 

After the broadcast has ceased, the pupils will naturally 
ask. for certain supplementary explanations. These may be 
given in the course of an exchange of views between the 
teacher and his class and should as a rule occupy no more 
than r5 minutes, whether. the teacher furnishes a synthesis 
of the talk or merely answers the pupils' questions. Tbe 
pupils will frequently be set an exercise on the subject of 
the talk ; their papers should be forwarded to the broad
caster for his consideration. It is, in fact, important that a 
link of this kind should be established between the lecturer 
and his listeners. The latter should write down their 
impressions, mention the points which th!ly have not 
understood and so make interesting suggestions. The lec
turer will thus be able to judge of the effect of his talk 
and realise its weak. points. This contact with his listeners 
will be a great encouragement to him in his work. He may 
also reply through the microphone to the questions asked 

(•) Unterricht vorm Loutsprecher. Bin Beitrag zur Schulfunk
methodik, oom Lehrer Kurt RDWANK, in Schulfunk VI·, 18-193•, 
pp. 445 to 447-
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by his listeners and, to encourage a spirit of emulation, 
he may, when the question is of especial interest, mention 
the name of the school or even that of the pupil whose 
question he is answering. 

A group of pupils may also be invited to take part in the 
broadcasts and to play short sketches which they have writ· 
ten themselves. The aim of these broadcasts is not to pro
duce perfect plays but rather to give legitimate satisfaction 
to the pupils and their parents. Moreover, these broadcasts 
organised by children create friendly relations between the 
different schools, promote the community spirit and stimu
late school life. . 

Too great stress cannot be laid on the necessity of 
establishing, in every country desirous of organising these 
educational broadcasts along systematic lines, a study and 
investigation centre that would prepare the programmes, 
facilitate the preparation of lectures and listeners, and 
ensure liaison between the broadcasting companies and the 
school authorities. The formation of such centres is a con
dition sine qua non for the success of school broadcasting 
In Germany, this work is undertaken by the Zentralstelle 
fiir Schulfunk, which was formed on the initiative of the 
Prussian Ministry of Public Education and the Reichsrund
funk Gesellschaft. Its duties are as follows : 

1) To centralise and exchange results of experiments in 
educational broadcasting ; to facilitate.and organise method. 
ical investigations in the field of education and school 
broadcasting technique, in collaboration with the school 
authorities and the broadcasting companies. 

2) To furnish information on matters relating to school 
broadcasting. An information service has been specially 
organised for this purpose. · 

3) To organise working meetings and classes for initiat
ing school teachers to school broadcasting problems. These 
courses are arranged in collaboration with the educational 
departments. 

4) To prepare and publish the pamphlet Der Schul
funk ; this pamphlet appears fortnightly and gives the 
programmes of. the broadcasts, with a methodical state
ment on the nature and object of the talks and the method 
of prepar~ng listeners. Tl_1e publication constitutes a per
manent hnk between the schools and the broadcasting 
organisations. 
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5) To plan the educational broadcasts given throughout 
Germany and to co-operate with. the transmitters in the 
execution of these progrsmmes. 

6) Verification of Results. 

Official enquiries, organised by the school authorities, 
have been conducted with a view to evaluating the results 
obtained. We may mention, by way of example, the invest
igation undertaken by the Ministries a£ Public Education 
of Prussia and Saxony (1). Another method of verifying 
results is to organise conference• in collaboration with the 
local education officials. 

On the whole, it may he stated that school broadcasting 
has definitely established itself in German schools. The 
place which it occupies in the school prqgrsmmes will 
become still more important as the educational value of 
these broadcasts increases. If school broadcasting has not 
always produced the results that might reasonably be 
expected, the explanation must be sought in one or other 
of the following reasons : · 

1) The methodical training of the teachers is not yet 
sufficiently advanced. There are therefore certain "blind 
spots" in these broadcasts. 

2) The schools are also affected by the economic crisis. 
They are now receiving smaller grants and are sometimes 
unable to purchase receivers. 

3) The conditions of reception are sometimes faulty. Too 
great emphasis cannot be laid on the importance of instal
ling first-class receivers in the schools. There is a growing 
need, therefore, for technical control committees, thl' · 
members of which would advise the school authorities on 

· the choice of receivers, their installation and manipulation. 
These experts should he chosen from among educators, 
school officials and technicians. The question here arises 
whether it would not be preferable to instal different types 
of receivers according to the situation of the school and to 
counteract local interference. Allowance for these different 
conditions should perhaps be made in the allocation of 
grants. IL should also be possible to obtain special terms 

( 1) Cf. Der Stand du Schulfunlu in Preuuen, by Dr. Karl 
FRIEBEL, in Schuljunk- Heft XD, lune >5th, >g3r, pp. 387 a. 
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for the purchase of material used in the schools. However 
this may be, it is imperative that measures be taken to 
remedy the somewhat chaotic state of affairs existing in 
regard to this matter and that a system be devised for 
inspecting the wireless apparatus used by schools. To this 
end responsible committees should be appointed. The 
results obtained from edricational broadcasting are, in fact, 
largely dependent on t_he quality and state of upkeep of 
school receivers. 

B. -INSTRUCTION IN THE AIMS OP THE LEAGUE OP NATIONS 

AND PROMOTION OP THE INTERNATIONAL SPIRIT IN ScnOOLS 

The spirit of understanding between nations has been 
promoted in German schools, thanks to the educational 
talks on history, geography and national customs, recitals 
of the works of foreign composers and, particularly, by 
talks devoted to the study of foreign languages. These talks 
are given not only to facilitate the study of languages but 
also to disseminate knowledge of the civilisation of the 
peoples speaking them. In Germany, they are given in the 
form of a ·conversation between a foreign instructor, who 
represents the mentality of his country, and a German 
interlocutor, who. sees that the broadcaster's remarks are 
suited to the mentality of German listeners and are of a na
ture to give them satisfaction (1). With the assistance of the 
German expert, therefore the broadcaster chooses subjects . 
that will serve to illustrate the civilisation, social life and 
customs of his own country, and in such a way that 
listeners are taken in progressive stages from home life in 
Germany to that of the foreign country in question. 

This initiation may be effected in three complementary 
series of talks. In the first series, the broadcaster should 
give brief sketches of the daily life of his listeners a' 
compared with that of the foreign people he represents, 
taking care to express himself in simple terms. Later, he 
should give a general survey of the principal features of 
every day life abroad. In this way, the listen en will acquire 
a sufficient knowledge of a language to understand the 
most notable manifestations of the genius of the country. 

(•) CC. Rundjunk Sprachunterricht, by Dr. Karl FRIEBEL. 
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This initiation constitutes the third stage, in which outline 
talks should be given on the different intellectual fields of 
the foreign nation : its literature, art, religion, customs, 
institutions, ·etc., supplemented by comparisons with the 
corresponding manifestations of German culture. 

An endeavour should be made, at the same time, to 
organise exchanges Qf correspondence between German 
listeners and foreigners. Upon the completion of this series 
of talks, arrangements 11hould be made for visits abroad 
and individual OJ: · collective lnterchanges of school
children. 

Another method would be to give, in connection with 
these foreign visits, a eeries of talk!! in which the German 
teachers and pupils are invited to exchange their impres
sions before the microphone. 

It is also possible to organise German talks on the 
civilisation, history., customs, art and literature of foreign 
nations (the relevant pamphlets should give extracts from 
the masterpieces of their great poets); to arrange musical 
programmes of the works of their master musicians and 
folk. songs, to r.elay the musical programmes broadcast by 
foreign stations, etc. . · • 

The German transmitters also broadcast talks on maJor 
international problems and on the outstanding events in 
international life, as well as on the activities of the League 
of Nations. These broadcasts, with the exception of the 
forPign language lessons, are nearly always given in the 
for.m of talks lasting from 25 to 3o minutes. They are pre
pared in the same way as the ordinary broadcasts, that is 
by close collaboration between the wireless organisations 
nod the school authorities. 

Lastly, the Reich Government has appointe.d a committee 
specially entrusted wjth the duty of controlling broadcasts 
bearing on questions of national and inte~;:national politics. 
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GREAT BRITAIN • 

The experiments in school broadcasting carried out in 
1923 by the British Broadcasting CorpoJ:B.tion (B. B. C.) and 
in 1927 by County of Kent Education Committee in 
collaboration with the former (1) demonstrated the necessity 
of establishing a central body for methodical research, 
organised on a representative basis. 

This object was achieved in 1929 when the B. B. C. was 
constituted an autonomus institution. It was also at this 
date that the Central Council for School Broadcasting was 
established. This Council, as at present constituted, is 
representative of the Board of Education, the Local Education 
Authorities, the National Union of Teachers, the Secondacy 
Schools Associations, the Independent and Preparatory 
Schools, the Training College Association, the Scottish 
Central and Local Authorities and Teachers, and of the 
1\linistcy of Education, of Northern Ireland. 
. Its activities may be summarised as follows : 

r) At the studio end, it plans the use of the hours (an 
average of two each afternoon) allocated to school broad
casting. It investigates the place of broadcast lessons in 
the teaching of various subjects in the curriculum, and 
the desirability of school broadcasts unconnected with the 
ordinary cw:riculum (news bulletins, national ceremo- · 
nies, etc.). It also investigates the question of broadcast 
teaching technique, the choice and training o( broadcasters 
and collaboration with teachers. 

2) At the listening end, it examines problems of a tech
nical character ; it devises means of obtaining systematic 
reports from the Local Education Authorities, H. M. In
spectors of Schools and Teachers on the conduct and utility 
of broadcast lessons. It investigates administrative problems 

• Report drawn up on the basis of the memorandum and docu· 
menls submitted by the Central Council for School Broadcasting, at 
the request of the British National Committee of Intellectual Co· 
operation. 

(•) Cf. Report of a Special' Inuesligation in the County of Kent 
during lhe year 1927. Published by tbq Carnegie United Kingdom 
Trustees, Dunfermline rg>8. 
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and teaching problems arising out of school broadcasts. lt 
acts as a medium of research and publicity, by co-operation 
with the selling organisation of the B. B. C. and by distri
buting pamphlets free to aU schools on the list. 

3) It exercises general supervision over the preparation 
of these school pamphlets an,d recoiiUJlends steps for im
proving their dist.ributioD, .. 

4) It arranges for the formation of Area Councils and 
other forms of local help to act under the supervision of 
the Central Council. It administrates the staff of the School 
Broadcasting Section of the B. B. C. 

Advising the Central Committee, there are special subject 
committees whose duty it is to examine these question& 
in relation to each section of the curriculum. Thus, there 
are such subject committees in existence for English, Geo
graphy, History, Modern Languages, Music, Science and 
Natural History. 

The Central Council has also advisory sub-committees on 
Secondary Schools an,d Technical Education. There is fur. 
ther a special sub-council for Scotland, the general educa
tional administration of which comes under a separate . 
government department. 

The first ~:equisite for a successful broadcast lesson is a 
clear reception and in order to g:ve assistance in overcom. 
ing obstacles of this nature a technical sub-committee has 
been established. This body is engaged in the effort to 
devise proper standards of reception and it is expected that 
before long it will be in a position to furnish advice on the 
provision and maintenance of ~:eceiving apparatus. 

Each of these sub-committees is composed of specialists 
in the different subjects taught, of representatives ol pro
fessors and teachers taking the broadcasts, and members 

· of the Central Council. 
There are at present more than 4ooo schools taking broad

cast lessons regularly, 8o per cent of which are elementary 
schools. The~:e are also t86t elementary and 234 secondary 
schools who listen occasionally to broadcast talks. 

Although the present situation of the investigations does 
not permit of the formulation of any valid -::onclusions, 
the Central Council thinks that the following general 
recommendations may already be formulated : 

1) The primary condition to be fulfilled to ensure that 
broadcast lessons may be followed with the maximum 
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advantage is good J;.eception. The 'technical committee's 
opinion is that, having regard to _present develop~ents, it 
is possible for any school to. obtatn for an expendtture of 
from £n to £20 a qual.ity of reception which will avoid 
any strain upon the listening class. 

2)" The loud speaker should be placed in such a position 
as will ensure that every pupil can hear the lesson in com
fot:t. This may necessitate the rearrangement of the normal 
position of objects in the classroom (x). 

3) The broadcast lesson is a supplement to the efforts 
of the teachex:, justified only in so far as it supplies infor
mation and mental stimulus beyond the ordinary resources 
of the school. Consequently, no attempt should be made to 
use the whole of the broadcast programme indiscx:imina
tcly. 

4) Before deciding which parts of the broadcast pro
gramme are to be used, the curriculum and time-table of 
the school should be considered both in its general cha
x:acter and special needs. 

5) The aims of the broadcast course should be studied 
as outlined by the appropriate subject committee in the 
preface to the pamphlet issued in connection with the 
course. 

6) The arrangements for the provision of maps, black
board notes, etc., indicated in the pamphlets should be fol
lowed i111 detail. 

7) The broadcast lesson is a co-operation between the 
teacher in the classroom and the teacher at the microphone. 
The former should help the latter by encouraging the chil
dren to answer questions, etc. 

8) Children find it hard. to take notes during a broad
cast lesson. Note taking should therefore be limited to a 
minimum. 

g) The classroom teacher must recall and revive the 
transient impressions produced by the broadcast talk. Revi
sion is essential to all good teaching. 

Jo) As !here is no l~arning "without tears", questions 
and exerctses play an 1mpox:tant part in such revision of 
broadcast lessons, e.nd during this revision there should 

(t) See Receiving Seta for Schools and Adult Education Organi
aationa. - B. B. C. publication. 
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he encouragement to the children to write or make things 
according to their own ideas. 

n) Teachers should not hesitate to send in considered 
criticisms to the broadcast teacher, who, it must again be 
emphasised, should regard the school teacher aa a col
league. This is the best means of gauging the value of the 
lessons, though propaganda at annual teachers' confer
ences is also some help. But, in general, the value of 
these conferences lies in the fact that teachers are thereby 
persuaded to use these new methods. 

SUBJECTS TAUGHT IN SCHOOL BROADCASTS (t) 

A:. - IIIsroRY (2) 

The aim and purpose of br.oadcast lessons ia not to teach 
ju the strict sense, as ia done by the school teacher, but to 

, supplement knowledge by evocation 1110d revival, by means 
of sketches and vivid accounts of striking events in history 
and by general surveys of the evolution and interlocking 
of ideas that have led to modern civilisation. This will be 
readily understood· if we glance at some of the subjects 
which have been dealt with up to the present : sketches of 
English histor.y ; the great empires of the past ; history and 
folklore ; local history ; social life in England in the 
middle ages ; the lire of children in the middle ages ; the 
pioneers of present-day Europe ; the origin of English laws ; 
the B~:itish navy ; an outline of European history ; 'Tra
cing history backwards", etc. 

These talks a~:e designed respectively for the senior pupils 
of elementary schools, the pupils of higher primary schools 
and for pupil.s of intermediate grade schools. 

(•) Cf. Some Problem• of School BroodetUting, reviewed after 
threr Years Experience, published by the Central Council for School 
Broadcasting, pp. 6 to 10. 

(o) Cf. The Evidence regarding BroadCtUt History LessoN. Iaquiry 
l'amphlet No. 1, issued by the Central Council for School Broad
casting, rg3o. Results of investigations carried out by the Sub-Com
mittee for the Teaching of History. 
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Method of Presentation. 

To be effective, the broadcast lesson should make a per
sonal impression on the pupil and stir his imagination in 
such a way that he retains the feeling that the broadcaster 
has been addressing his remarkll individually to him. His
torical facts should therefore be presented in dramatised 
form, in a language familiar to the pupils. If the broadcaster 
confined himself to giving a me~;e didactic statement, the 
results of his talk would be far less satisfactory than those 
obtained by the teacher in the classroom. In other words, 
the aim should be to reconstitute historical episodes and to 
make them as vivid as possible. Consequently, intricate 
detail should be avoided and left to the school teacher. The 
broadcastei: should, on the contrary, group the elements of 
his subject around a personality or current event ; failing 
this system, the talk will arouse no .interest on the part 
of his listeners. Th~ school teacher's task is to teach his
tory ; that of the broadcaster is to revive and reconstitute, 
history. . 

Such history talks have been given with good result, as 
borne out by the inquiries conducted in 1927, 1928 and 
1929. The teachers who used these broadcasts unanimously 
recognised the value of this supplementary tuition. 

For the purpose of gauging these results, a series of test 
papers were given in 1929 : the broadcast teacher, speaking 
from the studio, dictated a number of questions to the 
pupils, who wrote down their answers immediately. The 
papers we~;e then forwarded to the station. This test was 
in no way whatsoever intended to be a competition ; such 
a conception must, on the contrary, be rigorously set aside. 
The sole object was to enable. the investigator to obtain 
replies which he could compare with those obtained on 
identical points from pupils who had not followed the 
broadcasts. An impa~tial expert was then asked to examine 
the replies and to determine, in so far as was possible, the 
sh~re. to be attributed to broadcasting lessons in the history 
trammg and general culture of the pupils who had taken 
the course. . 

,Of the ugo child~en who took 'part in this test more 
than goo were attending ptimary schools, whil~ only 
6o were secondary school pupils. This inquiry showed that 
for the talks on medireval history in particular, the pupilst· 
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interest had been stimulated by these broadcast&. Thanks 
to this system of dramatisation, medireval life was rendered 
so familiar to the children that, jn their imagination, they 
could draw comparisons with their own daily life. The 
inquiry also showed that, in general, the pupils had been 
able to incoqx>rate the broadcast course. in the classroom 
lessons, with the result that the two supplemented each 
other, thue helping the children to visualise the episodes 
presented to them through the microphone in i.l,lustralion 
of what they had learned in the classr:oom. 

B, - GEOGRAPIR (I) 

At the outset, an endeavour was made to give, in addi
tion to travel talks, a series of addresses providing geogra
phical instruction proper. It was 11oon realised, however, 
t,b.at this insb,:uction could best be given by classroom 
teachers and, moreover, that the aim of school broadcasting 
!was not to include in its programme subjects which 
teachers could handle themselves. It was therefore decided 
to limit broadcast geography to travel talks. In this field, 
the seJ;Vices that can be rendered by school broadcasts may 
be regarded as unique. In fact, they alone can make it pos
sible for a large numbeJ: of children to hear the voice of a 
person who has lived his story, who posse!ISes first-hand 
knowledge of the countries desctibed, knowledge which 
differed from ordinary book learning and the informa'\ion 
given in a. school text-book.. For example, an explorer can 
be invited to speak on his recent discoveries 01;: a pioneer 

· adventurer on his life in the jungle. When it is desired to 
organise a broadcast on the life and homes of different 
peoples, travellers who have lived in these surroundings 
should be invited to come to the studio. These talks provide 
the listeners with a vivid background to, and will shed 
new light on their ordinary studies in geography. 

The broadcaster should relate his personal experiences 
and present his subject vividly, in a manne~: that none but 
a person who has actually lived these experiences could 

(r) Cf. The Evidence regarding Broadcasl Ge'>graphy LeSJoru. 
Inquiry Pamphlet No. 2, issued by tbe Central Council for School 
Broadcasting rg3o. Results of investigations by tbe Snb-Committee 
on the Teaching of Geography. 
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acquire ; he should be careful to avoid giving information 
that can be found in any text-book. He should concentrate 
on detailed descriptions of national life and customs, 
endeavouring thereby to broaden the intellectual outl~ok 
of his pupils, casting new light on geography and making 
it mo~c interesting and attractive. Talks of this nature, 
especially those on the life and customs of the different 
peoples have met with considerable success. 

Some of these talks can be made to fit in with the current 
classroom studies. They should, however, be regarded as 
supplemental, for a travel talk can never embody more than 
a few aspects of a geography lesson given in the classroom. 
Each talk should constitute e. whole, in order that the 
teacher may have an opportunity of choosing the subject 
which he considers most suitable. On the other hand, the 
talks should be arranged upon a definite plan and in a 
care[ully thought-out sequence, so that in rural schools aad 
other schools whet:e specialised teaching of geography Is 
not available, the broadcast lessons may be framed up wit"l 
a scheme of study prepared in accordance with local needs . 
and opportunities by those responsible for the instruction. 

Different· views may be held by school-teachers as to the 
most pt:ofitahle way of taking these lessons. They all agree, 
however, that to be really beneficial they should serve as 
a foundation for subsequent classroom work, for example : 
written exercises, the reading of specially recommended 
text-books, etc. 

Geography talks may be classified unde~; two heads : 
1) Simple travel talks, easy to understand and given in 

narrative form with refet:ence9 to maps and pictures, 
suitable for children of n-14. Films may also be shown, to 
illustrate the regions described in the talks. 

The broadcaste~; should refer to maps to indicate where 
the area he is speaking of is situated ; he should base his 
talk on the pictures which the children have before them ; 
he should avoid excessive detail such as names of 
places, etc., and speak more of the climate, the relief and 
the ~ustoms of the country ; he should use simple words 
and Jdeas and must not give the impression that he is talk
ing down to the children's level. 

As ~:egards the pupils, they should follow the talk on the 
classroom map. Should they also be required to take 
notes ? Some recommend note-taking but the majority of 
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the organisers of these travel talks are of the opposite opin
ion. They contend that when a broadcaster is really inter
esting and can bold his audience, note-taking is entirely 
forgotten. Furthermore, in attempting to jot down their 
impressions, children, especially children of this age, are 
inclined to concentrate their mind on a point of detail and 
to lose the general trend of thought. ll would seem there
fore that, in so uu: as these broadcast lessons are con· 
cerned, note-taking distracts or, at least, concentrates atten
tion at the wrong time, A far better system is to spend a 

. few minutes afte~;: the broadcast in retracing ~e main 
points of the talk. and in answeriJilg the questions that will 
surely be asked by the pupils. 

2) There is also room for talks for more advanced pupils 
of r5 and upwards. The aim of these talks ehould be to 
give surveys and first-hand information on certain pa~:ts 
of the world. These talks might obviously be given by an 
explorer who would describe what he has seen and dig
covered. Lastly, geography broadcasts can also be given by 
the geographical expert who has practical experience of 
the regions chosen as the subject of the broadcast. It ie 
suggested that these talks should be more or less on the 
lines of the Royal Geographical Society lectures and 
addressed to secondary school pupils ; if the school curri
culum were ah:eady too full, the talks could be given after 
school hours, say at 4.15 p.m. 

C. - INTRODUCTORY CouRSES OP Mus1c (1) 

Broadcasting may contribute in three different ways to 
the teaching of music in schools : a) Schools without ade
quate resources for the teaching of music are able to take 
these lessons as a real course. b) Schools which already 
follow a full course in music are furnished with aa oppor
tunity for listening to good music and the pupils may de
velop their power to read, analyse and construct simple 
melodies. c) It is possible to organise concei:t lessons and 
gramophone recitals of the best music, chosen with the 
age and inexperience of the listeners in mind, 

(r) Cf. Musie Lessom, by Sir WaHord DurEll. ~bolar's Jllanual, 
rg•8-rg32, published by the Central Council for School Broad
casting. 
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The object of these lessons is to supplement the work of 
the Schooll\lusic-teacher in the following five ways : 

I) To increase the knowledge, love, and practice of 
rhythmic melody. 

2) To accustom scholars to the thought of melody as a 
natural language. 

3) To enable them to r.ead a simple melody or rhythm, 
or both, at sight. 

4) To release and develop the pupils! own powers of 
tune-building. · 

5) To expound and to give an opportunity of appreciat
ing a few ~hosen classical works each session. 

The lessons, distributed ove~; a whole year, are divided 
into two course!! : a junior and a senior course .. 

I) Elementary Course : 
The lessons for juniors consist of exercises in :t;hythm, 

sight reading, transcription, song-singing with the p~aying 
of simple classical pieces. 

2) Advanced ColLrse : 
The primary object of the senior course is to offer pupils 

an opportunity of appreciating the masterpieces of great 
musicians. They are also given practice in group singing, 
reading, phrasing, annotation, etc. 

In order to permit of combined singing by the junior 
and (senior pupils, this part of the course should be 
arran~d to suit the requirements of these two sections of 
a school. These singing lessons have proved very popular, 
and teachers generally ask for the reservation of an 
important part of the musical programmes for these les
sons. They also ask. for the frequent broadcasting of well
known musical ph~;ases or passages selected from the 
works of great composers. These phrases are a valuable aid 
in imp~oving the pupils' ability to play music at sight. 

Reference to written music is indispensable for a proper 
understanding of tbese.lessons. The manual provided con
tains the words and music of songs, selected songs, notes 
on the purpose and scope of each lesson, comments on the 
music played during tl1e broadcast, charasleristic musical 
phrases, a guide tc musical notation, etc. These courses 
also necessitate close collaboration between school-teachers 
and the organise~ of the broadcasts, otherwise the lessons 
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may he beyond the pupils' range of understanding. For 
example, in the lessons on rhythm, if the rhythm ia rend
t>red too rapidly, the pupils will he unable to follow it. 
The organisers must therefoJ:e be accurately informed on 
the standard of ability of the listeners and design the 
courses accordingly. Certain broadcasts might with advan
tage be devoted to song-singing and to short pieces of music 
written by the pupils themselves during the yetu: ; this 
broadcast might he given as the final lesson of the series. 

Finally, concert.s. lasting say 3o minutes may also be 
organised, each being devoted to the rendering of the 
simpler movements of classical works. They should include 
songs sung in turn by soloists and choirs, in which listen
ers may be invited to join. Each of the performers in the 
orchestra should be made to play his instrument alone in 
order that the listeners may realise the position it occupies 
in the score. A pamphlet giving a commentary on the8e 
concerts. should be published in advance for the benefit of 
listener.s. 

D. - ENGLISH LITERATURE 

The object of these courses should be to present an 
outline survey of the hi~tory of literature and to promote, 
among the pupils, a thorough understanding of the spirit 
by which it is animated. For example, a study should be 
made of lyric poetry from its beginning up to the present 
day. It is important that the texts of the famous poems 
chosen as the subject of these talks should be published and 
that these poems he selected with due regard to the literary 
ability of the pupils (1). The school teacher ia not expected 
to comment upon these poems before the broadcast, but in 
all cases the pupils should be urged to study them at their 
leisure and to learn certain passages by heart in order that 
they may fully appi:eciate their beauty. The broadcaster may 
then give an outline sketch of this branch of literature, 
analyse certain examples, and indicate the influence exer
cised by the classics, emphasising the beauty of the differ 
ent masterpieces. At the close of each talk, he should set 

• 
(1) Cf. Foundatioru of Poetry, by J. B. SroeART and Mary 

So>IERVIUB, B. B. C. 1926 - 3 pamphlets. 
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certain essay subjects and put questions which the pupils 
can answer afterwards if the teacher desires it. These essays 
may later be criticised and the best paper from each school 
commended on.the microphone. • 

Broadcast lectures may also be used for training pupils 
to think and to express their thoughts in words or writing : 
how to tell a story and how to criticise it ; how to write a 
Jette~:, how to find apt expressions, the right word, etc. The 
object of these lessons is to teach children to describe 
incidents which they have witnessed, scenes of every day 
public life and subjects with which they are familiar. The 
setting of essays on abstract subjects should be carefully 
avoided. To be effective, these lessons in composition and 
style must be given in constant collaboration with the 
school teachers ; the pupils at:e asked by the broadcast 
lecturer to w~:ite an essay on a given subject, the papers 
are read aloud and criticised by the teacher in the 
classroom. The lecturer, for his part, follows the work done 
each week on this same subject in a certain class and 
personally corrects the papers. In this V(ay he is able 
to quote examples of faulty composition, to suggest his 
amendments and call attention to essays of special merit. 

Another method, which has proved very popular, is to 
invite a literary critic to give a series. of talks on certain 
notable books ("Some books I like" ; for example : Gul
liver's Travels, David Copperfield, ete.), and to state his 
reasons why they should be particularly admir'ld. The lec
turer should avoid conveying the impression that the pupils 
must read certain books ; he should merely call attention to 
the interest which they offet so that the pupils will be 
induced to read them of their own free will. Lists of the 
books reviewed in the course of these talks; with the name 
of the publishers and the price (popular editions) should 
be issued. In order that the pupils may have an •lpportunity 
of hearing good inle~;pretations of the works of great 
maste~s, certain periods sho~ld be set aside for the reading . 
of typtcal passages from thetr books. In selecting such pas
sages, preference should be given to scenes in which only 
a small number of characters (not mor:e than six) feature. 
The school teacher should see that his pupils are provided 
:with the text of the reading. 
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~ 
,E. - WGUAGES 

1) English. 

In these· courses, attention is paid more particularly to 
the details of English pronunciation and lessons contain 
practical drill in vowels, diphthongs, consonants, intona
tions, and ~:hythms, nothing being said in disparagement of 
local dialects (r). The lecturer explains for example that 
letters and sounds are quite different things ; he asks the 
pupils how many letters there are in certain words and 
how many sounds ai:e made in each of these words. He 
then set$ a weekly exercise : for example, the '¥0Wel sounds 
in certain words. After explaining what is meant by 
"tunes" in languages, melody and rhythm, he takes his 
pupils through a number of practical exercises in pronun
ciation and reading. It will be readily understood that these 
lessons call for the constant collaboration of the school 
teacher both during and after"the broadcast. Consequently, 
the teacher and the pupils should provide themselves with 
the pamphlets; which give, in addition to the subject of 
each lesson, the practical exercises to be done during the 
week. 

In conformity with the views of the Board of Education 
a special endeavour bas been made in the last few years to 
teach the pupils to speak what might be termed " classic " 
English and to correct any faulty pronunciation derived from 
local dialect (2). These eminently practical lessons therefore 

(r) Cf. English Speech, a year's course rg3o-rg3r, by A. Uoyd 
JAMES, Central Council for School Broadcasting, rg3o. 

(2) Ct King'• English, by the same author. Central Council for 
School Broadcasting rg3r. With a view to estimating the results 
obtained by theoe couroes, the Committee for lbe Teaching of 
Languages instituted an enquiry among acbool-children. Before the 
series of lessons organised for the year rg3• 11·as begun, lt had 
gramophone recorda made of the recitation of a passage from a 
selected author by eighty different pupils. Later, when the course 
was ended, the Committee carTied out a further test on the basis 
of the records reproducing the pronunciation of '1. group of pupils 
who had followed the course and that of another group which had 
not listened to iL 

There was a striking difference between these two groups ; the 
children who had taken these practical exercises bJ wireless had 
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include a statement of the general principle governing 
the building up of s~h, fullowed by_ an _expl~nati.on 
of a particular sound, wtth examples. Thts dnll wll~ gtve 
the pupils practice in the making of the sound and m ear 
t~aining, thus enabling them to recognise at once good and 
bad varieties of pronunciation. The lesson ends with the 
reading of a short passage in which the sound under 
discussion appears spelt in different ways. The teacher, 
knowing the deficiency and the mistakes of his pupils' 
pronunciation should relate the broadcast instruction to 
their special need. Exercises dealing with rhythm and 
accent are also given. 

These lessons are particularly suitable for pupils aged 
I I to I4, but that may al.so be followed with advantage by 
more advanced pupils. 

In planning these broadcasts, an endeavour should be 
made to introduce recitations of poems and prose selected 
from the works of famous writeJ:S ; the elocutionists should 
not only be first-rate artists but also capable of imparting 
to their recitatio;lS some of their own enthusiasm for these 
works, thus encouraging the pupils to t:ead,them. 

2) French. 

Beginner's Course: (I) The object of these lessons, given 
.by French instructors possessing a thorough knowledge of 
the English language and mentality, is to drill pupils in 
recognising different sounds, in acquiring a vocabulary 
and in following a conversation between persons speaking 
French correctly. Each lesson consists of : 

I) 5 minutes : practice in pronunciation (fot: example : 
the mute 'e'). 

2) Io minutes : reading followed by an explanation of 
the text read. 

3) 3 minutes : class singing (Fr.ench folk songs). 

made almost twice as much progress as that shown by pupils who 
had been taught by the classroom teacher. 

It Is of Interest to note that t3g primary schools are at present 
following the courseo in "King's English" broadcast by Mr. Lloyd 
.James. 

(1) Ct. Early Slagel in French, by E. M. SdPD.\1'1, assisted by Mile 
B. CousTENOBLI!, Central Council for School Broadcasting tg3o-3I. 
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4) 7 minutes : dialogue alternating wjth the reading or 
recitation of French poetry. 

In the dialogues, a man and woman's voice, and from 
time to time children's voices, at:e in~roduced. At the 
outset, the text of these dialogues was issued to the pupils 
but it has since been deemed preferable to make them the 
subject of the lecture ezpliqutle, the pupils being asked 
to close their books and to listen only. 

These lessons are given entirely in French, in order to 
accustom the children to the pronunciation of the language 
and to rely wholly upon their own power of accurate 
hearilllg. Translation into English tends to retard this 
training of the ear. 

As, in some cases, these lessons may prove to be too 
great a strain upon listeners, 3 minutes singing have been 
intercalated in the middle of the period. This interval covers 
the change over of classes, where that. is desil:able. 

The text of the lectures ezpliquees, songs and poetry, 
and the exercises should be distributed to the class before
hand, with all requisite instruction by the teacher. Every 
pupil should be provided with a copy of these texts. Pupils 
should be encouraged to take Jln active sha.t:e in every part 
of the lesson ; ~he broadcaster asks them to repeat certain 
words, simple phrases and easy verses of poetry, and to 
join in the singing of the French song. The school teacher 
should have a blackboard in sight of all the class for 
writing the more difficult words heard during the lesson. 
A ready leader of the p~:onunciation exercises should sit 
near the loud-speaker so that the other pupils can get help 
from him without looking away from the loud-speaker. 

Readings and Dialogues: (x) These broadcasts are 
designed for the secondary schools ; their purpose is to 
furnish listeners with an opportunity of hearing cOIIlversa
tions between cultured French· people on current events and 
problems, and recitations of poetry and gems of French 
litel'ature. 

A summary of these dialogues, with explanations of the 
more usu~ words and expressions, are issued beforehand 
in pamphlet form, but should be used merely for preparing 
~he lesson and 1\hould not be consulted dw:ing the broad-

(r) ct. Talks for Older Pupil$• arranged by the Central Council 
for School Broadcasting, rg3r-32. 
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cast. For the readings from literary works, the s~bject and 
text are communicated in advance to the pup1ls. These 
readings a~d conversations are timed to last I5 minutes. 

3) German. 

Similar broadcasts of dialogues and :t:eadings by German 
teachers B.I:e organised for pupils of secondary schools 
desirous of improving their knowledge of the German 
language. 

F.- Scrl!NCB 

After examining the possibilities offered by btoadcasting 
in this field, the Sub-Committee for Science and Natural 
History were of the opinion that it was desirable to increase 
the number of talks designed to give pupils fundamental 
scientific facts concerning our daily life and gt:Ouped under 
the following headings : 

I) Nature Study. These talks are distributed over a period 
of three years. Their aim is to enable pupils to acquaint 
themselves with the main aspects of English country life 
and to encourage them to take a personal interest in natural 
phenomena, the principal manifestations of which are 
portrayed to them by the lecturer- observation of weather 
conditions, crops, birds, plant life, etc. To this end, the 
subjects chosen f01: the yearly programmes have been 
distributed according to the seasons so that pupils might 
follow the developments of natural phenomena as and when 
they appear. Each talk is therefore timed to take place at 
an appropriate moment. It must be understood, however, 
that these talks, lasting 20 minutes each, do not claim to 
teach natural history proper or ~o supplant the normal 
school lessons in this subject. 

2) Biology and Hygiene (I). These talks, each of 25 min .. 
utes duration, planned for the senior pupils of primary 
echools, also initiate boys and girls to the elementary prin'
ciples of biology and physiology. The lecturer introduces 
the course with a general outline of the structure of the 

(•) Cf. Your Body Every Day, by Winifred C. Cullis, Central 
Council for School Broadcasting, 1gS2, 
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human body an.d f.he functions of its organs ; next follows a 
study of each of these functions in greater detail : the 
functions of r.espiration, circulation, the senses, etc. 

The language used is a.s simple as possible compatible 
with scientific accuracy. A pamphlet for each talk is issued 
giving a list of the technical words used and a short 
explanation of each. The teacher is advised to go through 
this list with the children before the broadcast. The 
pamphlet also contains a few simple diagrams and 
anatomical charts, with suggestions· for easy experiments 
and demonstrations that can be car.ried out by the pupils 
themselves after the tal.k .. It is essep.tial that the pupils 
study these data very attentively, to draw their own 
conclusions therefrom and to apply them in their every day 
life. . 

· 3) Agriculture and Horticulture (1) (Rural Science) :These 
talks, lasting each 25 minutes, consist of two series : the 
first, entitled "The School Garden" is designed to initiate 
and interest pupils in gardening and open-air life. The 
lectures, which deal with flower-growing, fruit-trees, etc., 
furnisb the pupils with practical advice and enable them, 
by carr.ying out the experiments suggested to them, to 
understand the phenomena that manifest themselves in the 
growth of the plants in the school garden. 

The second series, organised more particularly for listeners 
in rural schools, deals with the pr.actical application of 
certain scientific data in the running of a farm. Thus, these 
broadcasts deal in turn with such questions as the for.mation 
of arable land, different types of soil and their value 
for the cultivation of certain cr.ops, the choice of seed, the 
way to attend Jo plants and trees and the appropriate 
manuring of the ground, etc. 

4) Lastly, popular science talks are planned for senior 
pupils of secondar.y schools (2). The object of these talks is 
to enable lads who are about to leave college to acquir.!! 
information regarding the different scientific careers open 
to them and the branches most suited to ~heir ability and 

(r) Cf. Rural Science, published h)' the Central Council for Broad
casting, rg3o-rg32. 

(•) Cf. Talk1 for Older Pupill, arranged b)' the Cenlral Council 
for School Broadcesting. 
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qualifications. These talks on the general trend of modern 
science, the tendencies that are manifesting themselves in 
its va~ious branches, will also furnish pupils with a general 
survey of the movement of present day science and save 
them from the dangers of over-specialised training. 

In this analysis of subjects, no distinction has been made 
between the different grades of pupils. These talks are 
intended for pupils of II to I5 and over. In secondary 
schools, the time-table and complexity of the curriculum 
render the organisation of these talks particularly difficult. 
The Committee on Secondary School Broadcasting is 
therefore of the opinion that, in present circumstances, 
broadcasts designed fo.t: this grade of pupils should be given 
after school hoi.U:1!, with the exception, of course, of the 
modern language courses, which, by r.eason of their value, 
fully justify an interruption in the scheduled work of a 
school. 

These talks for secondary school pupils should therefore 
refer: to current events and problema ; they should aim at 
initiating pupils ~o the fine arts, at stimulating their 
interest in literature and history, thus oontributing, to the 
de" elopment of their general cul_ture. 

METHODS OP" PRESENTATION 

The manner in which a certain subject is presented may 
perhaps be unsuitable for others. Such is the conclusion 
reached in the work of investigation and experiment 
carried out during mo~:e than three years by the Council. 
The different methods of presentation may be claSISified 
under the following ~ix headings : 

1) Simple Exposition. This is a straightforward talk given 
by an expert. This method of presentation is particularly 
suitable for history lessons and may also be adopted for 
broadcasts on geography, English. literature and the 
sciences. For certain subjects, such talks may be illustrated 
with sound effects, with songs m: music or: with the reading 
of passages of verse or prose. 

2) Lesson. The lesson type of broadcast calls for active 
response on the part of the unseen class. It is suited only to 
a few speakers in e. few subjects, The broadcaster asks 
questions which are answered aloud either by individual 
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pupils or by ~he class. He also asks the class to repeat words, 
·phrases, etc. Such lessons call for a high de,ooree of 
imagination e.nd knowledge of children on the part of the 
lecturer. The method is suited particulady to broadcasts on 
English Speech, Modern Languages e.nd beginners' courses 
in music. 

3) Story. The story is a form of broadcast which is 
universally populat:, whether the subject derives from 
fiction, or from history, geography or the lives of famous 
men. 

4) :Pialogue. This method js useful for lessons in Modern 
Languages, where it provides an opportunity f01: practice 
in listening to a variety of voices. The dialogue method has 
also been used successfully in broadcast lessons on history. 
An important point ~ remember, however, is that these 
dialogues should not take the form of question and answer. 
Each speaker must inti:oduce his own point of view, and 
in this way contribute ~ the knowledge and development 
of the pupils. 

5) Dramatisation. This method has been found particu
larly successful jn connection with history lessons. Episodes 
are dramatised and acted by different chat:acters before 
the microphone with appropriate sound effects. These 
dramatisation& may either constitute the entire broadcast, 
or else, in a shorter form may be used to illustrate a talk. 

6) Unfinished Debates. This form which consists of 
opening speeches in a debate on a given ~ubject, the 
listening schools continuing the debate for themselves, has 
proved very useful, especially f01: pupils of secondary 
lliChools. Teachers who have organised debates between 
different groups of their class pupils know how difficult it 
is at times for the children to find a subject f01: discussion. 
Furthermore, they have little opportunity of hearing good 
model speeches. It was with a view ~o meeting these needs 
that a series of "Unfinished Debates" was organised. One 
speaker opens from the studio and states his views on a 
given question, after which another Teplies. The broad
casting then ceaBes and the listeners are left to continue the 
debate or make any other use they wish of what they have 
heard. Teachers find in these unfinished debates many 
interesting possibilities ; for example, certain pupils may 
be detailed to study ~he style of ~he speakers, to analyse 
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the construction and argument of the speeches, etc. On, the 
other hand,· it may ~e found most useful simply to treat 
the speeches as opemngs for a debate. 

"'Verification of Results (1). 

When an attempt is made to determine ~he reasons for 
the success which has attended certain broadcasts, it is 
often impossible to decide whether this success is due to 
the subject matter of the talk m: to the manner in which 
the broadcaster has ·handled it. Up to the present, the 
broadcasts which have proved the most popular are the 
geography and the music lesson&. The first were given in the 
form of o~dinary talks, occasionally illustrated by concerts 
or recitals. The talks on music were given as lessons, 
the broadcaster in this case making constant calls upon the 
individual work of the pupils. 

With a view to estimating the value of these different 
methods, questionnaires are addressed f~om time to time 
to the schools taking a given course ; on an average, 
however, not more than 27.5 per cent of the schools reply, 
and, generally speaking, the views expressed by the teachers 
are contradictory. · 

Nevertheless, the most popular broadcasts are the travel 
talks and the music lessons organised specially for the 
primary schools. It is very difficult ~o evaluate the relative 
utility of the other b~oadcasts from the point of view of 
education. In, point of fact, everything depends upon the 
extent to which they can be framed up with the school 
syllabus. 

(r) Cf. In this connection : The Kent Experiment - 1927, pp. 5t, 
67 fl. The general opinion held by primary school teachers wae that 
these talks developed their pupils' knowledge, awakened their 
Interest, left an Impression as lasting as that made by ordinary 
class~m work, did not encourage inattention, were particularly 
evocahve for the more advanced pupils, and furnished surveys on 
aubjects and items of Information which the teachers were not 
always in a position to give ; further, they suggested to the teachers 
new Ideas for their own class work. It was generally recognised 
that these lessons could not usefully be taken by children under 
11 years of age. With regard to secondary achools, attention was 
called to the difficulty experienced In fitting these talks In with the 
nonnal school time-table and curriculum. See also Some Problems 
of School BroadC<Uiing p. t6 ll. · 
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From a general standpoint and with ~he exception of 
certain specific example~. the best form of prtsentation is 
the broadcast ~lk. Experience has shown that these talks 
should be given by lecturers speaking alone in the studio. 
:Although this method has seemed ~ be the most suitable 
in Great BJ:itain, in other countries it has been found that 
very good resul~ are obtained when the broadcaster 
addresses his remarks to a small group of pupils sitting as 
a class in the studio. 

Although more than, 4,ooo schools, So per cent of which 
are elementacy schools, now take these broadcasts regularly, 
it may be asked why this number is not. even greater, 
consideJ:ing the work. accomplished in this field by the 
B. B. C. 

Various reasons may be advanced in explanation: 
FirsUy, the financial difficulties that have arisen in edu

cational quarters often prevept a school b:om purchasing a 
receiver. A wireless set costs about £20; this represents a 
heavy item of expenditure for some of the rural schools. 

Secondly, a large number of teacheJ:S still look upon 
school broadcasts with disfavour. Some regard 1his method 
of teaching as being too passive. We should not, however, 
be _too ready to accept this opinion, which is too frequently 
expressed a priori. Others think that bJ:oadcasting ceases to 
interest children as soon as they have grown accustomed to 
its novelty. This opinion is contradicted by practical 
experience : among the schools which regularly follow the 
B. B. C. lessons, there aJ:e a substantial number who have 
been taking them for several years past. Others base their 
argument on the over-crowding of school programmes and 
the disturbance that these broadcasts necessarily occasion in 
the daily time-table. It must be pointed out, in :.:eply, that 
the broadcast programmes and the times at which they are 
given are arranged specially for children ; there should 
therefore be no harm in intei;Calating some of the broad
casts if it is proved that they can be really beneficial to 
pupils. 

Lastly, if some of the lessons broadcast up to the present 
by the B. B. C. have not been quite up to expectations, it 
does not follow that the fault has always lain with the 
organisers of the lessons or with the broadcast instructors. 
FailuJ:e to attain the desired object may also be due to the 
wrong use made of the broadcasts. In some cases, the 
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teachers have omitted to inform themselves on the nature 
and intention of the lessons a.nd they have devoted still less 
attention to the p~;eparation of their pupils. Consequently, 
lessons intended for children 9 or 10 years of age have 
frequently been followed by pupils of I4 or more. Other 
teachers have been content to assemble all the pupils of a 
school, regardless of age, for one and the same broadcast. 

However, the B. B. C. Council for School Broadcasting 
are convinced that the main obstacle to the propagation of 
this new method of teaching is to be found in faulty 
reception. Pupils take an interest in a lesson only if they 
can hear the broadcaster's voice perfectly and without the 
slightest distm:tion, There are numbers of instances of 
schools having been equipped with receivers that might 
be sufficiently good for receiving broadcasts in the home 
but which are unsuitable for classrooms. To this may be 
added lack of upkeep and faulty manipulation of the sets. 

Good reception is a condition sine qua non of progress in 
school broadcasting and, for this r.eason, the Council 
appointed a Committee composed of teachers and technicians 
to study these questions and to advise schools in the choice, 
installation and operation of wireless receivers. This 
Committee, which works in collaboration with the 
Depa~:tment -of Scientific and Industrial Research, has 
already drawn up a list of receivers specially recommended 
for school use. In conjunction with the Radio Manufacturers~ 
Association, the Committee has also organised a hire service. 

Choice and Training of Broadcast Lecturers. 

The persons chosen as broadcast lecturers should not 
only be masters of their subject, they must also have the 
"radio voice" and be personally interested in educational 
broadcasting. Teachers should not, of course he excluded 
but it has been found that the latter are rath~r too inclined 
to deliver: their talk io. the form of a classroom lesson. For 
this reason, pre~erence should, in principle, he given to 
persons possessmg expert knowledge of the subject 
discussed (1). · 

(•) Cl also the Kent Experiment - 1921, p. 2, and p. 52 - opin· 
lona of certain primlll"J school officials of the County of Kent who 
held that, tD_r their schools, it was preferahlv to have a good ..;acher 
than an emment expert. In the secondary echools, opinion was in 
favour of the expert. 
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II). order that the lec~urer may have an opportunity of 
knowing whether his talk. is suited to the degree ol 
understanding of his listeners, of determining what interests 
them most, of correcting himself when necessary, etc., the 
following method is recommended : the talk. is recoJ:ded 
beforehand ; the record ol the talk is ~hen broadcast by 
Blattnerphone and the lecturer listens in from one of the 
11chool.s. 

Collaboration between Broadcasters and Teachers. 

The fundamental principle of school broadcasts aa 
organised in Great Britain is that the studio lecturer and 
the 11chool teacher should oonsider themselves as two 
collaborators and should reJDain in constant touch with each 
other. Rather than. placing himself direcUy in contact with 
his listeners, the broadcaster should co-operate with the 
teacher in the preparation of the class pupils. With regard 
to this pJ:eparation, the less one departs from the usual 
methods of preparing classroom work, the greater ~he 
chances of success for the broadcas~ oourse. 

Children's Hour. 

These daily broadcasts, plann.ed exclusively for children, 
consist of musical items, songs, stories, etc. They arr. 
designed by specialists in child psychology. 

Although these broadcasts are of a recreational character, 
the training of the child's mind must not be overlooked. 
In ~his connection, the experiments now being made by 
the B. B. C. call for special mention (1). · 

The basic principle observed is that a child is a ''young 
adull" and that he also takes an interest in what is going 
on around him. In the weekly 10 minute talks, therefore, 
an endeavour is made to give the children a general idea 
of world happenings. Education being a x:eaction in relation 
to environment, the children's imagination should be so 
impressed that they grow to realise that they are citizens of 
the modern world. Starting from the narrow and x:estricted 
limits of ~he child'a surroundings, an attempt is made to 

(1) ct. Broodeasting and the Child, bJ Commander Stephen Kma 
B.u.r.. See Education Serle• of Broode~ts, VoL m, N• r, March rgib, 
~~~ . 
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broaden his horizon and to give him, as it were a bird's 
eye view of that vaste~ and mo~e complicated world, the 
problellUI of whjch he .will some day be called upon to 
wive. 

The s.ubjects chosen for these informal. talks are 
extremely varied, for example: how to read a newspaper, the 
gold standard, unemployment, great scientific discoveries 
and inventions, inter:national politics, personalities who 
have distinguished themselves in the world crisis, books 
and children's magazines, etc. . 

In these talks, the broadcasters make a point of placing 
themselves on the children's intellectual level but are 
careful not to speak in too puerile a manner. They should, 
on the contrary be given the impression that what they are 
hearing is not intended to make them laugh but to make 
them think. 

Any questions - and these can be. very numerous -
asked by the children should receive an immediate answer 
from the broadcaster, and, in the replies, the children 
should be furnished with all the information enabling 
them to find the elements of the answer themselves. They 
should be encouraged to develop the critical mind and not 
to accept all opinions without discussion. 

These educational talks specially planned for children 
have been highly successful. The number of chddren who 
have followed them spontaneously may be estimated at 
over Ioo.ooo. 

• •• 

TEACHING OF TRB AIMs OF TRB LEAGUE OF NATIONS 

AND PROPAGANDA FOR PROMOTING TUB INTERNATIONAL SPmiT 

IN SCHOOLS 

In these school broadcasts, the B. B. C. has, ·up to the 
present, devoted no great part of its programmes to an 
ez professo treatment of questions connected with the acti
vities of the League of Nations and 'the major international 
associations. 1\[ention must, however, be made of a talk 
specially devoted to the League in a series of broadcasts 
given this Bummer entitled "World History - Empires 

· .Movemen~ and Nations". Similady, ~n Jhe series: "Great 
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Moments in Modern History", organised in 1931 for pupils 
of 14 and upwards, talks were devoted to the origins of the 
League of Nations, the pact for the renunciation of war and 
to disarmament questions. In a serjes given under the 
title : "Tracing History Backwards", a broadca~t was given 
on the subject of international co-operation. 

Soon after the Central Council was constituted, a number 
of talks on International Affairs were given by Mr. Vernon 
BARTLE"lT, while jn. a weekly series entitled "Newspapers 
and the World", Mx:. Wilson ILuuus spoke on current 
events with an. international basis. 

It will have been noted, moreover, that the broadcasts 
organised by the Central Council aJ:e designed to lead up 
to this ideal of international understanding. Thus, in the· 
talks specially intended for children an endeavour is made 
to demonstrate to ~hem that the world is a vast economic 
society and that, underlying the specific character of the 
different peoples, the~;e is a common basis which unites 
them. For the children to understand this, it will often 
suffice to broadcast selections of folk music, legends chosen 
from the folklore of different countries, etc. The same 
impression may be conveyed by· travel talks for older 

· pupils, talks on the difie~;ent nations and their civilisation, 
talks on history and geography, courses in modern lan
guages,, etc. 

In the promoting of this international spirit among 
school-children, it should above all be remembered that 
what is required is the creation of a state of mind, a desire 
for friendly relation11 and international collaboration, 
rather than instructional talks dealing directly with the 
aims and activities of the League of Nations. The B. B.C. 
is quite formal on this point. This form of instruction should 
be combined with the teaching of the subjects figuring 
in the school curriculum whenever the subject lends itself 
to ·such development. The reports received in Geneva from 
the Board of Education and the Education Department of 
Scotland evidence the extent to which teaching in Great 
Britain is imbued with this spirit of ~he League of Nations 
and international collaboration. Thanks to the propaganda 
conducted by the League of Nations Union, pupils leaving 
the primary school11 and, still more so, those leaving the 
secondary schools, are more or Jess familiar with Leagu(l of 
Natio.ns and i~ work, 
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In order that the -younget; generation ma-y form a personal 
opinion on these problems, ~he League of Nations Uni_on 
organised discussion groups in the schools as well as 
in certain post-school establi~hments ; these, groups meet 
at regular intervals \0 discuss the 'ideas put forward in the 
talks on international affairs. If these discussions are to 
serve their purpose, the-y must be properly conducted. 
Consequentl-y, summer vacation courses are held every -year 
in Oxford, where pupils who have distinguished themselves 
by their special ability receive special training which will 
fit them for the work of group leaders. 

Lastl-y, Mr. Gwilyn DAVIES, Vice-Chairman of the Council 
of the Welsh Association for the League of Nations has 
every -year since 1922 on May 18th (the anniversary of the 
opening of the first conference at The Hague in x8gg, 
known as " Goodwill Day ") broadcast a message from the 
school children of Wale~ to ~hose in every country of the 
world. In this connection, school teachers address their 
pupils on the benefits of international friendship. In 
numerous cases, there follows a programme of songs, 
living-pictures, recitations or short plays in illustration of 
the address. The message broadcast on behalf of the 
children of Wales is relayed to the leading stations. The 
replies, which are constantly increasing in number, 
received from abroad, are communicated to the thousands 
of children in the Welsh schools. 
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HUNGARY" 

It has not ye~ been. found possible to organise school 
broadcasting on a systematic basis for primary and second
ary schools. Nevertheless, in practically all the secondary 
schools and in a large number of primary schools, broad
casting is used as an auxiliary instrument of teaching. 

Insh:uctional broadcasts fo~: boy scout groups have been 
methodically organised, consisting of talks, songs, music 
recitals, . reci~ations, descriptions of scenes from rural 
life, etc. 

Broadcasting has not yet been incorporated il\ the pro
grammes of higher education, but, as long ago as 1928, 
the Ministcy for Education and Public Worship formed a 
"Free Broadcasting University" to meet the requirements 
of the rural population. Its programmes include : half-hour 
talks on subjects relating to general culture, music, :t:ecita
tions of literacy works, folk poems and national literature. 
With a view to promoting a taste for national music and 
also to protect the interests of Hungarian composei:B, · the 
works of foreign composers are excluded from the 
programmes of the "Free Broadcasting University". 

" From • report by M. LUIIIKICB, Professor at Budapest Univ-er
sity. 
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ITALY • 

In 1927 the Ente Italiano Audizioni Radiofoniche 
(E. I. A. R:) was founded and g~:anted a monopoly in the 
matter of broadcasting ; this organisation installed trans
mitters at Rome, Turin, Genoa, Milan, Trieste and Palermo. 
These stations devote six hours a week to mot:ning talks on 
art, history, literatm:e, foreign languages, hygiene, agri
culture and political economy. The communes are exempted 
from the payment of the listeners' tax in respect of broad
casts intended lor their national schools. The programmes 
at:e subject to the supervision of the Broadcasting Control · 
Board. 

ARnsnc AND MusicAL BRoADCASTS 

With a view to ensuring a high artistic standard in the 
programmes, the Art Committee of the Broadcasting Con
trol Board requires that all lyric wo~:ks broadcast shall be 
selected from those produced in the leading theatres. 
Operettas are executed in the station studios. Comic operas 
figuring in the traditional repertory of the country and 
which are the musical glory o.f Italy, must also be included 
in the programmes. · 

EDUCATION AND TEACHING PROPER 

In addition to the usual lectures and talks on such 
subjects as literature, art, science, geography, sport, colonial 
propaganda, etc., the E. I. A. R. has this year. organised a 
series of artistic, literary and scientific talks bearing on a 
specific subject ; these are more or less in the form of 
initiation courses but are not planned as lessons in the true 
sense. These talks gent>rally do not last more than x5 min
utes. The monthly programmes also include a commen
tary on a canto of the "Divine Comedy " and on passages 

• From a report by M. Lucio SlllA, Professor at the Royal Univer
sil)' of Rome. 
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from the works of great national poets, recitations of 
masterpieces,: lectures on the works of great composers with 
music recitals, and tal.ks on astt:onomy. These broadcasts 
are given at 5 .. 35 p.m. on Wednesdays, Fridays and 
Saturdays. . 

The law of 1927 granting exclusive broadcasting rights 
to the E. I. A. R. contained certain clauses concerning 
the organisation of educational broadcasts for the rural 
population and consideration is now being given to the 
possibility of setting up a Committee on Educational 
Broadcasting, which would be directly responsible to the 
Ministry of ~ational Education. In order that rut:al schools 
may have an opportunity of following broadcast lessons, it is 
proposed that, at the outset, arrangements should be made 
for the schools to hire wireless receivers. These receivers 
would be installed for periods of about two months and a 
technical expert would be detailed to initiate teachers to 
their use. By means of voluntary subscriptions, an endeavour 
would be made to collect the sums required for the 
purchase of these sets, in ot:der that every rural school in 
Italy may ultimately he provided. When this has been done, 
it will be possible to organise a system of broadcast 
teaching proper,. including lessons in foreign languages 
and, · mot:e particularly, lessons in the p~,;onunciation of 
Italian. 

With regard to the use of broadcasting in secondary 
schools, with the exception of a few special cases it does 
not appear that broadcasting can make any valuable con
tribution to the teaching of the subjects already dealt with 
in the classroom, as the hours that would have to he set 
aside fot: the programmes do not coincide very well with 
the normal school time table and, also, the programmes, 
which are of a very varied character, must he planned to 
meet so many different requirements. 



JAPAN" 

A. - EDucATION IN GENERAL 

1) School broadcasting has not yet been organised in 
Japan, but since Apr.il 1931, the central transmitter in 
Tokio has been giving educational broadcasts. In conform· 
ity with a plan drawn up by the authorities, these broad
casts are intended to supplement the tuition given in 
schools, stimulate the children's interest in the sciences 
and develop their moral faculties ; programmes. of a recrea
tional character are also broadcast. 

2) The subjects broadcast include : 
Languages, the natural sciences, geography, history and 

mus_ic. 
3) As no definite school br.oadcasting scheme has as yet 

been prepared, these educational broadcasts are followed 
without distinction by primary as well as by secondary 
schools. The pupils of primary schools, however, are more 
parliculady interested in descriptive dialogues and talks, 
whereas those in secondary schools prefer lectures and 
talks dealing with natural history, for example. 

4) These broadcasts do not correspond to the school 
curricula ; consequently, it has not been deemed necessary 
to fix a special time-table for the broadcasts. 

5) No special rules have been laid down in regard to the 
choice of br.oadcast lecturers, with the exception, however, 
of teachers of foreign languages, who should as far as 
possible, possess a good knowledge of the cou~try whose 
language they ar.e teaching. 

The programmes of these broadcasts are published in the 
daily newspapers. 

6) Although there is no direct contact between the broad
cast lecturers and their listeners, the latter ar.e nevertheless 
prepa~e~ by their teachers, to whom explanatory pamphlets 
containmg a summary of the broadcasts are issued. 

• From the report communicated by the Ministry of Public Edu
cation on the subject of school broadcasting. 
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7) In the gener.al broadcasting programme, provJ&Jon ia 
made for children's hours : from 2 to 2.3o, b:om 3.4o to 
4, 20, and fro!ll 6 to 6.3o p.m. 

B. - INSTRUCTION IN THE Ams OF THE LEAGUE oF NATio:o~s 
AND PROMOTION OF Tl1E INTERNATIONAL SPmiT IN ScHOOLS 

The school authorities and ~he major national education 
organisations have undertaken an active propaganda 
campaign wilh a view to promoting the international spirit 
among children. 

Furtherm01:e, in the course of lessons in Pthics and 
history, teachers and schoolmasters instruct their pupils in 
the aims of the League of Nations and keep them informed 
Gn the principal international events (Disarmament Confer
ence,. etc.). 

Lastly, numerous pamphlets on this subject are distri
hu~ed. 
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MEXICO" 

PRIMARY AND SECONDARY EDUCATION 

TEACHING IN GENERAL 

School broadcasting occupies a prominent place in the 
educational system of Mexico. It is in fact a marvellous 
teaching medium, for not only does it offer unlimited pos- ' 
sibilities but also permits of obtaining excellent results. In 
1\lexico, its r6le consists in extending the work undertaken 
by the Ministry of Public Education. 

In choosing the subjects for the programmes, preference 
is given to those taught in the schools, and among these 
subjects, priority is given to national history, hygiene and 
citizenship. 

These subjects are dealt with in three different ways : for 
the elementary prima~:y schools they are given in story 
form ; for the higher primary schools in the form of 
simple talks, and f01: the secondary and professional schools, 
in the form of lectures. 

These subjects may be taught in a series of lessons or 
talks given by an instructor before the microphone in the 
presence of a group of pupils. Experience has shown that 
these systematic courses of tuition and lectures are more 
suitable for pupils over n years of age, while lessons given 
in the studio are better suited to children between 6 and 12. 

Programmes are drawn up by the Educational Broad
casting Bm:eau on the instructions of the 1\linistrv. Broad
casters are selected by the Bureau and trained by the Ojicina 
Cultural. The choice of broadcast lecturers should be left to 
the governmental authorities in each State, so that the 
teaching given may be in conformity with the traditions of 
the people. In Mexico, they are chosen from the staff of the 
federal services or from institutions in which the system of 
teaching is based on the principles of the Revolution. 

Programmes are broadcast at fixed hours, preferably 

• From a report by Miss Maria Luisa Ross, Chief of the School 
Broadcasting Department at the Ministry of Public Education. 
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between 4 a~d 7 p.m., and .serve to supplement the lessons 
given by the schoolmasters. This adaptation to the school 
time-tables is entrusted to the different administrative 
departments concerned with rw:al schools, primary and 
normal teaching and the National University. The Mexican 
tram~mitter XFX, installed by the Ministry of Public 
Education, is reserved for educational broadcasts, this 
specialisation having been recognised to be indispensable. 

Pupils aro prepared by broadcast, since it has been found 
that this ~ethod is the best for concentrating their 
attention on a given subject. In certain cases, for example 
in courses dealing with manual work, the pupils are asked 
to refer to illustrations. 

For the purpose of ~erifying results, competitions and 
exhibition!! are organised and prizes awarded for the best 
efforts. By thi11 method it has been possible to judge the 
value of certain talks, for example, those relating to manual 
work and the building ()f wireless receivers. 

INSTRUCTION IN THE AIMS OF THE UAGUB OF NATIONS 

AND PROMOTION OF THE INTERNATIONAL SPIRIT IN SCHOOLS 

With a view to promoting a spirit of international brother
hood among school-children, the broadcasts organised in 
Mexico ·have included, more particularly, travel talks, 

. legends and stories of ancient and modern history, talks 
on the social and commercial relations between nations, 
their folklore and popular arts, music, etc. On the occasion 
of impOI:tant anniversaries, talks are aiTanged for the pur
pose of recalling the lives and work of famous men of the 
different countries who have distinguished themselves in 
the fields of science, art or industry. 

The activities and aims of the League of Nations form 
the subject of short talks introduced into history lessons 
and comments on current events. A series of talks on disar
mament and peace has also ·been broadcast. 

These programmes are drawn up by the Ojicina Cultural 
Radio-telefonico, a service which is attached to the Ministry 
and which works in collaboration with inspectors and 
principals of educational institutions. 

The broadcasts last from I5 minutes to an hour according 
to the grade of pupils for whom they are intended. The 

tO 
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intervals between the talks are filled by the broadcasting of 
music. 

School-children listen these broadcasts in their classroom 
and then write a detailed account of what they have heard ; 
thei~ papers are afterwards forwarded to the Oficina. 

HIGHER EnucATION 

Broadcasts planned for students last from xo to x5 min· 
utes. 

Instruction in the aims of the League of Nations is given 
in special talks broadcast on the anniversaries of 
particularly important events. 



NETHERLANDS • 

I 
PRIMARY AND SECONDARY· EDUCATION 

School broa.dca&ting in the Netherlands is, to all intents 
and purposes, organised on the same legal basis as educa. 
tion proper. The programmes comp~:ise broadcasts for the 
official non-denominational schools and for the independent 

. denominational institutions, which, in this respect, are 
placed on exactly the same footing. Thus, in addition to the 
Algemeene Vereeniging Radio Omrup, whjch is a non
denominational broadcasting association, we find the 
Nederlandsche Christelyke Radio Vereeniging, the organ 

·of the protestant churches, the Katholieke Radio Omrup, a 
catholic wirel.ess association, and the Vereeniging van Ar
beiders Radio Amateurs, the broadcasting organisation of 
the socialist party. Consequently, it has so faJ: been impos
sible to draw up an educational broadcasting programme 
uniformly suitable for all schools in the country. 

Notwithstanding this difficulty, howev.er, the "neutral" 
broadcasting organisation known as the A. V. R. 0., as 
long ago as 1927,carried out a series of experiments for the 
secondary schools and, later, for the higher primary 
schools. The subject& chosen for the broadcasts are : geo
logy, zoology, socjology, geography, hygiene, literature, 
art, and certain technical questions. These broadcasts are 
given on Fridays from 2.o5 to 2.45 p.m. 

The protestant association (N. C. R. V.) also organises 
educational broadcasts for the protestant p~:imary schools. 
The talks deal with religious subjects : commentaries on 
the Bible, sacred music, missionary stories, etc., in addi
tion to the subjets enumerated above. 

No authoritative opinion can be expressed regarding the 
methods employed until the majotity of ~cher& and pupils 

• From reports submitted by : 1) Professor G. nn V1001, Associate 
Director of the Fedagogical Seminary at Amsterdam University ; 
2) the Council for Education by school broadcasting - report drawn 
up in •9•9 for the Ministry of Public Instruction. 
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have been properly trained to listen to these broadcasts. Up 
to the present, they have been followed o!"ly by ~dio 
enthusiasts and their opinions are not suffiCiently cntical 
to allow us to arrive at any definite conclusions. 

There exists, however, a ce~;tain prejudice against school 
broadcasting which must be removed. 

The tendency of modern pedagogy is to render teaching 
more and more individual, to conceive it in relation to the 
pupils' personal aptitude and as a means of developing 
thei~; character. Broadcasting, on the contrary, is conducive 
to passivity ; it is, so to speak, a mechanised system entirely 
devoid of any personal element. Many educators therefore 
argue that this method of teaching is in contradiction to the 
principle of modern pedagogy. 

Let us suppose, for a moment, that broadcasting ~:eally 
encourages passivity. The few half-hour educational talks 
to which the pupils listen once a week cannot, in any case, 
be conducive to passive habits. 

It is an established fact that educators generally consider 
that visual impressions are better calculated to stir the 
imagination of pupils than auditive impressions. This is 
true if we envisage solely the fm:mation of sense-perception, 
but the argument does not hold good in the case of sense
impression. Impressions acquired through the ear appeal 
more to the imagination and, by a process of association, 
create new pictures in the memory, whereas the knowledge 
acqui~ed through the eye, by the very fact that it is con
crete and definite, leaves no scope for the play of human 
imagination. 

To claim that the listener is no more than a passive 
pupil would amount to denying that he is capable of 
putting into operation an internal process of representation. 
Everything therefore depends upon the way in which 
listeners ~:eact to these broadcasts. If they have been ade
quately prepared and provided that their general culture is 
of a sufficiently high standard, their auditive impressions 
will constitute the starting point for active and fruitful 
work. 

Furthermore, the subjects chosen for talks must be 
adapted to the regular classroom syllabus, in order that the 
pupils may, after each broadcast, derive the maximum 
benefit from what they have hea~;d. This is particularly 
easy in the case of broadcast lessons in modern languages ; 
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the pupils should ~ke notes during the lesson and later 
repeat the passages b1700dcast and mutually oorrect each 
other. 

Neither should it be alleged that, as this system of 
teaching by wireless js stereotyped and, as it weJ:e, rigid 
and inflexible, it is a lifeless and inert system and should, 
in consequence, be abandoned. To this objection, Wl' 

would reply, first o.E all, that all school teachers are not 
gifted with the faculty of adjusting their delivery and 
statements to the inspiration of the moment and to the 
looks of inquiry which they may perhaps discern on the 
faces of thei~; pupils. The broadcaster, moreover, also has a 
personality, an emotive sense; he literally abandons him
self to his listeners and does not come to the microphone 
without having carefully prepared his subject. These favour
able conditions are far less likely to be fulfilled by a teacher 
giving an ordinary leSS()n to a clas11 of pupils. 

2. - HiGHER EDUCATION 

BJ:oadcasting is used by the universities in connection 
with their extension courses but not for their normal 
courses. There is also a broadcasting association specially 
concerned with the promotion of general culture among 
adults. 

3. - INSTRUCTION IN THE AIMS OF THE LEAGUE OF NATIO'i-. 

AND PROMOTION OF THE INTERNATIONAL SPIRIT 

Although these questions do not generally figure on the 
programmes of the different educational broadcasting organ
isations, this by no means implies that the members of 
the teaching profession in the Netherlands are indifferent 
to the work being done by the League of Nations and to thl' 
promotion of a spitit of understanding and co-operation 
between nations. The reason is chiefly ~hat 11ehool teachers 
have not yet found a means of presenting these subjects to 
their pupils in a way that would appeal to their hearts and 
hold their attention. Broadcasting, which, by its very 
nature, is already international, undoubtedly constitutes a 
powedul instrument of propaganda in this field. The 
essential poin_t is to know when and how best to use it. 
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II 

Educational broadcasting should be introduced into 
school programmes simply as an auxiliary means of teach
in"' in the same way as gramophone records, films, etc. 
F;rthermore, the broadcasts should not be given too fre
quently : two half-hour talks per week may be regarded as 
a maximum. 

Owing to the ver.y nature of broadcast teaching, it cannot 
claim to play a more important part than classroom 
teaching. This method of tuition, in fact, does away with 
direct and personal contact between teacher and pupil, it 
is addressed to the population as one mass, whereas the 
essential aim of education is to develop the personal facul
ties of the individual. Broadcasting tends to make a pupil 
a too passive listener. An attempt has been made to count
eract these drawbacks by introducing an interlocutor to 
repr.esent the views of the pupils, or even of a whole class, 
and to ask questions, which · the broadcaster answers 
before the microphone. This method, however, is rather 
superficial and the questions asked by the interlocutor very 
often do not correspond to those which the listeners them
selves would ask. When it is the broadcaster who asks 
questions, the pupils are sometimes apt to lose the thread 
of their own reasoning. 

Moreover,, this method of teaching is purely mechanical. 
It does not permit of the repetition of certain sentences. 
In this respect, broadcasting is less satisfactory than the 
gramophone record. If, for any reason, the pupils become 
inattentive or in the event of trouble with the receiver or 
difficulties of transmission, it is practically impossible for 
them 'to follow the lesson. 

A further objection is that it is far more difficult for the 
teacher to maintain or.der in the classroom during a broad
cast than during an ordinary school lesson. This applies 
more particularly to the lower grades of primary schools. 

On the other hand, broadcasting enables pupils to hear: 
lectures and talks by specialists and persons of note. Talks 
of this kind, especially those dealing with the national 
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psychology Oif peoples, geography, travel and discoveries, 
natural phenomena and the natural sciences, lectures for the 
promotion of peace, health talks and ~perance talks, can 
be very useful to pupils ; they stimulate their interest in 
these subjects and broaden their intellectual horizon. 

Notwithstanding these advantages, broadcasting as an 
instrument of educatjon must be used with disc~:etion and 
caution. The subjects chosen should be of a nature to hold 
the attention of the pupils from beginning to end. Subjects 
that require complicated material and apparatus in the 
classroom should be avoided. Broadcasts should not be 
given too frequently, one OJ: two a week constituting a 
reasonable maximum, with the exceptjon, perhaps, of 
those planned fot vocational and evening schools, where 
broadcasting may render valuable service by allowing 
technical experts to speak on the progress of modern tech
nique and thus to make good the scarcity of specialists, 
especially in rurll], areas. 



NORWAY • 

I. - PRIMARY AND SECONDARY Scuoou 

The Role of School Broadcasting - Subjects - Methods. 

A system of broadcasting for schools has been function
ing regularly for the past year. It was introduced solely 
with a view ~o facilitating the work of school teachers, who 
choose the subjects most likely to help them in their 
teaching. The val.ue of these broadcasts is most apparen\ 
in isolated p~;imary schools in rural areas, where the pupils 
represent the grea\ majority of lietenerso. Urban primary 
and secondary schools are relatively less dependent on the 
wireless progt:ammes. Up to the present, school broadcasts 
have been planned chiefly for the benefit of pupils in the 
5th, 6th, 7th and, in a certain measure, the 8th and gth 
standards of primary schools. 

Broadcasting plays a supplementary rOle, more particu
lady in the primary school programme, in. connection 
with the following subjects : Nordic languages, literature, 
history, elements of natural science, geography, national 
industries, and mu~c. Higher primary schools also follow 
foreign language courses., chiefly in English and German. 
Secondary schools make use of broadcasting as an aid to the 
teaching of languages and literature, and also for history 
and music. 

As regards the method of presentation, experience would 
seem to show that, for broadcasts intended for the primary 
schools, the dialogue between broadcaster and announcer, 
which gives life and variety to the talk, is the most effec
tive. · 

For secondary schools, the broadcasts may be in the 
form of talks. 

The same person is responsible for the drawing up of 
programmes and for the choice of broadcast lecturers. 
When choosing broadcasters, preference is given to 

• From a report by Professor F. :WJLOBAGEN, Director of the Edu
cation Department of the Kringkaetingskapet, Oslo. 
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teachers, and as far as possible to primary school teachers. 
For foreign language courses, the bi:oadcasting organisa
tions engage ~he services of foreign instructors who give 
their lessons entirely in their native language. 

In order that these broadcast coUI:ses of instruction may 
be of an active character, pupils 11hould be carefully pre
pared beforehand by theii: classroom teacher and, during. 
the broadcasts, the latter should follow the trend of the 
lesson by referring to maps and diagrams, etc. He should 
also take notes as and when indicated by the lecturer, thus 
setting an example to the pupils. In ~hi11 respect, the school 
teacher should display more activity than his pupils. 

The director of the school broadcasting service should 
see that all necessacy instructions are issued to the teachers 
well in advance of the broadcasts. He should take every 
possible opportunity of visiting the schools, remain in 
touch with them, give talks specially designed for ~he 
teaching staff and contribute articles to the P.ducational 
journals. Brief instructions may also be given from the 
studios immediately before ~he diflerent •essons ai:e broad
cast. 

All necessary directions 11hould also be published in the 
pamphlets containing the programmes. These should also 
contain illustrations, texts, etc. for distribution to the 
pupils. 

Results obtained. 

These broadcasts have proved beneficial mo~:e especially 
to the rural schools. If the lessons have not always been as 
success.ful as might have been desired and if, in some 
cases, they have been regarded as being of too "sensational" 
or novel a character for them to be incorporated in the 
normal school curriculum, the reason is that they have not 
al~ays been adequately prepared or properly !ldapted to 
the needs of the pupils. Sometimes also, the },roadcaster 
may have failed to deliver his talk with the life and energy 
required to keep his listeners constantly alert and active. 
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II. - INSTRUCTION IN THE AIMS OF THE LEAGUE OF NATIONS 

AND PROMOTION OF THE INTERNATIONAL SPIRIT · 

Talks broadcast for the benefit of the primary schools 
should deal chiefly with subjects that awaken the spirit of 
community that exists between nations ; for example : his
tory, national customs, music and folk songs. Talks on 
the aims and activities of the League of Nations may also 
b~ organised, iilustrated by actual examples Qf the work 
accomplished. Broadcasts reviewing outstanding events in 
world politics are more suitable for the senior pupils of 
secondary schools, and an important place in the pro
grammes should be reserved for talks. describing the life 
and civilisation of the different peoples. 

In this field, broadcasting is destined to render a great 
service ; pupils who &.J:e given an opportunity of listening 
to perfect renderings of literary and musical masterpieces 
are imbued with the spirit ·of the human heritage exalted 
in these works and experience a feeling of sympathetic 
brotherliness for the nations which have produced great 
writers and composers. Following out this idea, too gi:eat 
praise cannot be given to the work accomplished by the 
famous benefactors of mankind. Thus, the Norwegian sta
tions have broadcast several talks on Fridtjof Nansen. 

With a view to facilitating these b;roadcasts, the Norwegian 
progi:ammes includ~ a special section known as the 
" foreign news bullelin ". These are given once a week and 
have been very much appreciated by listeners. During the 
winter months, a series of wireless "circular tours" is 
broadcast, consisting of relays of foreign programmes 
which best represent the social life of the different peoples 
of Europe. These relays contribute very largely to the 
development of the international spirit and are immensely 
popular in Norway. 

The mere fact that the Norwegian press devotes numerous 
articles to the discussion of these talks and that numbers 
of l~tters are received by the Broadcasting Office on this 
subJect, proves that the Norwegian publis is genuinely 
in~erested in these questions and follows Ute programmes 
wJth the closest attention. 
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ill. - HIGHER EDUCATION 

The University of Oslo and Ule higher technical schools 
do 11,ot h~oadcast thei,r normal courses of tuition, hut once 
a year the professors in these faculties deliver a series of 
popular talks on ~he progress of science and on the results 
obtained in its several branches. These talks are afterwu:ds 
published in pamphlet form. 

Some of these talks have dealt with international law and 
financial problems. Although no special system has as yet: 
been adopted for instructing the people in the aims and 
activities of the League of Nations, these broadcasts have 

. nevertheless played an important part in the promotion of 
the spirit of international co-operation. 
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POLAND" 

School broadcasting in Poland is still in the experi
mental stage ; the results noted at the end of the school year 
(June) will, however, permit of the drawing up of a general 
programme. 

The first experiments in this field were carried out by 
the Lw6w trwnsmitter, when, in the spring of xg3x, it 
organised ten broadcasts from the Academy of Lw6w for 
the benefit of the primacy schools. 

In agreement with the Ministry of Public Education, it 
was decided to use wireless broadcasts as an auxiliary aid 
io teaching, to enlarge its !!COpe and to make it more 
active, but under no circumstance~t was i~ ~o supplant 
ordinary classi:oom tuition. 

Since last autumn, twenty or more broadcasts have been 
given on Saturdays from n.xo to n.45 pm. 

They are primarily intended for pupils of from Ill to x5, 
that is, for the seni01: classes of the primary schools and 
for the junior grades of the gymnasiums. 

The following subjects figure in the programmes : 

x) Languages and literature. 
2) Natural sciences. 
3) History. 
4) Fine arts. 
5) Current events. 
6) 1\lu&ic. 

Bro~dcasts have been given under the following titles : 
Elocution lessons - The Fables of Mickiewicz and La Fon
taine - Folk Poems of Ruthenia- Nature in November -
Stones are made to speak - The Defense of Trembowla -
The Puppet Show - Armenians in Poland - The Anni
versary of the Polish Revolution of x863 - The Birthday 
of t~e President of the Republic - Economy Day -
Chnstmas Concerts and Carols- Classical Music- Recitals 
of Chopin'a works, etc. 

• From a report submitted by Professor Henryk MoectcJU Director 
of tbe Radio·Poland Broadcast Lecture Department. ' 
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For the last few years, the Wa~saw station has also been 
broadcasting mor:ning concerts given by the Philharmonic 
Society of Warsaw. The children attending the national 
schools in the capital l.isten to these broadcasts in turn, 
while the pupils of the provincial schools ar:e also able to 
follow them thanks to the relays arranged with their 
regional transmitter. In this way, it has been possible to 
organise about thirty concerts annually. The object of these 
morning concerts is to initiate childr:en to the master
pieces of the classic and romantic period. 

Each broadcast is divided into several parts : a talk ; 
the recitation of poetry ; songs, apd, very often, a music 
recital. For example, the broadcast entitled "Stones are 
made to speak " consists of a talk given by a pupil on the 
ruins of the Castle of Z61kiew and of a radio-play. 

The broadcast entitled "Among blind children" was 
divided into five parts : An introduction by the Dir:ector of 
the Institute ; a talk. by a pupil on "How my imagination 
perceives the objects around me" ; a :.:ecitation ; a conver
sation between the announcer and a teacher on Jaily life at 
111ehool, and lastly, a musical item. 

In connection with some of the morning broadcasts on 
artistic culture, the pupils are handed reproductions of 
famous Polish worka of art with a view to stimulating 
their: aesthetic sense. For the broadcast entitled "The Arme
nians in Poland", four pictures were prepared, represent
ing an exterior view of the Armenian cathedral at Lw6w, 
an interior view, a picture by Rosen and the Gospel of 
the XIIth century. 

These pictures are distributed through the agency of the 
Educational Inspectors to every school equipped with a 
wireless receiver. 

These inspectors also issue all the necessary instructions 
to teachers and urge the schoob to avail themselves of these 
broadcasts in so far as technical circumstances allow. The 
broPdcasting programmes are published in advance by the 
different educational journals. 

The morning br:oadcasts to schools are also commented 
upon in the wireless and daily press, while numerous let
ters are exchanged between the pupils and their teachers, 
on the one hand, and the organisers of the programmes, on 
the other. 

On the whole, these broadcasts have proved very popular 
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both with teachers and children, who take a very keen inter
est in these wireless lessons. 

It is at present rather difficult to foresee what line school 
broadcasting wUI. take in Poland. Its development depends 
chiefly on the extension of the transmitting system to the 
various school areas and on. the possibility of ensw:ing good 
reception. 

The Government are endeavouring to interest the 
communes in ~~ehool broadcasts and ax.e inducing them to 
purchase and maintain the necessary equipment. 

With a view to the realisation of this project, Radio
Poland has ab:eady produced several standard receivers 
complete with loud-speaker suitable for school use, due 
account being taken of local condition11, the facilities of 
main supplies, etc. 

The new schools will be supplied only with receivers of 
the above type. 

In order to promote school broadcasting, the Ministry of 
Public Education has caused a census to be taken of all the 
receivers in use in the country, wi~h a view to determining 
exactly what the schools require. 

Apart from these school programmes, Radio-Poland has, 
for the last few years, been giving broadcasts specially de
sigmed for youth. Certain of these broadcasts dealt with the 
pi:omotion of peace and sought to interest youth in the 
work of the League of Nations e.nd in international ques
tions in general. 
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ROUMANIA • 

EDUCATION IN GENERAL 

The microphone cannot claim ro be more than an aw:i
liary instrument of education ; it can, neve~ usurp the 
position occupied by the school-teachel", whose method of 
teaching is direct and "living". 

This principle having been recognised, an endeavour has 
been made to make the broadcasts as attractive as possible, 
s~ that in following them after school hours the pupils may 
not find them unduly tiring. They serve to supplement the 
knowledge which is acquired in the classroom and ro 
improve their moral education. 

School bi:Qadcasts are given on Saturday afternoons from 
3.3o ro 5. Up to the present, they have been planned for the 
junior classes of the secondary schools, ~hat is fol" pupils 
from 14 to 18. 

These programmes were made up as follows : two talks, 
or even three in some cases, at least one of which was on 
a scientific subject, lasting 15 minutes and having some 
bearing on subjects studied in school. The talks were divided 
into seven rer:ies in which the followi~;~g subjects were taken 
in rotation : Roumanian, literature, the history and geo
graphy of Roumania, foreign literature, the natural sciences 
and philosophy. These lessons are given by eminent per
sonalities in Roumanian intellectual circles. 

With regar:d to the teaching of foreign languages by 
wireless, children have the possibility of following courses 
in French, English and German organised for the general 
public. The text of these lessons is given in the broadca~t
ing pamphlet Radiophonie, published in Bucarest. The 
possibility of introducing wireless elocution lessons in the 
school pr:ogrammes is at present under consideration. 

The above talks are followed by half an hour'a music, 
with commentaries, and a quarter of an hour devoted ro a 
news bulletin : items of professional interest ro pupils, co'"-

• From a report by Professor Fr. Kiriac, Organiser of School 
Broadcasting Programmes. 
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ments on important events in the world of science adap~ 
for child listeners (literature, science, geog~aphy, hts
tory, etc.), book reviews, etc. 

In view of the succe!IB that has attended these school 
broadcastR, arrangements are being made to organise a 
series of educational prog.::ammes for pupi-ls of II to 
I4 years, comprising lessons specially adapted to their age. 

As an inducement to pupils to take an active part in 
these broadcasts, inter-school contests are shortly to be 
arranged. 

These programme~ are drawn up by a Prog~amme Com
mittee composed of representatives of the different branches 
of learning and of the school authorities. Sub Committees 
are responsible respectively for the preparation of the talks 
and the musical prog~ammes. · 

Broadcasts are also givep for the special benefit of young 
children on Sundays from II to 12 consisting of the reci
tation of stories, informal talks, etc. 

HIGHER EDUCATION 

The association known as "Radio-University" broadcasts 
daily from 7 to 8 p.m. thJ:ee lectures of twenty minutes 
duration ; these lectures are of a popular character and deal 
with the following subjects : science, literature, sociology, 
national politics, fine arts and music, philosophy and 
religion, history and geography. One of these daily talks 
is devoted to news of a scientific characte.:: concerning the 
movement of ideas and intellectual life. 

INSTRUCTION IN THE AIMS OF THR LEAGUE OF NATIONS 

AND THE PRO:\IOTION OF THE INTERNATIONAL SPIRIT 

IN ScHOOLS (1) 

In Roumania, instruction in the aims and activities of 
the League of Nations is officially recognised as forming 
part of the classroom curricula of the primary, second
ary and normal schools. 

' 

(•) Cf. The Teaching of Peace and pod-war In!ernalional Problema 
in Roumania, by Constantin KIRITZCU, Director-General of Higher 
Education. Published by tJJe International Bureau of Education, 
Geneva, •g3o. 
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The aim of the teachers should not be solely to inform 
the younge~; generation on the work. accomplished by the 
League of Nations but also and more particularly to engend
er a spirit of sympathy for the ideal for which this insti
tution $lands : to encourage youth to regard co-operation 
as the normal and most logical method of handling inter
national afTah:s and ~o imbue it with the idea ol peace. 
Consequently, the process should not merely be one of 
teaching but of educating youth. 

Education, however, is synonymous with pedagogical 
teaching based on a knowledge of child psychology. Chil
dren belong to a determinate section of the community 
and are constantly subjected to its influences. It is this 
influence of home and social environment that must be 
turned to tl_!e best advantage and allowed to subsist, 

The questions with which the League of Nations is con
cerned are not, in fact, abstract ideas, but questions of fact 
which are or direct inte~;est to the lile of peoples and which, 
through the channels or family and social life, also affect 
children. An endeavour should therefore be made to 
emphasise the salutary work. that is bejng done by the 
League of Nations whenever its influence has been exer
cised in a manner favourable to the aspii;ations of the 
country. In view, however, of the close relationship that 
exists between the political liCe of a country and the mind 
of its children, no great reliance should be· placed in the 
efficacity of direct propaganda. From a general standpoint, 
it would be p~;eferable to begin the international education 
of children by stressing and by arousing admiration for 
the g~:eat principles which constitute its moral basis. Pupils 
1!hould be made to understand that justice and solidarity 
mu~t be the controlling factors in all relations between 
nations, as between individuals. 

It was in this spirit that the author of this report has 
organised propaganda on behalf of the League of Nations 
with ~he aid of broadcast talks to Roumanian schools. 
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SPAIN • 

THE RoLE oF ScHooL BnoAncAsTING 

Scho~l broadcasting in Spain has not yet been system
atically organised. It is only an auxiliary method of teaching 
and it cannot be rega~:,ded as one ~hat should occupy a 
prominent place in school pro.,_DTammes. For primary 
schools in particular, the sound film is of a nature to rende!' 
greatCI: services to teaching. 

Broadcast lessons appeal only to the ear and are scarcely 
suitable for primary schools. Pupils should he trained to 
listen progressively, for example by the Children's Hours, 
so that they may later be ready to listen more profitably t() 
the broadcasts planned fo~:, the secondary schools. 

In this grade of education, broadcasting may be accepted 
as a supplementary method of teaching for those subjects 
which, by their very nature, arouse the pupils' interest and 
on which it is possible to fix their attention : literature, 
hi~tory, geography and natural history for example. For 
the teaching of foreign languages, care ~hould be taken 
to choose very simple subjects that can be discus:;ed in those 
languages, in order to teach correct pronunciation and 
train the ear of the pupils, who, moreover, should already 
have a faii: knowledge of the language and its grammar. 
Broadcast lessons in history should revive a given period 
and, whenever possible, they should be illustrated by 
music, descriptions of national customs and the exposition 
of characteristic incidents in the lives of famous 
people, etc. 

Generally speaking, the broadcasts should be interestinno 
in themselves and thus lead the listeners to concentrat~ 
their thoughts on subjects which they have already studied. 

• From a report by M. BUENO, Director of the Iberian Electrical 
Equipment Company, Technical Adviser to the Broadcasting Union. 
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SWEDEN • 

THE RaLB OF EDUCATIONAL BROADCASTING 

Educational broadcasts· have been given regularly in 
Sweden since 1929. Their object is not to supplant the 
teacher but to supplement his teaching by original and 
carefully prepared talks on subjects figuring in the school 
cm:riculum and for which school teachers are not adequa
tely equipped. The essential aims of school broadcasting 
should be to present original lessons given by experts and 
eminent educators on certain subjects in the school pro
grammes, to guide pupils to the fountain-head of know
ledge, to stimulate their interest and imagination by 
bringing them into touch with persons of note, and to 
awaken new ideas in their mind. · 

These progt:ammes are intended chiefly for the primary 
schools, and more particularly for the senior pupils, for 
the higher primary schools and, in a lesser degree, for the 
secondary schools. The pupils of primary schools represent, 
in fact, the majority of Swedish school-children and, 
moreover, they have no teachers who specialise in any 
given subject ; it is therefore possible to modify the school 
time-tables more easily and to allow the pupils to follow 
these b~:oadcasts without interfering with normal school 
routine. 

SuBlECTs 

A) Primary Schools. 
1) Teaching of Swedish: The pu~:pose of these lessons is 

to teach the pupils to use appropriate words, to acquire a 
good style, a knowledge of the history of the language and 
a literary training. The lessons are illustrated by readings 
from well known authors, and by recitations. 

2) Talks on History : General talks on the civilisation and 
outline history of Sweden, adapted to the programmes of 
the leaving examinations of the primary schools. 

• From a report by Dr. Gllsla BERGIIAII, Organiser of School Broad· 
casting at the Swedish Broadcasting Company. 
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3) Citizenship : Concrete expositions of the functioning 
of institutions and the r6le of statesmen. For example : de
scriptions of the opening of Parliamen~, the work of a 
Budget Committee, the origin of taxation, the duties of a 
prefect, of ministers and the head of the executiv~ assembly. 

4) Geography : Talks are given more particularly by 
explorers on foreign lands and on the different regions of 
Sweden. 

5) Physical and Natural Sciences :Talks on the fauna and 
flora of the country in conjunction with talks on geogra
phy. The principal physical phenomena and the funda
mental laws of chemistry. 

6) Health and Hygiene : Exposition of the principles of 
health protection, with practical advice. 

7) Vocational Guidance : Practical advice and informa-
tion. · 

8) Music and Singing : The singing of folk songs with 
commentaries ; recitals of classical works with descriptions 
of the different instruments played. 

g) Recitations of selected Danish and Norwegian poems 
and prose. 

B) Higher Primary Schools. 

Citizenship, technical talks (chiefly on agriculture), 
teaching of the Swedish language. 

C) Secondary Schools. 

Broadcasting is used principally in connection with the 
teaching of languages : English, German, French, Danish 
and Norwegian. (pronunciation., elocution, phrase-building, 
etc.). 

1\IETBODS OF 1'EACDJNG 

In so far as possible, these lessons are given in the form 
of simple talks or conversations. Recitations are used for 
selected works written in the different languages, which the 
pupils can follow word by word in printed texts. The 
dialogue, in so far as it resembles a convers•ttion, is gener
ally recommended ; for these broadcasts, the broadcaster 
has beside him in the studio two pupils, a boy and a girl, 
for exampl.e, who represent outside listeners during the 
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talk. These two pupils and the leclurer should prepare the 
dialogue very carefully in the form of questions and an
swers. This method is used chiefly for the teaching of 
foreign languages. It should be pointed out., however, that 
as these dialogues are, in a way, public conversations, they 
are very often apt to become artificial and, in consequence, 
may ~ose their ins~ructive value. 

PREPARATION OF LEssoNs - AcTIVB TUITioN 

It must be constantly borne in mind that the broadcast 
lesson is meJ;ely a stage_ jn an educational process which 
consists of preparation, transmission and subsequent appli
~ation. 

Preparation. 
The schools must first of all be suitably equipped with 

. the necessary apparatus, and teachers and pupils must be 
taught how to use the receivers, etc. Experience has shown 
that the use of head-phones, which give the listener the 
impi:ession that h~ is. nearer the broadcaster, are more likely 
~o hold the pupils' attention and give a clearer reproduc
tion. Head-phones are theJ;efore to be recommended for 
lessons in foreign languages. On the other hand, a loud
speaker makes it possible for a greater number of listeners 
to follow a broadcast and is therefore less expensive. In any 
case, the broadcasts should be received in relatively small 
rooms. 

The explanatory pamphlets published in connection with 
the lessons are of capital importance. They enable the 
teacher to choose the talks which he considers best suited 
to his pupils, to prepare his class for the lesson and to 
apply the suggestions given for subsequent class~;oom work.. 
The pamphlets are also useful in that they make it possible 
for the eye to help the ear and thus pBI;tly fill any gaps 
that may occur in the broadcast lesson. 

The pamphlets should give : 
1) A summary of each talk, with the texts 11/Il.d explana

tion of difficult words in the case of foreign language 
courses. 

2) lllustr:ations and diagrams. Swedish schoolmasters 
have particularly requested that the number of illustra
tions, maps, etc., be increased. 
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3) Questions to be answered by the pupils eithel' orally 
or in writing, with exercises to be done after the bi:oad-
cast. , 

4) Bibliographical information and directions for listen· 
ers who wish to study a subject in greater detail. This 
latter point chiefly concerns the teachei:s and the informa
tion might be given in a special pamphlet containing also 
the conditions lor contests and instructions regarding the 
classroom work to follow. Separate pamphlets might, for 
example, be published for foreign l~~age courses. They 
should give the full text of rec1tat10ns, a glossary of 
difficult words arranged in the order in which they occur 
in the text. 

One of the essential aims of school broadcasting is to 
teach pupils to -follow a talk attentively and latet: to deduce 
fundamental conclusions from it. In this connection, school 
broadcasts provide pupils with a new form of work which 
is pai:ticularly valuable from the point of view of mind
building. Tile pupils should next be given test papers for 
the purpose of stimulating their interest, and prizes should 
be awarded for the best eliorts. In connection with health 
talks, for example, they should be asked to state the essen
tial principles they have learned from the bi:oadcasts and 
to indi.cate the beneficial results to be obtained by follow
ing the practical advice given. Thanks to this method, 
the principal rules of hygiene remain deeply impressed on 
their memorv. · · 

The secondary schools have adopted a system which cans· 
for special mention : two ot three pupils from each class 
are detailed to listen to the broadcast and they afterwards 
give an account of what they have heard to their school
fellows. 

, VERIPICATION OP RESULTS 

The Swedish educational broadcasting authorities have 
on several occasions solicited the opinion of teachers on the 
value of the different programmes. Although statistics do 
not pernnit of a valid analysis of results from the point of 
view of educational value, the following fiaures are of 
interest : "' 

The enquiry carried out in the spring of 1929 after the 
fil'St six months of broadcasting, showed that ~ut of 231 
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headmasters consulted, 158 were definitely in favour of 
the continuation of the lessons. , 

With regard to the teaching of foreign languages, a 
number of teachers preferred the gramophone to wireless, 
especially f01: the teaching of phonetics. It is true that 
records make it possible to repeat the same exercise as often 
as may be desided. But fot: training the eaJ: of more advanc
ed pupils, preference was given to the radio, which does, 
in fact, offer a g.:eater variety of programmes and enables 
listeners to hear the really spoken voice. 

A second enquiry was held in the autumn of 1929. Its 
aim wa11 to determine the r61e of broadcasting in schools. 
Secondary &chool teachers were generally of the opinion 
that this method of teaching was particulady suitable for 
the teaching of foreign languages, since pupils were given 
an opportunity of hearing the broadcast instructor speaking 
in his mother tongue. 

Recitations of pas&ages from Swedish literature, historic· 
al poems, etc., were specially appreciatt'd by the primary 
schools. The same was true of lessons in Danish and Nor
wegian and geography lessons. Talks on natural phenomena 
and U1e natural sciences we~e still more popular. 

The higher primary schools preferred talks on voca
tional guidance, foreign language courses, plays, biogra
phies of famous men, discussions of current events and 
educational lectut:eS. 

The greatest enthusiasm for these broadcasts was shown 
by the primary schools, especially those situated in isolated 
parts of the country ; they explained that wireless bridged 
the space between them and the urban centres ; it gave 
them, as. it were, moi:e teachers and introduced an element 
of variety into theiJ: work, besides stimulating the activity 
of the pupils and improving the teaching methods of the 
staff. , 

A third enquiry was conducted in the spring of 1931 and 
revealed that 685 schools had re.,""lllarly followed the broad
casts, namely : 618 p~;imary and higher primary schools 
and 67 secondary schools. 

GENERAL CoNcJ.USIONS OF TBESB ENQUJRJES 

1) A steadily increasing numher of schools - especially 
·primary schools - th~;oughout the country display an 
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obvious interest, supported by detailed documentary 
evidence, in these school broadcasts. 

2) The schools shoul.d be given an opportunity of 
hearing original talks by specialists as often ashy educators. 

3) The broadcasts should supply what school teachers are 
generally unable to supply, School broadcasting should 
supplement but never supplant classroom teaching. 

4) Broadcasting puts life into the usual methods of teach
ing &Jnd allows the schools to vary their work. It also 
brings new and useful ideas to the notice of teachei:S. 

5) The lecture, in the strict sense of the term, should be 
replaced by an exposition along the lines of a classroom 
Jesson. This. exposition should, moreover, be vivid, clear 
and expressed in very simple language. Dialectic pronun
ciation should be avoided and the level of the talk should 
be adjusted to suit the age of the listenei:s. 

6) Pamphlets containing the progi:ammes are indispens
able as a supplement to the broadcast. Certain subjects 
require, foi: example, e. large number of illustrations. The 
pamphlets should also contain questions and exercises 
beadng on the talks. The text used as a basis for the broad
casts should be reproduced in these pamphlets whenever it 
cannot be easily obtained elsewhere. 

7) The organisation of competition essays on a given 
subject has proved extremely useful. 

8) Series of talks which compel pupils to follow each one 
in order that they may really profit thereby should be avoid
ed. Each talk should be complete in itself. 

g) The programmes. of school broadcasts should be cir
culated to the schools in good time, that is before the terms 
begin. 

10) The most convenient time for school broadcasts would 
seem to be the last hour of the day ; they might even be 
given immediately after school hours. 

11) The majority of schools use a loud-speaker. Some, 
however, prefer head-phones for lectures or recitations . 

•• •• 
The Swedish broadcasting system functions under the 

control of the Telegraph Department, to which all technic
al questions are referred. The program~ea are drawn ~p 
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by a pr;ivate body : the Aktiebolaget Radiojiinst, which is 
at present responsible for the school broadcasts. For the 
preparation of the latter, it is advised by an expert, who, 
of course, submits them for the approval of the Ministry of 
Public Education. The Ministcy approves the programmes 
for the ensuing half-year, convenes meetings of experts 
and representatives of the schools and discusses the compo
sition of the ~chool programmes with them. 

llliSTI\UCTION IN THB AlMs OF THE LEAGUE OF NATIONS 

• AND PROMOTION OF THE INTEI\NATIONAL SPII\IT (I) 

Sweden takes such a keen interest in the work of the 
League of Nations that it would be superfluous to organise 
special propaganda campaigns on its behalf. 

As regards instruction in the aims and activities of the 
League and in major international questions, the general 
opinion is that this instruction should be given during 
school hours, advantage being taken of broadcast lessom, 
particularly leS60ns in geography, history and citizenship. 
It is proposed to introduce very shortly into the school 
broadcasts a series of talks Or\ the League of Nations and 
international afiairs. 

But the most favourable opportunity for engendering 
among school children this spirit of .mutual understanding • 
and inter;national co-operation is to be found in the 
Children's Hours broadcast for listeners of 6 to 14. In these 
programmes, a special endeavour is made to introduce talks 
on the customs and social life of foreign peoples, musical 
interludes consisting of their folk songs, legends, etc. 

A vecy effective method, which is frequently adopted in 
Sweden, is to relay, for the special benefit of children, a 
part of the Children's Hour broadcast by other countries, 
accompanied by explanatory talks. Also, as is frequently 
done in the Scandinavian countries, arrangements. can be 
made to exchange these programmes or even to exchange 
messages of greeting between the children of the different 
nations. 

(•) .Extract from a report by M. R0811ERG, Secretary General or 
the Association of Swedish Teachers. 



SWITZERLAND 

I 

Up to the present, the experiments made in s~h?ol bro~d
casting have been of a very local character. Th1s 1s explam
ed by the autonomy enjoyed by the cantons and by the 
fact that, until quite recently, there were no inter-regional 
transmitters in Switzerland. 

Among the first experiments car~;ied out in connection 
with educational broadcasting, mention should, however, 
he made of those organised by the Investigation Committee 
ih response to a wish expressed in July Ig3o by the school
teachers of the Berne canton. 

These experimental broadcasts consisted of I8 half-hour 
lessons, distributed as follows : music - 4 : German - 3 ; 
geography - 2 ; natural sciences - 3 ; French - 3 ; 
English - 3. These lessons were· broadcast on .l'uesdays 
from 2.Io to :~ .. 3o p.m., an.d on Thursdays and Saturdays 
fi:Qm Io.3o to I I a.m. 

Notwithstanding the unfavourable conditions under 
which these experiments were conducted, they enabled the 
Investigation Committee to collect the opinions of listeners 
and to formulate the following conclusions : 

As regards !he place !hat should be allotted to broad
casting in !he national system of education, it was una
nimously agreed that the r6le of wireless lessons should be 
pm:ely supplemental, that they should be used only for 
certain subjects and only in so far as the teacher is unable 
to deal with these subjects with the help of the means at 
his disposal. 

In support of this view, it is argued that this method of 
teaching is contrary to the fundamental principle of peda
gogics : the concentration of the pupils' attention on the 
subject which they are studying. As the broadcaster is not 
visible to the pupils, his pe~:sonality generally exercises no 

• From reports submitted by : t) The Association of Swiss 
Teachers (Schweizerischer Lehrerverein) ; •) Dr. GILOMEN Chairman 
of the Swiss Association for School Broadcasting. ' 
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constant and efficacious influence upon them·; he cannot 
stabilise their attention when necessary or give the inci
dental explanation!! that help the pupils to understand. Fur
thermore, this method of teaching is purely auditory and 
does not appeal to the eye. For these reasons it is feared that 
pupils a~:e apt to adopt too passive an attitude when 
listening. . 

It is also pointed out that these broadcast lectures or les
sons sometimes act on the mind of pupils as a foreign body 
does on a living organism .. To counteract this drawback, it 
~ould.be necessary'-<> spend consideJ:able time in preparing 
hsteners. 

It is; however, generally agreed that, if confined to its 
x6le of a supplementary aid ~o education, this method of 
teaching i!l of appreciable value. 

With regard to the subjects that best lend themselves to 
this form of teaching, teachers and schoolmasters are of 
the opinion that music ~hould be placed first. Concerts and 
recitals are, on the whole, to be recommended less than 
talks on music accompanied by musical illustrations. In 
this respect, broadcasting can be particularly beneficial. 

The same may be said in ~:egard to the teaching of lan
guages ; German-Swiss teachers recommend that priority 
should be given to the mother tongue of the pupils. As a 
rule, loud-speakers are more ~atisfactory than gramophone 
reco~ds for the reproduction of pronunciation, tone and 
rhvthm of the human voice. As the broadcast lessons in 
foieign languages are, for the most part, given by foreign 
instructors, they can be of immense value. Opinions are 
divided on the question of teaching geography, history and 
the natural sciences by wireless, and it is argued that, for 
these subjects, there is less scope for broadcast lessons since 
they are not so adaptable to this method of teaching. Spe
cial emphasis is laid on the importance of keeping these 
subjects within the intellectual range of the pupils and of 
using easy, simple and current expressions. In this 
connection, allowance must be made for the difference of 
standard between pupils attending town schools and those 
attending ~:ural schools. 
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As regard~ the method to be adopte.d, educators were 
generally not very favourably disposed to "type lessons" in 
.which the broadcast teacher addr:esses his remarks to a 
group of pupils in the studio. In their opinion, this method 
seemed artificial and stereotyped. Opinions were also divid
ed on the question whether it is preferable to give these 
lessons in serial form, in which the subjects logically link 
up one with the other:, rather than to gi,ve them in, a series 
of independent talks. 

'* •• 

The replies received in the course of these investigations 
stressed the necessity of adapting the broadcast programmes 
to the curricula of the different schools. Programmes 
should ther:efore be drawn up well in advance and the days 
and times fixed for the broadcasts should be stated in order 
that headmasters may arrange their own time-tables accord· 
ingly. Certain subjects should be broadcast invariably on 
the same days and at the same times. 

It too frequently happens that broadcast lessons disorgan
ise school programmes and necessitate changes in the 
time-tables. These difficulties arise chiefly in connection 
with the schedules of lessons given in the schools by teachers 
specialised in a particular subject and, to avoid these 
difficulties, it has been found advisable to arrange for the 
broadcasts to take place before noon, during the last hour 
of the morning period. 

As regards the choice and qualifications of broadcasters, 
it is agreed that preference should be given to persons with 
teaching expedence or at least familiar with the methods 
adopted in schools. These broadcast teachers should speak 
in natural and very simple language and should not hesi
tate to address their listeners in their local dialect when 
necessary ; they should also interrupt their lesson in order 
that the school teacher may have an opportunity of asking 
certain questions and of replying to those asked by his 
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pupils ; in ~his way, pupil~· are encouraged to take an 
active part in the broadcast. 

In this connection, explanatory pamphlets or leaflets 
giving summaries of the ~lka, diagrams, maps, etc., should 
be sent beforehand to the teachers in order that they may 
adequately prepare the pupils. Similarly, the poems recited 
before the microphone should be chosen f~:om among those 
which are already familiar to the pupils and which may be 
found in their text-books. 

n 
. EDUCATION IN GENERAL 

If the first experiments in school broadcasting carried 
out in Switze~:land in some cases failed to give the results 
that oould legitimately be expected, the explanation was 

· sometimes to be found in the faulty conditions of trsns
migsion and reception. These conditions have improved 
very considerably since the national transmitters were put 

. into operation. . · • 
The second series of experiment, was carried out in 

· February and March of this year, when broadcasts were 
taken by g5 schools in German Switzerland : primary 
schools, secondary schools and district schools, as from the 
7th year. Twelve broadcasts lastmg from 25 to 3o minutes 
each were given, the Swiss School Broadcasting Association 
being responsible fm: their organisation. The schools were 

. provided with good receivers, together with a booklet oon
taining all the necessary instructions for each broadcast. 

A printed questionnaire refe~:ring to each broadcast was 
prepared beforehand and the schools were invited to fill in 
their replies after each lesson or talk. The questionnaires 
we~:e then returned to the organising committee. By this 
means it was possible to verify the result obtained by each 
bJ:OQdcast. These results, expressed in the form of 
percentages and the different subjects chosen, are given in 
the following table : 
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Did your Are you in 
Did lhe subject Was the pupils profit favour or these 

broadcasts interest you ! execution good? by tho being given 
broadcast? regularly t 

----.....-- ----------Yea No Yea No Yes No Yes No 
Yo :!> % % % :!> ·:!> % -- - - - - - -

Hour's talk on 
Haydn •.. . . 98,4 1,6 98,3 1,7 98,- 2,- 94,6 5,4 

Running comment· 
ary on work at 

6,1 95,2 92,3 the Mint". ... 97,1 2,9 93,9 4,8 7,7 

Bow does a musi-
cian express his 

98,6 86,6 thoughts? ... 1,4 91,3 8,7 85,7 14,3 13,4 

An aeroplane 
flight from Bale 
to Stuttgart. . . 94,- 6,- 78,5 21,5 80,- 20,- 84,5' 15,5 

Opera Cor schools • 80,3 19,7 78,7 21,3 58,2 41,8 63,2 36,8 

Law making (dia-
81,4 Iogue). • . • . . 97,4 2,6 94,6 5,4 00,3 9,7 18,6 

Hour's talk on 
Grethe ... 98,6 1,4 64,5 35,5 76,9 23,1 80,6 19,4 

A lecture on 
Benares .•. 100,- 0 100,- 0 100,- 0 100,- 0 

City water supply . 98,7 I ,3 94,7 5,3 97,3 2,7 94,7 5,3 
Instructive sketch : 

a traffic acci-
dent ••.•.. 100.- 0 98,5 1,5 98,5 1,5 97 ,I 2,9 

A lesson on French 
intonation. • . . 96,6 3,4 82,8 17,2 96.- 4,- 00,3 9,7 

Symphony con. 
cert •...... 98,2 1,8 100,- 0 92,6 7,4 00,9 9,1 

• 
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After the last broadcast, each teacher was asked to draw 
up a general report, along the lines given jn a leaflet 
issued beforehand. The following table gives a summary 
of the conclusions reached in ~hese reports : 

\ Yeo Par~7 No 

- -
Do you consider the results of these experi-

ments satisfactory ? . . . . • . . • . . . • • 73 3 2 
. ' 

Do ;hou consider thAt, given good receivers, 
sc ool broadcasting is a useful method 
of teaching ? • • . • • • • . • . . . . . . 79 - 1 

Are you In favour of its being permanently 
adopted ? • ·. • , . . . . • . . . • • • . . 73 - 4 

Q rt f ti S Good : 75 - Satisfactory : 6 -
ua I y o recep on . . . . • . I Medium : 2 - Bad : 0. 

As regards the subjects to be chosen for ~hese broadcasts, 
teachers placed them in the following order of priority : 
music, geography, German, foreign languages, history and 
the natural sciences. · 

Advantages of School Broadcwts.- We will here confine 
ourselves to a recapitulat'ion of the observations presented by 
the school teachers. School broadcasting supplies what the 
teacher is unable to give in classroom lessons. It furnishes 
pupils with an opportunity of hearing talks by pe~:sons of 
note and by expert~ on every subject. It permits of giving 
varied programmes, eslablishes a link between schools and 
the outside world and trains pupils to listen to a lecture. It 
fm:nishes a means of hearing correct pronunciation, puts 
life into, and extends the scope of, teaching and permits of 
giving listeners a musical training. It provides recreation 
for pupils and stimulates the work of teachers,. 1\ broadens 
the mind and is a medium of rapprochement l>etween the 
child~:en of different regions and countries. Pupils are 
guided to the very source of knowledge. It is particularly 
useful for schools situated in isolated districts. It encourages, 
concentration, trains the mind, stimulates the imagination 
and enables listeneJ:s to take part ~n events of every day 
life 
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As ~:egard!! the disadvantages of this new instrument of 
teaching, it was stated that as the pupils cannot see the 
broadcaster, the broadcasts are often of too impressionistic 
a character. Wireless appeals only ~o the ear and therefore 
excludes visual impression. As it is not always possible to 
adjust the broadcasts to the curricula of the different 
schools, there results a certain disorganisation and 
in:egularity in classroom teaching. Pupils are too ready to 
become merely passive listeners. . . 

Taken on the whole, however, the replies sufficed to 
confirm that the experiments had been highly successful. 
There were, of course, certain defects but ~hese were due 
either to the fact that several broadcasters were still novices, 
that some suhjerts were treated in too academic a fashion 
or that the lecturer dit not express himself in terms 
comprehensible to the majority of the children. These are 
all points that can easily be set right. 

Encouraged by the succes! of these experiments, 
the Swiss Broadcasting Company decided to broadcast 
programmes specially designed for German-Swiss schools 
as a regular feature as from November ut, I932. The Swiss 
School BJ:Qadcasting Association has again been entrusted 
with the execution of these programmes. During the winter 
term of I93:l-I933, two broadcasts will he given weekly 
for pupils in or beyond their 7th year of study. The pro
grammes will be b~:oadcast in turn by the transmitters at 
Bale, Berne and ZUrich. The Programme Committee meet 
in Bale and Ziirich, while the Managing Committee has its 
headquarters at Berne. · 

Each broadcast is prepared with the utmost care and the 
broadcast lecturers are required to submit their texts well 
in advance. These texts are examined in detail and the 
author is asked to make any amendments that may be 
necessary. Two or three rehearsals are then held generally 
in the presence of a group of children. ' 

Con.si.deration is also. being given to the possibility of 
orgamsmg, for the sprmg of 1933, a series of broadcaHt 
lessons in Italian, Co~; the beneli~ of the schools in the 
Canton of Tessin. 

To ~ive efficient instructio'! ~n the aims of the League 
of Nahon• and to promote a spmt of understanding betweP.n 
people• we must start from the principle that the spirit of 
universal solidarity can be !feveloped among children only 
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in progreS!!ive stages, in which ~hey are gradually led from 
the peJ:ception of concrete facts to the understanding of 
abstract principles. In this field, broadcasting offers 
unparalleled pos~ibilities. 

Wireless broadcasting i~ in· fact the only medium that 
makes it possible to give children what may be termed a 
tangible impression of intu.national solidarity. By way of 
a beginning they should be given an opportunity of hearing 
examples of the national music of the different countries, 
preferably folk songs. · The children will form a. very 
definite impression in ~heir own minds that they all belong 
to one vast community, with the same ideals and the same 
destiny. The me~:e fact of hearing wireless programmes 
organised and broadcast in foreign countries is in itself 
sufficient to imbue them with this spirit of solidarity. The 
ideal would be attained if it were possible for the children 
of the dHferent countries to give musical programmes 
themselves and to organise short radio-plays for the benefit 
of their comrades abroad. They colJ:}d also mutually assist 
each other in the study of languages and promote a spidt 
of gratitude and ftiendship. In addition to these children '1 
pJ:Qgrammes, there should be given concerts, talks on the 
civilisation of different peoples, addresses by famous men 
and news of important current events in all parts of the 
world. 

In instructing children in the aims of the League of 
Nations, the first step should he to describe the activities 
and concrete organisation of this institution ; simple talks 
could be given on the proceedings that take place at 
Geneva ; some of the speeches could be broadcast, thus 
bringing home to the child~:en that the League of Nations 
is something real and living, whereas abstract talks very 
often give the impression. that the League of Nations is a 
far distant body for which it is difficult to display any great. 
enthusiasm. 

This point cannot be over empha&ised. In instructing the 
coming generation in the aim~ of the League of Nations and 
in the promoting of the international spirit, this 
fundamental law of teaching has too often been disregarded. 
Endeavours have been made to teach children abstract 
principles. instead of leading them gradually from the 
concrete fo the abstract. This method of instruction, which 
alone can be effective in its ;results, has now been rendered 
possible by ~he advent of broadoas.ting. 

11 



UNITED STATES* 

I. PRIMARY AND SECONDARY EDUCATION 

EDucATION m GE~~RAL 

1 ) The R6le of Wireless Broadcasting in the Educational 
System of the United States. 

By ~ay of int~duction, ~t must be _pointed out. that 
education in the Umted States IS not orgamsed on a umform 
basis. Only two States have included radio in the official 
organisation of their public schools, and the greate~t 
possible latitude is left to them in the choice of wireless 
pr:ogrammes. . 

The br:oadcast& specifically planned and presented for 
school use may be classified under the following headings : 

a) National, like those of the Damrosch Music Appreciation 

* From the Report of the United Stales Office ~1 Education. 
These replies to the Institute's questionnaire were drafted as a 

result of a meeting of educators representing ~ number of official 
and unoffical organisations apecially convened tor this purpose at 
Washington by the Director of the United States Office of Education. 
They may therefore be regarded as representing the authoritative 
opinion of an appreciable proportion of American educationists. The 
meeting was attended by the following : Miss Bess GoonnooNTZ, 
Assistant Commissioner, U. S. Office of Education (Department of 
Inferior) ; Mr. Armstrong PERRY, Director, Service Division, National 
Committee on Education by Radio ; Dr. C. M. KooN, Senior specialist 
in Education by Radio, Office of Education; Dr. J. H. Mac CIIAcKEN, 
Associate Director, American Council on Education ; Mr. Morse 
SAussunY, Radio Service, Office of Information, U. S. Department 
of Agriculture ; M. Philip G. Loucn, Managing Director, National 
Association of Broadcaster•; Mr, John W. ELWOOD, Vice-President 
National Broadcasting Company ; Miss Alice Knrra, Broadcasting 
Director, American School of the Air, Columbia Broadcasting Sys· 
tem ; Mr. Gerald C. Gnoss, Engineer, Federal Radio Commission i 
Dr. Levering TY1010, Director, National Advisory Council on Radio 
In Education ; Miss Judith WALLER, Vice-President Radio Station 
WMAQ. The aubstance of these replies is here given together with 
the documents to which theJ refer. 
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Hour, broadca~t throughout the country by the National 
Broadcasting Company,. and those of the American School 
of the Air, whose courses are diffused by the Columbia 
Broadcasting System. The object of these musical b~:oadcasts, 
accompanied by descriptive talks, is not io supplant 
the beginners' classes held jn the schools, but to present a 
programme which could not be obtained by other means 
and to collaborate with ~he teacher in the musical tuition 
of the child. The same may be said of the programmes 
designed by the American School of the Air; an enumeration 
of the subjects dealt with will suffice to illustrate their 
suppletive character : memorable events in the history 
of the United States ; geography ; musical programmes 
and talks on literature and art; commentaries on world 
events ; physical cultw:e ; elements of the practical sciences ; 
talks on vocational guidance, etc. 

b) Regional. Among the regional systems mat be 
mentioned the Standard School Broadcast of California, 
which also gives musical programmes accompanied by talks 
for the benefit of schools along the Pacific coast. The Ohio 
School of the Air (1) arranges its programmes in such a way 
as to supplement and extend 'the education given in the 
schools. Thus, the daily programmes include tallts on 
outstanding historical events, the geography of the United 
States,· brief lectures on the natural sciences and botany, 
literature and practical language courses. Similarly, the 
North Carolina Radio School, 01:ganised by the Public Edu
cation Department of that State, broadcasts commentaries 
for the benefit of schools on current events, episodes in 
national histor.y, musical numbers, travel, health and 
hygiene and physical culture courses, with a view to 
supplementing and enlarging the class teacher's work. 

c) Local. Among ~he leading local broadcasts are the 
p!logrammes of the Boar.d of Education Radio Committee of 
Chicago which deals more particularly with the principal 
phenomena of nature, geography, vegetable and animal 
life, character training, health and hygiene, talks on art 
and poetry for pupils of primary schools and Junior High 
Schools. In Cleveland, where experiments have been cai:ried 
out in the public schools and the Junior High Schools, the 

(r) Cf. "Radio - The Assistant Teacher", by Ben H. DARaow, 
Director of the Ohio School of ~e Air, Colomhus, Ohio, rg32. 
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programmes include, in addition to arithmetic,· elementary 
courses of art and music, information, on hooks to read, 
talks on scieo,ce, domestic economy, history, physical 
cultw:e, etc. 

The supplemental character of these broadcasts is clearly 
shown in the foregoing survey of the programmes. 
Educational authorities in the United States, in fact, agree 
generally that school broadcasts should he made to play an 
auxiliary role, designed to assist and complete the work of 
the teachers. These broadcasts should : 

1) enrich the curriculum ; 
2) stimulate pupil interest and activity ; 
3) increase public understanding and appreciation 'of 

schools; 
4) motivate the professional gr;owth of teachers in ~he 

service. 

2) Subjects which best lend theTn$elves to this ·Method of 
Education. 

!According to the Payne Fund National Survey, school 
administrators placed these subjects in the following order : 

Music Appreciation. 
Geography and Travel. 
Literature ana English. 
Health and Hygiene. 
Histocy. 
Current Events. 
Civics and Citizenship. 
Talks by Prominent Persons. 
Dramatics. 
Holiday Programmes. 
Nature Study and Science. 
Character Building. 
Art Appreciation. 
Parent-Teachei: Programme. 
Games and Physical Education. 
Safety. 
Vocational Guidance. 
Spelling and Grammar. 
Opening Exercises. 
Clubs for Boys and Girls. 
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Public Speaking and Parliamentary Practice. 
Domestic Economy. 

The persons qoolified to draw up these programmes are 
State superintendents of public instruction, State boards of 
education, county and city superintendents of schools, and 
local education boards. These authorities should prepare the 
programmes in co-opei:ation with the broadcast teachers 
and in agreement wiJh the classroom teachers who propose 
to use the broadcasts. The experts point out that the man
ner in which the ~ecturers presen,t their subject plays an 
important part in determiniong the pupils' preference (1). 

3) Methods of Teaching to be adopted : 

Primary eJurotion 

Lectures. 
Directed classroom 

·work. 
Eye-witness ac

counts. 
Musical presenta-

tion. 
Dramatisation,. 
Stories. 
Dialogues. 
DiscUS6ions. 

• 

T echnirol eJurotion 

Lectures. 
Directed classroom 

work. 
Eye-witness ac

counts. 
Musical presenta-

tion. 
Dramatisa~ion. 
Stories. 
Debates .. 
DiscUS6ions. 

Secondary eJurotion 

Lectures. 
Directed classroom 

work. 
Eye-witness ac

counts. 
Musical presenta-

tion. 
Dramatisation. 
Stories. 
Debates. 
Discussions . 

(1) In this connection, the enquiry undertaken In 1931 by Miss 
Florence C. Fox, primary education expert at the U. S. Office 
of Education (cf. U. S. Department of the Interior, Office of Edu
cation Circular N•. 17) ie of special interest. This enquiry related 
to the programme broadcast by the Ohio School of the Air and 
concerned pupils of the 6th, 7th, 8th and 9th grades of primary 
education as well as their ~chers. The historical part of the 
programme, presented in narrative 'form and dramatised episodf'S 
illustrating the history of the United States was particularly ap
preciated by the pupils, who declared that these broadcast& ''put 
much more life into their history lessons". The teachers were of 
the same opinion. The other subjects broadcast : literature, music, 
hygiene, and the natural sciences, found far less favour among 

. the pupils. All regards the method of presentation, 97 % preferred 
dramatised versions. All the teachers shared this opinion. The 
narrative method was voted for by 8• % of the pupils, while 75 % 
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The system of broadcasting lessons with a class of 
students present in the studio with a view to observing 
their reaction is scarcely a practical one. Besides, the 
methods of teaching by radio are different from those used 
before a visible class. 

4) Incorporation of Broadca8ts in the general Framework of 
Classes. 

In the elementary schools of the United States, schedules 
can generally be arranged so that the proper classes will 
meet at the broadcast period. Sometimes, the order of the 
subject matte~; in a course, as well as the time-table, are 
arranged to follow the sequence of the broadcasts. Since 
many elementary pupils take a number of their subjects 
with the same teacher, the latter will have no difficulty in 
incorporat~ng broadcast programmes in the :~;egular class 

. :work (1). . 
It is more difficult to incorporate the broadcasts in the 

work of the secondary schools. Up to the present, a fair 
number of High Schools have arranged theil:' schedules so 
that a radio period is provided for the entire school at the 
broadcast hou~;. In some cases, two pupils are selected from 
each class to listen and report to their school.fellows. Expe
rience has shown, however, that it is better for pupils to 
listen in their own classrooms, with the subject teacher in 

Yoled against lectures. The system of discussion on a given subject 
was approved by 6o % and rejected by 4o % of the pupils. The 
teachers, on the other hand, gave a majority Yole (go %) in favour 
of dialogues and debates (74 'X,). 

(•) In order that the teachers might incorporate the broadcasts 
In the general echedule, the Radio-Research Bw eau, 1'eacbera' 
College, Columbia University, reccmmended that the teachers should 
draw up a weekly list of the subjects chosen in the broadcast 
programmes, these programmes being circulated to them In advance. 
1be pupils should also be Invited to Indicate the subjects which 
help them most in their daily work. 1bis list might be drawn up 
u followa : 

Pupil• for whom SpoeiOe object ot lhlo talk. 
SlaiiOD Time &he broadcuta are Subjecla ror er.amfllf! : talk to be the 

iotended ttubjec1. o the week'& examtna 
tion.. 
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charge ; 1n that way, visual aids can be used when required 
to supplement the radio. 

However this may be, it b absolutely essential that the 
educational broadcasting.organisations collaborate with the 
school officials in the choice and planning ·or their pro
grammes (x). 

As regards the most convenient hours for these broadcasts, 
curriculum requirements in a country so vast as the UniteJ 
States make it impossible to formulate a representative 
opinion on this point. A number of schools have, 
however, signified thei~;: preference for the following 
periods : from n to 12 a.m. and from :1 to 3 p.m. (local 
time). · 

5) Preparation and Ezecution of Programmes. 

Various organisations in the United States are responsible 
f01: thi~ work, more. specifically : the National Advisory 
Council on Radjo in Education, which comprises several 
sub-committees specialised jn the study and preparation 
of programmes; the National Committee on Education 
by Radio, set up in pursuance of a decision of a conference 
convened by the United States Commissioner for Education. 
This committee is composed of official representatives 
of national organisations concerned with education 
in the United States ; the Office of Education, attached to 
the Department of the Interior, which, as long ago as 
1929, appointed an Advisory Committee on Educational 
Broadcasting ; the Bureau of Educational Research, of the 
State University of Ohio ; the Radio Research Bureau of the 
Teachers' College, Columbia Univet:Sity, etc. 

Among the organisations which broadcast an educational 
programme for al.l the States, we may mention also the 

( r) A number of educators tale the •iew that instead of adjust
ing echool schedules to correspond with the periods of broadcast 
programmes, It would be preferable if the reverse course were 
followed, In so far as circumstances permitted. As pointed out b:r 
Mr. Levering TrliOI'I, Director of tbe National Advisory Council on 
Radio In Education, educational broadcasting organisations should 
consider It their dut:r to collaborate with the ~hool authorities 
not for the purpose of drawing up programmes but with a view to 
bringing them Into line with the echool echedules. 
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National Broadcasting Company and the Columbia Broad
casting Sy$tem. 

Choice and Technical and Pedagogical Training of 
Professors invited to broadcast. - In the 01:ganisation of a 
broadcasting project, the persons invited to lecture may be 
selected for their prominence, popularity and competency, 
but as the work. progresses, teaching ~k.ill and good radio 
personality are the qualifications to be sought. The 
broadcasting teacher should not oncy be a master teacher 
possessing a thorough knowledge of his subject, but also an 
effective broadcasteJ:. The 'broadcast lessons should be 
prepared by a subject matter expert and presented in such a 
manner as to conform to the standards of this new medium 
of education. To this end, certain universities, such as the 
University of Iowa, the University of Wisconsin, the 
University of Akron and New York. University or.ganise 
courses of practical training for broadcasters. · 

Propaganda on behalf of these broadcast lessons should 
be conducted by the journals and magazines which publish 
the programme11 ; the articles should be followed by brief 
commentaries, questions that stimulate the reader's interest, 
photographs, etc. Arrangements should also be made to 
publish propaganda pamphlets, lists of recommended 
books, Jtanuals for pupils and teachers, etc. Propaganda 
may also be conducted in direct collaboration with 
members of the teaching profession, by the exchange 
of individual and collective correspondence, by the 
organisation of competitions and the awarding of prizes 
an~ by giving publicity to these lessons during broadcast~ 
wh1ch are not specifically ol an educational character. 

6) Relations between Radio Professors and Listen~1·s. 

In o~er ~h~t .thi11 fo':ffi of instruction may be effective 
and active, 1t 1s 1mperabve that the pupils should be made 
to participate so that they may not become merely passive 
listeners (1), The lesson should therefore be carefully pre-

(r) In this connection, an experiment carried out in the public 
and Junior High Schools of Cleveland Ia worthy of special mention 
Thete experiments were Initialed In rg>g, when courses in arithmeli~ 
for pupils of Grades ~. 3 and 4 of the public schools were organised. 
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pared in advance a\ school by \he teachers and explanatory 
pamphlets should be dist.ributed to the teachers and pupils. 
Thus, for Damrosch Music Appreciation Hour, the National 
Broadcasting Company of New York issues student note
books regulw:ly for the use of pupils. Listeners are asked tO 
give their opinion on certain broadcasts and to answer 
definite questions concerning a lecture; for example:" What 
does the violin suggest to you m the Lohengrin prelude "· 
These pamphlets al~o give photog~:aphs of celebrated 
musicians, of the instruments played during the broadcast, 
etc, A teachers' man.ual contains suggestions for the 
preparation of forthcoming broadcasts, together with 
considered replies to the questions which the pupils will he 
requil:ed to answer. These suggestions refer to the general 
preparation of the class (accuracy of ear and playing ability 
to be developed in the pupil) as well as to the special 
preparation (records that should be played befOI'ehand to the 
pupils, beginning with short and easy recitals). The pupils 
ar.e not required to form an opinion on the broadcast items 
until after having heard them several times, when it is 
possible to discuss them and to determine the reasons why 
certain passages give them more pleasure than others. The 
pupils should be allowed freely to state thei~;: views and to 
speak on the life of great composers. They may also be 
asked to sing and even play certain passages. 

The American School of the Air publishes a "Teachers' 
Manual and Classroom Guide", which gives a summary of 

The first advantage of these courses wa, that teachers were able to 
improve their teaching methods after listening to thl' lessons broad
cast by particularly competent professors. Their activity was also 
stimulated by these broadcasts. They bad, in fact, to reply to the 
numerous questions asked by their pupils, to prepare the lessons 
and address the class on the subjects already dealt with through 
the microphone. This form of instruction therefore assumed a par
ticularly active character. To judge of the results, the worlt done 
by the pupils of 36 schools who bad taken the broadcast was com· 
pared with that of 36 other schools in which this part of the curri
culum bad been taught in accordance with normal methods. It 
was found that for the solving of problems the pupils in Grades 
J and 3 of the achools working according to ordinary methods 
showed greater ability than the others, but. that the latter excelled 
in their ltnow ledge of elementary arithmetic (vide report and docu
ments communicated to the Institute by Mr. A. BATBRJCB, Asoociate 
Director of the Oeveland Schools). 
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the talks to be bi:OOdcast, a list of books to read, the films 
to be procured and the diagrams to be reproduced on ~he 
blackboard (for example, in connection with talks on 
elementary science). An illustrated pamphlet entitled "My 
Radio Picture Book", issued for children, reproduces 
photographs of the famous men ~o whom reference will be 
made in talks on the history of the United States, landscape 
views, etc. For the musical programmes, this organisation 
also publishes a pamphlet containing illustrations designed 
to teach listeners the life of the composers and describing 
the instruments played by the performers. Mention may also 
be made of the Ohio School of the Air Courrier, the Teacher 
Musical, published by the Chicago Daily News Broadcasting 
Station, the Bulletin of the North Carolina Radio School, 
published by the Department foJ: Public Instruction, etc. 

Although personal contact between broadcasters and 
school children may not always be possible, contact can 
easily be established by correspondence and, more particu
larly, by organising competitions and by correcting the 
pupils' papel'l!. 

7) Should there be Transmitters used exclusively for the 
Broadcasting of Educational Programmes ? 

In the United States, practically all the broadcasting 
organisations devote a part of their pr.ogrammes to educa- . 
tion ; 49 stations belong to educational institutions but none 
of these is used solely for the broadcasting of educational 
programmes. The Federal Radio Commission is at present 
examining this question (1). 

{r) Opinions on this point are very divided in the United States. 
The National Committee on Education by Radio, for instance, advoc
ates a national legislation which would permanently and exclusi
vely reserve a wave-band for educational broadcasting organisations 
and confer on each State the right to utilise an allotted portion 
of this band for educational purposes. These educators express 
their di118pproval of the monopoly s:rstem In broadcaating, which, 
in their opinion, is tending to establish itself for the benefit 
of commercial firma and to the delrin~ent of educational radio, 
not only u regards the hours of broadcastmg but ~lao as regards the 
choice of subject matter. On the other hand, the National Advisory 
Council on Radio in Education considers that, thanks to the funds 
at their dispot!81, commercial firma are more 11\ a position to employ 



8) Broadcasting Periods reserved for Children- Children's 
Hour, etc. ' 

A large percentage of the broadcasting stations in the 
United States have children's hour programmes and the 
number of children who Ji~t.en to these programmes is 
considerable. The Library Co-operation Committee set up 
by the National Advisory Council on Radio in Education is 
working in coll.aboration with Children's Librarians who 
have distinguished themselves in the art of story-telling. The 
programmes now UJider consideration will contain dram
atic and musical elements. 

g) Results obtained. 

Two different methods have been adopted to ascertain 
and verify the results obtained : broadcasters visit listening 
schools and hold conferences with the teache~s ; or local 
school officials prepare tests ~ ascertain the effectiveness of 
the broadcasts. The more common practice is to send out 
questionnaires (r). 

Another means of verifying results consists in organising 
radio contests and in oompating samples of the pupils' 
papers. · · 

The results obtained undoubtedly point to the conclusion 
that broadcast lessons can with advantage be used to aupple
ment ordinary teaching methods ; they motivate the pupils' 

experts for the preparation of good educational programmes and 
ta engage good performers. In support of their argument, they 
mention the services rendered to educational broadcasting organisa· 
tionA by commercial concerns such as · the National Broadcasting 
Company and the Columbia Broadcasting System. 

(1) The Ohio School of the Air eends out a questionnaire for each 
lesson broadcast ; the questionnaire asks for a report on the effec
tiveness of the lesson and the interest shown by the pupils ; the 
radio pei'!IOnality of the broadcasting teacher and the manner in 
which his delivery might be improved ; the value of the tuition 
given, ita presentation ; explanations given in the preparatory 
pamphlets and the improvements that might be Introduced ; 
suggestions for the forthcoming talk, etc. A special questionnaire 
deals with "the use which the teacher makes c.r the broadcast 
(extract from a report by Mr. DAl\1\ow, Director of the Ohio School 
of the Air). 
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interest and set standards of good teaching. Teaching by 
radio, however, can never replace other methods or. serve 
as a general medium of instt:Uction. 

n."- UNIVERSITmS AND CoLLEGES 

It has been demonstrated by ten years of experience that 
interest can be stimulated, and formal and informal 
instruction given, by means of radio, in most university 
subjects. Therefore, the Advisory Committee is of the opinion 
that a university should advance public interest by doing 
its share of educational broadcasting, maintaining extension 
services, m:ganising discussion groups and providing fol
low-up reading and activitjes to be done in connection 
with the broadcasts (1). 

(t) Among the universities broadcasting educational courses, we 
w-ould mention in particular ~he Universities of Iowa, South 
Dakota, Nebraska, the Ohio State University, the University of 
Florida, the University of lllinois and the University of South Cali
fornia. The Aglethorpe University, Georgia, has organised a coune 
of tuition given exclusively by radio and awards degrees to persons 
who pass examinations in the subjects broadcast (literature, lan
guages, science, history, &OCiology, psychology, ethics and commer
cial sciences). The students choose their courses, take notes and 
aubinit them to the professon. The professors and the students 
discuss questions at regular intervals. A large number of educators 
are, however, of the opinion that broadcasting can be put to the 
best Ull8 in university extension courses (cf. report communicated 
t.l the Institute by Dr. SPRouo, President of the University of Cali
fornia). Radio might usefully be employed In connection with lec
tures delivered by the professors, for broadcasting statements and 
discussions on problems of general interest and for circulating in
formation on the courses, programmes and lectures of the different 
universities ; it can also furnish students with bibliographical data 
and guide them In their studies, disseminate Information and ad
vice to certain clasoes of the community, to farmers, for instance. 
These broadcasts should be short and should not last more than 
half-an-hour. With regard to the broadcasting of normal university 
courses, It is generally agreed that even for the courses which best 
lend themoelves to this method of education (literature and history 
courses), the system of granting credits to the students who have 
followed them is not to be recommended (Cf. LEVI!Ril'IG TYsoN : 
Contributioru of Radio to Jligher Education in Education on 
.the Air, Ohio. State University, Colombus, tg3o, p. th). 



II 
OPINIONS AND SuGGEsTioNs oF EnucATORs 

.Supplemental Rdle of Educational Broadcasting. 

In the opiniol\ of ~. W. CHARTERs, Director of the 
Bureau of Educational Research, Ohio State University, the 
experiments so far carried out have not sufficiently advanc
ed to permit of expressing a considered opinion on this 
point. This opinion, when given, should be based not on 
the results of past experiments but on wha~ it is proposed 
to attempt in the Juture, when teachers and pupils have 
become familiar with this method of education and when 
the conditions J;egal'ding presentation and technical 
adaptation have been. improved ; when the enthusiasm for 
this new system has been replaced by a more objective 
appreciation of facts (cf. "Radio in Elementary and 
Secondary Schools", in "Education on the Air", Ohio State 
University, Columbus, Ohio, I93o, pp. 127 ff.). 

It is argued, however, that educational broadcasting 
necessarily implies "mass instruction", whereas education 
proper consists in developing the personal faculties of the 
pupils, a p~cess which requires personal aclion along 
different lines according to the needs of these pupils. The 
teacher, who knows each of his pupils personally, is alone 
qualified to give this instruction and to seize the 
psychological moment at which he can bring the pupil to 
understand certain aspects of the question he is discussing. 
Consequently, broadcasting can never be more than a 
JJupplemental method of education (report submitted in 1929 
to the Boai:d of Supetintendents of the City of New York, by 
Mr. Gustave STRAUBENMtiLLER, in the Report of the Advisory 
Committee on Education by Radio, Columbus, Ohio Ig3o, 
PP· Jo3 rr.). ·. 

The supplemental r6le of educational broadcasting is also 
evidenced by the fact that education calls for work 
oonducted along definite lines; it is essentially" a work of 
training, something that is acquired and which cannot 
simply be given to the pupil", whereas education by radio 
is conducive to an attitude of passiveness on the part of 
the pupil and does not permit of his being trained in a 
manner that takes into account his personal abilities. 
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Broadcasting nevertheless offers yery considerable 
possibilities for the teaching of subjects which do not yield 
:well to textbook treatment. In the primary school, the pt:o
grammes wil.l therefore broaden the field of teaching and 
in some cases will make good any shortcomings in respect 
of pedagogical training, or even the scientific training of 
certain instr:uctors. In ~he high schools, the advantages 
offered will be still greater, for example in the teaching of 
languages, history presented in the form of dramatised 
episodes, etc. (cf. "Educational Functions of Radio", by 
.Mr. John CooPER, U. S. Commissioner of Education, in 
"Education on the Air.. Second Yea~: Book", tg3t, 
pp. t4I ff.). 

This opinion is shar:ed by Professor William C. BAYLEY, 
of Teachers' College, Columbia University. This auxiliary 
or supplemental role is twofold and will assert itself : 1) in 
education properly so called, in the teaching of classroom 
subjects such as arithmetic and geography ; 2) in the 
broadcasting of prog~:ammes that awaken interest and 
bearing on the training of artistic and literary judgment. 
Education, however, especially in its initial 11tage, is essen
tially a question of exchanges of thoughts between the 
pupil and the teacher, and the condition sine qua non of 
such exchanges is that both the teacher and the pupil must 
be present. Broadcasting can be used for dit:ect oral tuition 
but in order that this tuition may attain its maximum 
effectiveness, it must be seconded by the work of the 
teacher who guides his pupils in the study of the questions 
suggested by the t,alks. 

One of the main advantages offered by educational wire
less proper is that it enables teachers to acquaint themselves 
with the best teaching methods (cf. "What the future holds 
fm: broadcasting in the schools", by W. C. BARLEY, in 
"Radio and Education", the University of Chicago Press, 
Chicago, tg3t, pp. 66 ff.). 

"Teaching through the radio can serve only to complete 
the work of the teacher and be usefully adopted only on con
dition that the broadcasting sessions are of short duration 
and not too frequent. " (cf. report. communicated to the 
Institute by Mr. Watson DAvis of the National Advisory 
Council on Radio in Education). 

Referring to the views of educators, Dr. J. J. TIGERT, 
llonorary Commissioner for Education, observes that a g~:eat 
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number of professors and teachers are of the opinion that 
broadcasting cannot be used in education proper. Although 
this opinion is contested by just as la~;ge a number of 
educators, the majority neyertheless hold that broadcasting, 

. which can render valuable service in the high schools, is 
scarcely suitable for teaching the junior classes of element-
ary schools (cl Report of the Advisory Committee on 
Education by Radio, Columbus, Ohio, rg3o, pp. ro3 IT.). 

However; educators unanimously agree with Mr. Ben H. 
DARRow, Founder and Director of the Ohio School of the 
Air, that, in its present stage of development, broadcasting 
cannot claim to fill more than a purely supplementary role. 
This new method of "thought transmission" should there
fore be used only for: those persons for whom it is likely to 
be of greater value than ordinary methods, whether it be 
a matter of allowing all schools to follow lessons given by 
broadcaste~:s of exceptional. merit, of supplementing the 
staff of each school by the addition of prominent repre
sentatives of the world of modern science or of furnishing 
pupils with an opportunity of coming into contact with, 
and of coming under the influence of, distinguished leaders 
of national and international society. Thus, school broad
casting will extend the school curricula, stimulate the 
intellectual curiosity of pupils and broaden their horizon 
by bringing them into touch with the living realities of 
their surroundings and by enabling them to hear the 
.spoken words of historical charactei:s that are brought 
hack to life. (cf. "Radio - The Assistant Teacher", by 
B. H. DARRow, Columbus, Ohio, rgS2, pp. 63, 70 and 72). 

SUBJECTS BEST SUITED TO THIS FORM OP TEACHING 
-PRESENTATION- AcTIVB TurTioN 

· Music, which is essentially an ·auditory subject, is neces
sarily the subject which best lends itself to broadcasting. 
Moreover musical broadcasts are of the utmost value to 
teachers. 'Next in order come foreign language courses, 
commentaries on current events, story-telling, liter.ature 
with readings of selected poems, etc., history and 
geography, explanations of natural phenomena, etc. The 
use of radio for the stimulation of interest is, however, 
somewhat dangerous, for if the pupils regai:d it as a novelty 
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rather than as an educational agency, the value of these 
broadcasts is completely lost (cf. "Radio in Elementary and 
Secondary Schools", by W·. W. CnARTERS, Director of the 
Bureau of Educational Research, Ohio State University, in 
"Education on the Air", tg3o, pp. 127 If.). 

TEACIDNG Music BY RAmo 

~lr. Walter DAMaoscu, the distingued promoter and direc
tor of the "Damrosch Appreciation How:" has declared 
that musical broadcasts must, above all, aim at shaping 
the artistic taste of the pupil. The teaching of singing, and, 
a fortiori, lessons in the playing of certain instruments 
should be given in the classroom. 

It is therefore of capital importance ~hat these b~:oad
casts be accompanied by talks and that they serve, as it 
were, as a practical introduction to the instruction given. In 
order that pupils may understand the work of a composer, 
they must be told something concerning his life and briefly 
initiated to his ideal ; they should be shown, for example 
specimens of the personal work of the musician in his 
interpretation of certain feelings, stress being laid on the 
part played by the instruments used for this inteJ:pretation. 
These commented broadcasts differ therefore according to 
the class of pupil for whom they are designed- children 
between g and 1 I years ; pupils of the senior. classes of pri
mary schools ; high school pupils ; college student.s 
(cf. "Broadcasting Music with the American Nation as an 
Audience", by W. W. 0AliiRoscn, in "Radio and Education", 
Ig3I, pp. 166 If.). 

Pupils must hear a piece of music several times before 
they can appreciate and judge its value. Teachers should 
therefoJ:e provide themselves with gramophone records of 
the pasEages to be broadcast and the records should be 
played before and after the radio programme. In order that 
these recitals may not become boresome, the teacher and 
more particularly, the broadcaster who announces and 
comments upon the musical works selected for tranllmission, 
should take care to present them with a certain air of 
solemnity in order to impr.ess the listeners as much" o.s 
possible (cf. ''Teaching Music by Radio", by P. W. DYKE~ID 
in "Education on the Air", Columbus, Ig3o, pp. 33o ff.). ' 
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TF..ACmNG FoREIGN LANcuAcEs 

In the first lessons, the teache~: ~hould use words which 
all the pupils can understand immediately, otherwise they 
wil) find H impossible to concentrate their attention on 
correct pr:onU:nciation. Listeners should have the text before 
them. The teacher should read his sentences slowly before 
the microphone, carefully emphasising the different 
sounds and repeating each word several times. He may 
even invite the pupils to pronounce certain words aft61'1 
him ; he should then repeat the sentences, str:essing the 
intonation and rhythm peculiar to the language . .\ rule of 
grammar may then he explained and applied to an example 
in the text. The pupils, either in the classroom or al home, 
should then work. on the lesson broadcast and do the exer
cises given to them. In the following lesson, the instructor 
will give the answers to the questions previously asked, 
explaining the rules of grammar he has introduced, and 
give a dictation. of a few easy sentences which he will cor
rect in the next period ("An Experiment in teaching Foreign 
Languages" by W, S. HENDRIX, of the Languages Depart
ment, Ohio State University in "Education on the Air", 
Ig3I, pp. 190 fl.). After these broadcasts, tests may be car
ried out to ascertain the progress made by the pupils in 
pronunciation. For thiSI purpose, records of the pupils' 
pronunciation at the beginning and end of the course may 
he made and the results compared with those of pupils in a 
class which did not take part in the radio course (control 
class) (cf. Extract f~;om a report submitted by Mr. F. H. 
LUMBEY, of the Bureau of Educational Research, Ohio Uni
versity), 

TEACIIING OF HISTORY 

Rather than give isolated talks, it is preferable to choose 
a subject of such importance as to warrant a series of talks, 
as decided after due consideration by the History Committee 
of the National Advisory Council on Radio in Education. 
This Committee chose various incidents connected with 
the American revolution ; a selection was then made 
and the episode~ outlined in collaboration with eminent 
professors. An, endeavour was made to portray the trend 

u 
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o[ ideas and the influence of economic and ~ocial factors 
in the representation of the leading characters, in order to 
convey a material and concrete picture. Certain outstanding 
events were also dramatised. These methods, which appeal 
to the pupils' imagination, make it possible to incorporate 
the teaching of principles in the representation of facts 
(cf. Report of the Committee on Hi&tory, in "Radio and 
Education", 1931, pp. 216 fl.). 

TEACHING OF THE SciENCES 

It is commonly held ~hat broadcasting is more suitable 
for the transmission of scientific talks on general themes 
than for education in the true sense of the ~eiJil. These talks 
may be given by famous scientists. Radio can also be used 
for spreadi<ng information on scientific life. For I!Chool pu
pils, certain features relating to natural phenomena, the life 
of scientists, etc. should whenever possible be given in dram
atised form (cf. Report of the Committee on Science, 
op. cit, pp, 258 fl.). 

APPLIED PsYcHOLOGY AND VocATIONAL GUIDANCE 

In order to be effective, talks on general and social psy
chology should always be designed from the point of view 
of the individual development of the child. In these 
broadcasts, caJ:e should be taken to avoid the suggestions 
that have resulted from pseudo-psychology. With a view to 
guiding pul?ils in th~ choice of a career or trade, they 
should be g•ven a bJ:Jef enumeration of the qualifications 
which thesll professions and occupations dt'mand, so that 
they may realise their own ability and so make their choice 
in full knowledge of the facts (cf. Report of the Committee 
on Psychology and the Committee on Vocational Guidance, 
pp. 234 fl. and 2h fl.). 

• • •• 
Generally speaking, the enquiry conducted by the 

Committee on education in rural schools shows that the 
programme for urban schools need not be different from 
that designed for the oountry schools, except in so far as 
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concerns agricultural questions (cf. Report of the Committee 
on Rural Education pp. 253 fl.). As regards the methods 
employed, it is generally recognised that dramatised talks 
give the best results : " dramatised episodes depicting scenes 
in histo~;y or representing certain facts constitute one of 
the most effective means of presentation " (cf. Report com
municated to the Institute by 1\I~;. Watson DAVIS, President 
of the Committee on Sciences, of the National AdYisory 
Council on Radio in Education). When speaking before the 
microphone, the broadcaster should allow himself to be 
guided by certain· principles which govern works intended 

· fm: theatrical production : first of all, he should present 
his subject in such a way as to grasp the attention of his 
listeners and to fix the subject matter from the point of 
view of space and time ; secondly, the talk should be suffi. 
ciently dynamic and developed to hold the attention and 
stir the imagination (cf, J. W. ELWOOD, Vice-President of 
the National Broadcasting Company, "Education on the 
Air", 19Jo, pp. 19 fT.), · 

ADAPTATION OP BROADCAST PROGRAMMES TO THE GENERAL 
ScHooL CuRRICULUM 

In order that broadcast lessons may become an integral part 
of the school curriculum, they must be made to synchronise 
with the latter. Furthermore, in each classroom subject, 
the broadcasts must correspond to the degree of knowledge 
reached by the pupils jn each class. These handicaps serve 
to emphasise still further the purely supplemental r31e of 
educational. broadcasting for school.s. In adult education, 
these problems do not arise in such crucial form (cf. "Radio 
in Elementary and Secondary Schools", by W. Charters in 
"Education on the Air", 19Jo, pp. 127fT.). 

In this connection, jt is pointed out that the school 
authorities can not only use radio prog~;ammes as a sup
plemental factor in classroom teaching but also as an io
strument to arouse the interest and attention of pupils in 
new subjects, provided always that the interest thus awaken
ed is focussed on a subject which meshes illlto the school 
curriculum (see the repm:l; communicated to the Institute 
by l\Iis11 Margaret IIARRISON, Radio Research Bureau, 
Teachers' College, University of Columbia). 
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VocABULARY LEVEL oF R.w1o TALKS 

Enquiries carried· ou~ in teaching circles have shown 
that radio speak.ei:S can never devote too much attention 
to the simplification of their vocabulary. When listening 
to the recital of a poem or to drama, the pupil can easily 
make good his imperfect understanding of certain words 
by relying on the context and his own imagination. Condi
tions alter, however, when it is a case of teaching in the 
normal sense. Thei:e is a natural but unfortunate tendency 

· among teachers to express themselves in too academic and 
scientific a language. Broadcasters should make a point of 
using a simple and appropriate vocabulary that can be 
understood by the majority of the listeners ; the same 
remark applies to the construction of the sentences. 

The radio lecturer may sometimes be influenced by ~he 
desire to enlarge the vocabulary of his pupils, but if he 
yields to this impulse he will very frequently fail to 
achieve the main objec~ of his lecture. 

It was found that in talks arranged foi: the benefit of 
children in the sixth grade, there was at least one word in 
each sentence which was unknown to 34 % of the pupils. 
Experiments carried by the Ohio School of the Air showed 
that 8 % of the words used in addresses were unknown to 
29% of the pupils (cf. Vocabulacy Level of Radio Addresses, 
by Edgar DANE, of the Bureau of Educational Research,· 
Ohio State University, in "Education on the A.ir", rg3r, 
pp. 245 ff.). 

CoLLABORATION WITH LOCAL LIBRARIES (r) 

While experience has shown that educational broadcasts 
develop a taste lor reading among listeners, especially when 
the broadcaster recommends cei:tain books of reference, it 
is none the less true that librarians can also render very 
valuable service to educational broadcasting organisations. 

The libracy is, above all, an excellent reference centre for 
lecturers. No other institution is bette.; qualified to act as a 
propaganda centre for radio ventures and programmes. The 

(•) Cf. The Broadca.ler and lhe Librarian, study by Mr. F .• w. 
DRUR1', published by the National Advisory Council on Radio lil 
Education, Information Series N', 3. 
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director of a local lib~:ary draws up a list of the lectures to 
be broadcast by the different stations and places it at the 
disposal of its readerso in order that they may select those 
in which they are mo~:e particularly interested. This list 
might also be communicated to the press, to local societies 
or even mailed direct to interested listeners as is the 
p~:actice in the United States. 

For his part, the lecturer may, following the enumera
tion of the subjects which he intends to discuss on the 
radio, indicate the books and articles that could with 
advantage be consulted in order to derive the maximum 
benefit from hill lecture. These references should be added 
to the lists drawn up by the librarians and the books and 
articles placed on a special shelf at the disposal of readers. 

The broadcaster may also recommend certain wo~:ks in 
the course of his lecture, especially when he is delive~:ing a 
series of lectures. Bibliographical advice of this kind may 
refer: 

I) to One single book which is strongly recommended 
by the lecturer ; 

2) to three or four books, with a brief analysis of their 
contents. In this case, it would be advisable to 
recommend listeners to apply to their local library 
fo~: a· list of these books and the books themselves ; 

3) to six or seven books, with brief analysis, care being 
taken to repeat the titles of the works and the 
names of the authors. 

Another method woul.d be to publish the text of the 
radio addresses, followed by a bibliographical note recom
mending readers to obtain them from their local library. 
Some libraries have not only placed these books on a 
special shelf at the disposal of their readers, they have also 
organised discussion groups which meet on the library 
premises. 

With a view to maintaining and furthe~:ing a taste for 
reading and, hence, to co-operating with the libraries, it is 
desirable that a part of the programmes transmitted by the 
educational broadcasting organisations be devoted to talks 
foJ: the guidance· of listeners in the choice of their books 
by means of reviews of recent publications. These talks 
could be given by ~he librarians themselves. They should, 
however, not confine themselves exclusively to recent books 
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but should compare the latter with older works dealing 
with the same subjects; this comparison is scarcely ever 
made by advertising agencies. Mention should also be made 
of works which all persons really eager to learn and anxious 
to acquire a general culture should make a point of 
studying. Lastly, passages from notable works might be 
broadcast, thus inducing listeners to procure the books in 
question. 

Persons Qualified to make tliese Recommendations. 

Generally speaking, when talks on the choice of books 
are broadcast by high-power &lations and, in consequence, 
intended for the eai:s of a large number of listeners, it is 
preferable to engage the services of a celebrity whose 
standing will be more likely to impress the listening public. 
When directors of libraries are invited to the studio, they 
should be put thi:ough a radio test beforehand with a view 
to ascertaining whether their voice is of the proper broad
casting quality. 

To avoid monotony, these talks might with advantage be 
given in the form of dialogues on the contents of the books 
recommended, the personality of the writer, etc. Discussions 
might also be organised on certain points of view held by 
the author.. · 

I\IETBODS OF COl'iTROLLING THE RESULTS OF BROADCASTS 

The sending out of questionnaires may serve its purpose 
when it is a question of collecting facts. The same is not 
true when the object is to obtain opinions and suggestions or 
the interpretation of facts. The most efficient method is that 
which consists in detailing a person to interview a certain 
number of experts, along the lines adopted by the National 
Broadcasting Company for example, or, alternatively, to 
meet these experts assembled together in local groups (cf. 
"Problems in a Radio Survey", by John M. RussEL of the 
Carnegie Corporation, . i~ "Education on the Air':, tg3o, 
pp. 290 II.). In the opmwn of 1\lr. C. III. KooN Assistant 
Director, Phio School of the Air., the teachers' using the 
radio les!IOns are the logical persons from whom to obtain 
the data for measuring the eiJectiveness of the radio 
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lessons. They should therefore be asked, at the beginning 
of a series of l.essons, to note the following items : pupil 
attitude during the broadcast, suhject-ma~ter, method of 
presentation, etc. (Cf. op. cit., pp. 275). 

ExPERDmNTAL ScHOOLS 

In order ~ judge of the value of the results obtained by 
radio lessons, a comparison should he made • between. the 
results obtained in a group of schools which have followed 
the broadcasting course of instruction with those obtained 
for the same subject from a group of pupils in a control 
school. First of all, the results obtained in the experimental 
groups at the beginning and at the end of the course should 
he compared; next, these .J:esults should he compared with 
those obtained at the beginning and end of the ordinary 
course in the other schools (cf. "The Wisconsin Plan for 
Radio Development", by H. L. EWBANK, Chairman of the 
Radio Research Commit~, University of Wisconsin, 
op. cit., pp. 284 ff.). 

REsEARcH CENTRES AND Co-OPERATION BETWEEN 

THESE CENTRES (1) 

A number of institutions in the United States are at 
present engaged in research work. in the matter of radio 
education in permanent centres. We may mention, in partic
ular, the Nation Adviilory Council on Radio in Education, 
New York; the National Committee on Education by Radio, 
Washington ; the Radio Division of the United States Office 
of Education ; ~he Department of Rural Education of 
Teachers College, Columbia University, and the Bureau of 
Educational Research of Ohio State University. 

With a view to co-ordinating this research work, the 
last named organisation centralises information and publi-

(r) See Research Proble1718 in Radio Education, by W. CIIARTERB ; 

published by the National Advisory Council on Radio in Educati?n• 
Information Series N•. 4, New York, 1932. This booklet contama 
a list of the principal research centres and a summary of the prob
lems examined. 
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cations concerning the work undertaken in this field in the 
United States. This information is communicated to every 
institution and to all per:sons engaged in educational radio 
research, thus enabling them to follow the progress of this 
work, to keep themselves informed on questions under 
consideration and mutually ~ assist each other in their 
investigations. 

TEACBING OP THE AlMs OP THE WGUE OP NATIONS 

The 'Vomen's International League for Peace, acting in 
collaboration with the Progressive Education Association, 
has organised a series of talks on the Education of the Inter
national Spirit and on a number of international questions. 
These addresses are given by persons of repute, and in order 
that they may be as effective as possible, listeners are 
invited to send in questions that have arisen in their mind 
as a result of the talks. Answ~ to these questions are 
given jn later broadcasts o~ by letter. 
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URUGUAY* 

School broadcasting has been officially organised in 
Uruguay for the benefit of pr.imary schools and pro
grammes have been given regularly since rg3r. Broadcast 
lessons are followed by the schools both during and after 
hours and, up to the present have been of a pur.ely 
supplemental character. 

The subjects chosen for these broadcasts are taken from 
the ordinary school curriculum, which is thus extended 
and developed in fullei: detail. These •essons have so far 
been given in the fonn of simple talks but it is pr.oposed 
to make use also of the dialogue method of presentation and 
to arrange for a group of pupils to be present in the studio, 
110 that the broadcaster. may give his lesson in the form of 
a conversation. 

The technical inspection division of Jhe Education Coun
cil is responsible for the preparation and execution of the 
broadcast programmes and works in collaboration with a 
group of specialised teachers and literary experts. 

Although instruction in the aims of the League of 
Nations figures. in the programmes of teacher training 
schools and ordinary schools, no use has so far been made 
of broadcasting in this connection. The annual message 
of goodwill sent out by the school-children of Wales has, 
however, been broadcast by the Uruguayan stations. 

* From the report submitted by School Broadcssting Bureau of 
the Ministcy of Public Educstion. 
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YUGOSLAVIA • 

I. - PRIMARY AMI SECONDARY EDUCATION 

Although the questio~ of broadcasting is still under 
consideration, it. has been possible to organise a certain 
number. of wireless lessons for the primary schools. Up to 
the present, it would seem ~hat the subjects best 1\Uited to 
this method of teaching are : music, history dramatisations, 
foreign languages, geography, health and hygiene, ethics 
and citizenship, travel talks, etc. 

To be really beneficial, these broadcasts require careful 
prepru:ation : 1) preparation of the lessons, and 2) prepara
tion of the pupil.s by their school teacher ; in tlie latter 
case, detail must not be laboured and the preparation must 
not result in any loss of time for normal classroom work. 

II. - l;>~sTRUCTION JN THE AIMs oF THE LEAGUE OF NATIONS 

AND PRO~OTION OF THE INTERNATIONAL SPIRIT 

For pr:omoting ~he international spirit among children, 
talks on history, geogt:aphy, folklore of the different peoples 
and musical progr:ammes introducing their national songs 
and masterpieces are extremely valuable. To develop this 
international spitit, competent organisations in each 
country should make a selection of ~he literary and artistic 
works which represent their civilisation aod should organ
ise broadcast talks on these subjects. The talks should then 
be translated into different languages and r:elayed to foreign 
transmitters. 

• From a report by M. Mn.ocai!VlTca, Director at ·the Ministry 
of Public Education. 
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National Advisory Council on Radio In Education, 1g31. The 
University of Chicago Press, Chicago, Dllnois. 

Listener' I Handbook, to accompany a· series of broadcasts on 
vocational guidance (National Advi6ory Council on Radio In 
Education, xg3o). 

Radio, The A&&istant Teacher, by B. B. Darrow, Colombus, Ohio, ·,ga.. ' 
Radio 01 a Medium of practical Instruction in Schools. Nation'• 

Schools, Vol. 5. 
Radio Broadcasting and it1 Relations to Education, by J. W. Elwood, 

National Broadcasting Co., New York, •g3o (booklet rg pp.). 
Radio in Education by Armstrong Perry, editor Payne Fund, Ne"" 

York, xgog. 
Report . of the Advisory Committee on Education by Radio, 

appointed by the Secretary of the Interior, Columbus, Ohio, rg3o 
(price 8r, United States Office of Education, Washington, D. C.). 

TliC Radio Situation : Educational Broadcasting Developments In 
· lg3o, by Levering T:ri!On (reprinted from "Journal of Adult 
Education", April rg3r). 

Pe:rJotli.cal• : 

An annotated Bibliography on Education by Radio, Bureau of 
Educational Research, Ohio State University, June x8tb, rg3'o (list 
~~ articles publislied i,n varioua reviews on educatioQal broadcasting). 
,. Education by Radio : weekly bulletin published by the National 
Committee on Education by Radio, Washington, D. C. · 

Educational Bulletin, published monthly by the National Broad-
casting Company. · 

Music Appreciation Hour, conducted by WaJter Damrosch : 

1) Student Notebook - Series A, B, C, D, published .by ~he 
National Broadcasting Company, Na..• York. 

o) Instructor's Manual, published by the same Company. 

Standard School Broadcast, bulletin published by the Standard 
Oil Company . of California. 

The American School of the Air. 

I. - Teacher'• Manual and Classroom Guide, conducted by 
Columbia Broadcasting System, New York. 

U. - Polk and Art -Music of the World, Listener's Descriptive 
Manual, New York (Price 4o cents.). 

Ill. - Radio Journeys to Musicland, by Alice Keith (Price 
So cents), New York. 

IV. -My Radio Picture Book, text by Alice Keith, New York. 

The Ohio Scltool of t.he Air Courier, monthly publication, Vol. I 
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(•g•g-<~g3o) ; ll (•g3o-Jg3•) ; Ill (•g3o). The Ohio School of the Air, 
Columbus, Ohjo. · 

W. M. A. Q. The Chicago Daily New~ Broadcasting Studian 
Educational Program ; monthly publication, Chicago, Dlinois. 
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Denmark : State Broadcasting. - International Broadcasting Union 
Document, <>eneva, Series No. o8o8, •g3J. 

Recent Developments in the Broadcasting oflnfonnation calculate:l 
to stimulate an Interest in International and Foreign 'Affairs. -
International Broadcasting Union Documen~, Geneva, Series No. o6o6, 
Jg3J. 

Experiments in School Broadcasting in Sweden, International 
Broadcasting Union Document, Geneva, Series •g•g-Jg3o. 

First World Conference on Adult Education, Cambridge. - Inter
national Broadcasting Union Document, Geneva, Series No. x4g5, 
1929-

The British Broadcasting. Corporation and Education. - Interna
tional Broadcasting Union Document, Geneva, Series No. 2026, •gi:fo. 

Present Activities and Tendencies of Broadcasting Organisationa, by 
A. R. Burrows. International Broadcasting Union Document, Geneva, 
Series No. 22S7, •g3o. 

International Aspects of Broadcasting {replies to an enquiry). Inter
national Broadcasting Union Document, Geneva, Series No. 3o55, 
Jg32. . 

Broadcasting Problems, a report in English and French of tbe 
investigations made during the last five years by tbe International 
Broadcasting Union, Geneva, xg3o. · 

The Importance of Broadcasting, Geneva, Ig3•, in English and 
French. 

The Indirect Influence of Broadcasting on Adult Education, by 
A. R. Burrows. - International Broadcasting Union. Document, 
Geneva, Series No. 2718, "•g3o. 

National Nights. - International Broadcasting Union Document, 
Geneva, Series Nos. J53o, uo5, 24o6. 

Broadcast Talkl for Children on Foreign and International Ques
tions. - International Broadcasting Union Document, Geneva, Series 
No. •663, •g3•. 

S umr:aary of Replies to Queslionnair., Noa 1920 and 2461 concerning 
Educal1onal Broadcasta for Adulta. - International Broadcasting 
Union Document, Geneva, Series Nos. x5J8 {1929) and 26S7 (•g3o). 

The making attractive of Radio Lecturea. - International Broad
casling Union Document, Geneva, series No, x32o (•gog). · 




